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PREFACE ------

An analytical study of party politics in a deve

loping country under military rule is important since 

it provides an insight into the actual operation of the 

political system, within the framework of its declared 

democratic objectives. Although the subject of party 

politics in Pakistan has been dealt with earlier, it 

has been done so as a sub-theme rather than as the main 

theme. Moreover, study of party politics under General 

Zia-ul-Haq•s regime covering the period from 1977 to 

1985 has remained untouched so far. 

The present study "Military Rule And Party Politics 

In Pakistan·: A Study of General Zia-ul-Haq 1 s Regime0 

tries to analyse how the failure of the evolution of a . 

viable party system in Pakistan led to military interven_· 

tion in politics. Efforts have been made to throw light 

on how the prolonged military domination inhibited the 
~ 

development of~strong party system in the country. 

The period covered in this study is 1977 to 1985, 

bOth years inclusive. .. However an attempt has been made 

to analyse its preceding developments, placing the theme 

in a his tori cal pe,rs pecti ve. 

The study has be en divided into five chapters. 



(ii) 

The . first chapter consists of two sections, the 

first of which lays down a framew.ork for analysis of 

party politics under military leadership. The second 

sectionJexamines the causes behind the failure of a 

viable party system to evolve in Pakistan till 1977. 

The second chapter deals with the theme of Zia's 

rise to power, against the backdrop of the failure of 

party politics in the country. 

In the third chapter the various measures and 

strategies adopted by the General to reduce the signi

ficance of political parties and render them ineffec_ 

tive in national politics, are elaborated. 

In the fourth chapter the controversial Presidential 

Referendum and the non_party elections have been discu_ 

ssed at length. In addition the role and status of the 

political parties in the post-martial law phase, is traced. 

The fifth chapter attempts to draw certain conclu_ 

sions from the preceding discussion and enga~es itself 

in some futuristic analysis. 



(iii) 

The study has historical, descriptive and analy

tical facets. The need for logical sequence of the 

study makes the narration chronological. The study is 

based primarily on extensive secondary sources and has 

relied on primary sources wherever ·necessary and acce_ 

ssible. 
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CHAPTER- I 

MILITARY RULE AND PARTY POLITICS: 
AN OVERVI~ OF PAKISTAN'S POLITI
CAL SITUATION 



... 

I 

Political parties constitute an essential part"of 

modern political process and there is no denying the fact 

that party politics has almost become an universal pheno-

menon. Modern politics, secular or otherw;lse, represents 

a way of life which calls for discussion and debate, and 
l-

an agreement to disagree. There is a persistent effort 

to influence, shape and reshape public opinion by consent, 

rather than by force or coercion. For the proper exercise 

of these, or €anisa tions are 1ndispensabl e, and hence po-

litical parties become institutions of necessity. 

Political theorists have repeatedly emphasized the 

role of an organised political party in the process of 

political development, whether it is a western democra-

tic liberal, a ¥.~a.rxist or a Third World model. The 

importance of political parties can be perceived by 

placing ~Wt..within the broader perspective of the problem 

of National integration in a plural and transitional 

society i.e. a society under-going a complex and skewed 

socio-economic and political process. They assume sig

nificance in developing countries, as "the major instru-

ments for political socialization, specially when they 

are among the few 1nstit ut ions concerned with affect ms 
political attitude". 1 l"1:oreover these organisations have 

1. 1-Ieenakshi Gopinath, ~ak~~~!!..i!:!..1~!!Q1-ti£:g 
(Delhi, 1975 ), p.1. 



.. 
been found to be "an extremely functional mechanism for 

reducing the sharpness of traditional cleavages in a 

plural society and for fostering an outlook consistent 

with national integrat1on11 .2 More recently) expounding 

the role of political part,_es i.'Yl the process of modernisa

tionJa keen scholar ·op't.n.es·, "strong national parties 

whether in an authoritarian or democratic context, appear 

to be playing an important role today in providing stable 

and legitimate 8overnment and often in laying the founda

tions for national integration" .3 

The significance of political parties as dynamic 

entities, representin8 the consensus of a people in a 

given period of time, is hishlighted by both liberal as 

well as Marxist thinkers. The liberal view appreciates 

the existence and role of politica~ parties as -- agenc~e.s 

of organised public opinion by the help of which poli-

tical system operates, while the IV.Jarxian view examines -+hem 

within the framework of class .. antagonism. Cons is-

tent with the Marxian line of th.inking, Lenin regarded 

party as a "class" that would bring in a new era, culmina-
" 

t ing in the phase of communism. 

2. Muhammed A. Quddus, Pakistan : A Case Stu9:.1._of a 
~l~!~~~~£1~,(Calcutta, 1981 ), pp:b:7.- ----

3. Myron Weiner and Joseph Lapalambora, "The Impact of 
Political Parties on :Political Development", in _ 
Joseph Lapalambora and Myron Weiner, e~., Political 
~~-4r~ie~~~-~~!1~1~!~~~~~~~ (New Jersey,1966), 
P• 34. _ 



1-Iodern representative democracy has ":M.adeo _,__. 

party system an :indispensable factor :1n every poll-

tical society, "whenever the notion of political power 

comes to include the idea that public must participate 

or be controlled". 4 This fact lays stress on the maxi-

misation of political participation, indicating political 

modernisation .in the sense that it calls for the involve-

ment of more and more people into the process of what 

David Eastern calls "the authoritative allocation of 

values". Another observerS points out, parties are most 

important a genctes for manae ing partie 1pat1on 1n a moder

nisine society, a.lld organisation provides the prec ondi

tion for stability and liberty. Without part:esthe elec

torate woold be highly diffused and atomised and opinions 

too variant and dispersive" .6 

The essent.ial features of a party system are as 

follows : 

4. 

5· 

6. 

i) a continuity in or52anisation,that is, an 
organisation whose expected life span 
i'3 not dependent on the life span of the 
cur rent 1 eaders; 

Gop:lna t h, n. 1 , p .2. 

Samuel P. Huntington, Pol1~1cal Q!g~_1g_Qb~g£1ug 
§S!tl~l (New Haven, 19b'8'l, p-:401'. 

Karl Lawson, Political Parties and Linka~es : A 
Q~~E~at1y~_Pe!~£~ctiv~-(New~aven:-19801;-p.3: 



4 .. 4 . .. 
ii) manifest and presumably permanent organi

sation at the local level, with regularized 
communications and other relationships bet
ween 1 ocal and national units; 

iii) self conscious determination of 1 eaders at 
both national and local levels to capture · 
and hold dec is ion rna king power alone or in 
coalition with others; and 

iv) a con cern on the part of the organisation 
for seeking followers at the polls or 1n 
some manner striving for popular support.7 

While the inevitable necessity of party organiza

tion is undeniable, more specifically 1n a representative 

democratic political set up, it 1s pertinent to note 

that the weak party system in the developing Third 

world countries, ·(_S' one of the vital causes for the 

t
" ~ 

ero.s16n of democracy and oY, pavi:r1g"way for military 

intervention in the sphere of politics. Of late, the 

rapid spread of decolonisation has witnessed an expan-

ded and extended political role for the military in 

these newly born countries. Consequently, the rule of 

dictatorship instead of democracy, and military regimes 

instead of civilian rule..? has become the hallmark of 

politics. 

7. Weiner and LaPalambora, n.3, P•3• 



One question needs proper analysis 1n this con-

text. That isJ how far the prevalence of a weak and 

ineffective party system in a country, is directly re

lated to the ascendance of military 1n the sphere of 

politics. This ho-weverJdoes not seek to undermine the 

relevance of other factors in contribut1n8 towards 

t bis unfortunate development in national politics. 

As a matter of fact, truly described in terms of 

economic, socio-political and cultural gaP3, these New 

Nations are confronted v'lith probl ens of serious magni-

tude and of multi-dimensional nature, at a very early 

stage of their nation building programmes. These coun-

' tries suffer from under development, lack of political 

parties and professional politic ian$; differences bet

ween rural and urban masses, between t~adition and 

modernity etc. In these new states, "soc~ety wide in

stitutions, other than· the state are scant ••• the inter

action among the different sectors is tenuous. Parties 

are often communal, sectional and tribal ••••• ; there 

is no mass c anmunicat ion effectively covering the coun-

8 
try. The whole infrastructure is meagre and fragll e11 

• . 

-----------
8. Geertz Clifford, ed. Old Societies and New States 

(New Delhi, n.d. ), p.22:------~-------



. 6· I I 

Thus, the lack of institutional strength9 contributes 

towards the uinsti tutional decayl' in these countries. 

When all these conditions prevail simultaneously in 

a society,. it tends to be fragile, unstable and porous; 

thus providing wide opportunity for the military to inter

vene. Since the military institution is considered to be 

an effective source of stability, it has been rightly 

perceived that nmili tary· rule is one of the several prac_ 

ticable and apprently stable alternatives when parliamen_ 

tary democratic regimes fal tern. 10 

The above approach could .also be explained by refe-

renee to the legitimacy crisis. Broadly speaking, though 

military regimes are procucts of upoli tical, economic 

and social crisis of social change, and nationalist and 

revolutionary aspirationsl•
1

\ more especifically, they 

tend to thrive in unstable, politically non_cohesive 

and in most cases non_functioning or poor functioning 
12 

governments. The strength or weakness of the civilian 

political institutions include all factors pertaining to 

civilian political institutions, such as the level of 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

These institutions include a national economy, natio
nal educational system, national legal order, national 
party system of one or more, and a national army. . 
Edt.,rard Shil, uThe Military in the Political Develop_ 
ment of the New Statesl' in John Johnson ed., The Role 
of the ~il~~rx in the U~erdeveloped ,Countries, 
{New Jersey, 1962), p.9. 
Amos Perlmutter,nThe Comparative Analysis of Military 
Regimes: Formation, Aspi:Cations and Achievements, 11 

World Politics, vol.33, no.1, October 1979, p.98. 
Ibid. 



political institutions, legitimacy, the level of mass 

political mobilisation and participation, role of poll-

tical leadership and parties and the functioning of 

democratic institutions. Deficiency of any one, or of 

a combination of these factors provide the condition for 

military 1ntervent1on in politics • 

. 
l?olitical reasons like weak and ineffective poll-

t leal parties are particularly important signs of a prae

torian state. 13 A vaccum in institutional leadership 

impels the non-pol1t1cal groups to arrogate control for 
th.e 

tbems elves. flere,,_:11111tary bee a use of its oreanisat io-

nal streneth,stand out among the many aspiring and 

cont end:lng parties for power. 

The importance of the political parties in pro-

viding legitimacy and stability in a modernising poli

tical system is tremendous. Tbia line of analysis seems 
Q.S 

relevant so farf'..it points to the effectiveness of strong 

party organisations in ~~rd:ing off coups. That is to say, 

under a mass based party system the military is rather 

underdeveloped for the purpose of performine t re poli

tical role. Being consistent with the above: theme, 

13. Amos l?~utter and Valerie l?. BennettJeds. !h§ 
~~~~1£§1 __ ~flueg~_2!_~~~111!~rx_(Yale, 1980) 
P• 314. 



8 
but talking'm a different tone, S.E. Finer subscribes 

to the view pomt that 11 where public sentiment to civi-

lian institution is strong, military intervention 1n 

politics is rare11 
•
14 Once aeam, stressing the import-

ance of political part,ies 1n a traditional society one 

author says "where traditional political institutions 

are weak ·or non-existent, the prerequisite of stability, 

is, at least, one hiShly institutionalised political 

party. States with one such party are markedly more 

stable than states which lack such a party." 15 

Leg it irnacy is the c ornmon concern of all govern-

men ts irrespective of the manner 1n which t bey come to 

power. This is particularly tr-ue for a military reg1me, 

which part ic tq. arly is anxious in this respect, s mce 

c cups are essent 1ally regarded illegal and undemocratic. 

Upon assuming political power,the military government 

is confronted with a dilemma. Although they typically 

assert thlt they have taken over the government only 

• temporar lly' unt·ll conditions can be ·t.cleaned up1
· and 

~uthority "te..stpyeJ. to a puri:fied civillan regime, -more a..s 

a rule than exception, they emerge 1n pov;er politics 

once they taste it. 

14. Samuel E. Finer, l'f.s.an on Horseback (London, 1975) ----------PP. 20-21. 

15. S.P. Hunt:lngton, 11 Political Development ani Politi
cal Decay'~ ,tn H·Bienen, ed., The M111ta~and Moderni
~~1.2£ (Chicago & New York, 1'971T,p-:2o1 • -------



The political fall out of this has its impact 

on the status of political parties, which gene rally 

enjoy a respectable place 1n a democratic set up tendvn .. ~ 
0., 

to assume c cmpl etely . different form under a military 
1\ 

regime. Handling of political parties (the major 

vehicle of a participatory government) 1s not an easy 

task for the military rulers. Two important reasons 

could be ascribed for this. First, they lack exp3 r-

ience in politics. Second, since they are anti-political 

in their perception of politics, their natuxal avers ion 

to democratic politics can-not be ruled out. Thus the 

most fundamental problem faced by such reg1mes :ls how 

to keep pov.er, once they seize it. 

The lack of experience of the military aut hori-

ties to rule the country a 11 by themselves, their obs e

ssion witl-.. civ:U1anisation of what in essence is military 

rule, forcesthem to seek 'creative' relationship with 
.. 16 

civilian political groups. They set their eye for 

LinstitUtionalisatiOll~ Which II involves the mafutenance 

of the military leadershi}) in power, coupled with attempts 

to entrench its position ani broaden its support by 

seelting alliance v:rith civilian political groups which 

are then subord :lnated to it" • 17 However, in their 

16. 



10 
effort to do so, a well organised masS- based political 

party poses serious threat to the survival of the military, 

rule. However, in order to obtain legitimacy through 

greater popular participation, the military rulers 

evolve new strategies, like introducing schemes for new 

f9:m of participation and ca_option of civilians into the 

government, thus making legal and democratic party poli

tics absolute. Other strategies for sustenance are, 

intimidation of political opponents, divide at emperss, 

constitutional legitimation and populism. 18 

Being backed. by the prevailing continued inept-

ness and divisiveness in society, as as its own hunger 

for power, the military rulers show a "natural reluctance 

to return the reign of po~er to the so-called represen_ 

tative of the people". 19 Hence, the "limited sense" 

of their takeover tends to acquire a broader sense of 

destiny and mission, in course of time. 

However, the absence of party politics as under

stood by Western standards, po doubt, keeps the legitimacy 

of the military in question. One thing that is to 

be observed is that, how successful the military rulers 

are in legitimizing their power by taking resort to 

18. Ji tendra Mishra, uMi1i tary Regimes in Bangladesh and 
Pakistan: Strategies and Sustenance and Survival", 
India Quarterly, vo1.34, no.4, October-December 1981, 
p. 522. 

19. Khan D.Shah, "Military and Politics in Pakistanu, 
Strategic Digest, vol.9, no.2, February 1979,p.9. 



11 
various measures at the behest of party politic:E that 

lies at the crux of a democratic buildup. 

Lastly, no military has relinquished povJer volun

tarily. Experience shov.e that they could be 11 successful 

to some extEnt in nation building activities, but wren it 

tries to reform and civilianise the political system, 

it faces the greatest danger of being dislodged from 

pov,er" •20 

From the foregoing analysis, keeping this general 

understanding and framework in mind, this viork would make 

an effort to analyse and discuss the followme questions/ 

with' special reference to ?al\:istan:t:~po-litics· : 

" .\ 

The environ:nental factors, particularly-the' 
failure of po"l'ty- politics to a 'large· extent 
is responsible foil military intervention 1n 
politics; 

Corollary to this, the prolonged military 
domination of the political arena bas; in
hibited the devel oprn ent of political parties, 
as viable political forceSin the country; 

Representing diffe-rent fieldsof operation, 
they are mutually rncompa tible in their 
perception and outlook in ruling the country; 

-Various policy measures, e.e.,civllianization 
process, non-party electio~, const'itutional 
1 egi t fula t ion, Islamisation; are 8enerally adop
ted at the be rest of party politics for sus
tenance and survival of tte military regimes; 

----------------
2 o. N ihal H. R izvi, "Military Intervention 1n 'Pakistan", 

South Asian Studies, vol. 16, no. 1, January-June:-rss;:-p:32:--



t 2· 
:Politics, at the exclusion of party system, 
keeps the legitimacy of this military regime 
in quest ion. 

II 

The post War II period witnessed an increasingly 

effective intervention of military in politics 1n many 

of the deve:boping Third World countries. The active 

participation of military 1n political affairs has in

variably resulted in its seizure of total povrer. Pakistan, 

bel one me to the category of the devel opi.ng Third World 

Nations, offers the most conspicuous example 1n South 

Asia, v.rhere military intervention 1n politics 1s almost 

complete. 

The stu:ly of party politics under the military 

.regime in Pakistan provides an interestmg dimension, 

in vi8117 of the fact that the ab'3ence of a wide spread 

movement prior to independence prevented experience in 

intensive political ors;zanisations and activities. High-

lighting the negative effect of this, one author 

subscribes to the view point that '~the prospect for 

stable and r 1gorous modern political system depends 

upon the suecess of the country in passing through the 

phase of nationalist movements and 1nt o a time when they 



13 
can experience the benefit·s of organised party system".21 

The movement for a separate homeland for the Mus-

lims was organised by the All-India Muslim League under 

the leadership of Mohammad Ali Jinnah. The history of 

Pakistan Kovement is mamly the history of the process 
0., 

of the development of Kuslim League as~olitica.l party, 

that determinEd to some extent, the future course of 

politics that was to ta k.e place in ,Pakistan. 

J?re-J?artit ion Let:<acies ( •••••• till 1947) 
_________ ... ___ _ 

The problem of Pakistan (~ '· deep roo ted in the 

history of the subcontinent and in the nature of the 

movement. The movement for :Pakistan was purely negative 

in outlook and character, based on a 'negative force' 22 

. ' t 23 1 .. • that is the fear of Hindu domination, Ye~~ heavlly 

for mass support O.n the idealism (of islamic brotherhood) 

and interest (of promoting economic wellbeing of the people). 

Though the struggle was launched on the pr:1nci:ple of 

"two nation theory", the Islamic ideology on which it 

21. L.w. J?ye, "Party system and National Development in 
.~sia", in, weiner and Lapalambora, edc., n.3,p.398. 

22. Lawrence Ziring, •:Pakistan : The vision and the Reality" 
As~_Aff~l£~, vol.4, no.6, July-August, 1977,p.385. 

23. Both Jinnah and Liaquat put forwarded the Islamic 
. ide~ of social justice and fairplay to hold the 
diverse ~Iuslim groups together. See Jinnah' s spee-
c bes in .Quad-i-.Azam ~LA. ~innah'5 Speeches: 8B The 
Governor General of Pakistan, 1947-48 (Karachi, n.d.) 
pp. 2 1 J IS'f • ·· , 
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was based was very vague, and the question of Islam in 

Qr'\.-

politics contmued to remam unresolved issue 1n l?akis-
" 

tan.24 Mohammad Ali Jinnah, the pionee~eader of the 

movement thought that a debate over the components of 

ideology and policies would weaken the movement., and , 

therefore, he exhorted the ~Iuslim community by sayin8 

that "·we shall have t 1rne for programmes, and policies, 

but fir8t get the government" •25 

It is remarkable to note that the Muslim League(ML) 

organ is at ion was also devoid of any concrete s ocio-

economic programme, due to the lack. of consensus on 

issues of fundamental importance amon8 the leaders 

themselves. Such an approach to this problei\ however_, 

was not conducive to its solution in the lone run. Thus 

after independence, these centrifueal forces beean to 

assert the rnsel ves. 

A deep insight in to the nature of t be movement 

highlights the fact. that it was the elites rather than 

the masses who ,;~,ere interested in the creation of J?a k.is-

tan. The Muslim League O·ZL),drawing its. support oose 

24. For deta ll an alys :1s of the role of Is lam 1n politics 
of J?akistan, see K.B. Sa¥eed, !ge J?olit~£~-§~~ 
of J?akistan (Boston 1967 }, pp.159-1S'~Keith 
'Cal'lard,-Fakistan : A !:S!!_!ti.£§~.B.Stl (London, 1957) 
pp. 194-231. . 

25. Quoted m Jamil-ud-Din Ahmed, ed., _$peecbes an.d 
!fritings of Mr. Jinnah_, vol.2 (Labore, 1564),p.393· 
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mainly from the land ownine, the big business, and the 

upper middle classes of the s oc.i ety, , feared the H-indu 
arul... 

domination and competition~ thus wanted to have a free 

hand in a. separate country. Explaming this point, one 

scholar writes; 

"It was an elite based personal movement, not 

-vvith a broad or eanised mass base, capable of long -term 

effective durable struggle against the British colonial 

U26 " operation. The Ph en om en on of weak mdigenous class 

forces" 27 prevented the emergenc~ of a national bour-

geois. Thus, the Pakistan mavement was spearheaded n.ei·tt\e.v ..., 

by the Muslim minority areas of India, ·vfo"le .- by the 

Muslim majority inhabitants of the New :Pakistan. Thus, 
0.., 

it fall Ed to trarnform itself from "National Political 
(\. 

Pfove ment into a M'at ional political l'arty" and "could 

-not build a national organisation with grass root 
28 

support". One scholar pointing out to this character 
-to 

of the .Muslim League in contrast"the Indian National 

Congress (HW) writes 

26. Robert La:Porte, :Po-wer and :Pr iv lle&:Ze.i Influence and 
Dec ~12!:! 1Vla.!Q;!!£ In:~Tii~~t'New-Del b.i,197 6TP:40: 

27. Hamza Alazi, "The Army and Bureaucracy in :Pakistan'' 
In~~!:.E§.~!£!!.§1-.§g_sB}is~-~££tBal..L vo1.3, no .14, 
March-April, 1966, p .152. Tariq Ali also talked 
about the weakness of the social forces which pre
vented the emergence of a bourgeosie class in 
Pakistan. 

28. Mohammad Ayoob, ,. The Military in Pakistan's Poli
tical Development1

', in S.P.Verma and V.Narayan, 
Ed. Pakistan: Political System in Crisis (Jaipur, 
1972), p.16. ' . 
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"In contrast to the development of the congress ••• 

when the grassroot organisation and the mass base of 

the party was built, the Muslim League tended to fossi

lize at this point. Then all of a sudden during the 

1940's it found itself riding the crest of a mass 

hysteria created partly as a result of religious Jingoism 

and partly as a reaction to the Congress's lack of 

accomodation (in fact, or understanding) of the newly 

emerging MYSlim middle class 1 s economic and political 

. t' ,.29 asp1 ra 1 ons. · Whatever support it had, was purely 

due to its adherence to Islam. Although the Islamic 

idealism could hold the diverse ethnic groups together 

for sometimes, the bond faded rapidly after indepen-

dence was achieved. This was due to the nature 

of vague ideology, and absence of any concrete 

sociO-economic programme on the part. of the Muslim 

League. As the uendurance of a National party depends 

on its performance in satisfying the hopes and aspira-

tion 30 of the people'', 

of this objective. 

29. £12. ill·' p.16. 

30. Quddus, n. 2, p. 28. 

the Muslim League fell short 
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Besides this, the nature of political development 

and leadershiP of the ~uslim majority provmces prior 

to independence;hiehlight many thihee. such as, the shif

ting of loyalties, the formation of fragile coalition 

s:zovernrnent, political opportunism, indiscipline, ne:po-

t ism, self ish 1 eadersh i:p, which ·ultimately proved 

r unious to Pa k1stan\democrac y after independence. An 

enquiry into the Muslim League politics in the post

indepenien t phase would throw light On this. 

The period from independence to 1958 - the year 
t~ c> 

of imposittm of,,/jrst m•litary rule,represents the coun-

try's first exper 1ment with the Parliamentary form of 

democracy. :Political parties, the most important in

ErediEnt of a parliamEntary buildup, cp:1stituted an 

integral part of the political system 1n this· period. 

The party politics during the first decade after inde-

pendence was conspicuously marked by its instability, 

weak!less and fragility. ·No doubt, the spillover of 

the very nature and functioning of the Muslim League 

as a political organisation in the pre-independence 

phase had left marked influence on the future working 

of party sys tern in the country' : ye:i: · an analy s .1<3 

of the nature and working of political parties of this 
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period, ~:70uld throw li13ht on the. "identified factor" 

that stood in the way of proper development of an 

effective party system in the ca.mtry. -

indepmdenc e Pakistan. 

·in post-

The system of healthy party politics calls for 

a strong opposition to the ruling party. The 

role of a ccnstructive opposition in Pakistan imrne

diat~afte_r indepEndence was circumscr 1bed by the very 
""" 

nature of the Pakistan . movement. Whlle the undls pu ted 
-th.e.. 

one party rule ·of II. Ku slim League t lll 1954 jus tif iei the 

absence of an effective opposition, tbe multi-party 

system .in the subsequent period, when "politics were 

made up mare of a large number of 1 ead ing persons with 

these dependents then a distinct party with visible 

rival programmes"31 , prevented tbe opposition~mEssert~'h3 

:its. pl a::e. In the first seven years, till the demise 

of ~1uslim League in 11951f, the party held unchallenged 

sway, tre opposition be~nj neitl:!er "numerous nor strone 

enough to 11 influence dec is ion ~king". 32 The domination 

of one party reduced t'be opposition to sheer impotence, 

when the opposition parties lost all hopes of entering 

3 1. 

32. 

K.K. Az iz, :Pat:1I2EJJ:t i~~-J:!!..£,g~stglli..J2ll.:!2§., 
(Islamabad, 1976 ), pp. 180-81. 

IbJ..s1•' pp.185-86. 
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in to o if ice. This was particularly true of what 

happened to the Communist Party of Pakistan in 1951. 

An attitude and policy of crushing the opposition 

could be reflected in the speeches of the First Prime 

Minister Liaquat Ali Khan, a member of the ruling 

party~J'.:uslim League),when he remarked "as long as I 

am alive no other political party will be allowed 

here" )3 Thus, no party in the opposition anEI. no oppo

sition an the partyiwas the operating pr:1nciple of the 

day. 

Hov.ever, once the Kuslim League diss ipited after 

1954, all hopes oJ a stable, wellknit, hardhitting ani 

sensible opposition were belied by the configuration 

of parties. Till 1954, t~e opposition 1n the various 

leg:tsl atu res ·wo.s weak, ··)-he~·r number ·be.0-t3 very few • 

.After 1954, though the:ir number increased, they stood 

disunited and traced their root to divergent political 

parties •. 

A shift from one party to a multiparty system 

after 1954, couldnot also provide a stable system of 

opposition. Most of the parties diet .~thave sufficient 

large mass base O.."r''.d..alternative policies, and were heter-

.... .. .. '. . ~/ -----------
33. ~oted in M. Ibsh iduzzamnan, "The Awami League in 

the Politi cal Development of Pakistan", .As 1an 
SU.[Y~..Y..t. vol. 10, no.7, July 1970, p.555.---
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0!3enous 1n character.· Though,as an exception to 

this, the Un.i ted Front :LYl East Bengal emerged as a 

viable alternative to the Muslim. League by capturing 
-th.e., the-

more than two-third of"seats m. "1954 election, it 

could not rule., as martial law was imposed soon after 

the elect ion. Other political parties who could not 

provide alternative 1 eaders hip cowcL best oe termed as 

'Feudal Clan' or 'J?hanton Groups' or 'Religious Asso

ciations', r~ther.than political.part.1es.34 Moreover, 

these groups could not assert their posi ti,on in 

National J:lolit ics due to the absence of Gereral election; 

Mohammad Ali JLYlnah's period (1947-48) 1n 

:Pakistan's political history was characterised by the 

inauguration of one-man rule, authoritarian tendencies, 

political and administrative centralization vmich had 

serious repu.rcussions in the country's politics in the 

subsequent years. .linnah and his P.r 1Ine Minister 

Liaquat Ali Khan initially were in effective control 

of government. Jinnah' s death in 1948, just over a 

year after independence 11 deprived the MUslim. League of the 

the only leader who could have held it together" )5 

34. 

35· 

A z iz , n • a! , p. 18 1 • 
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After Jinnah's departure, the responsibility fell on 

the Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan. who was no match 
36 either to Jinnah's ability or charisma. However, 

L.A.Y~an in his own way tried to sustain the process 

of shaping up of Parliamentary institution. That he 

did not move himself tq the post of Governor General, 

Nizimuddin to the Presidency, speaks 

Unfortunately, another set back for 

stepped in, when Liaquat was assassinated in 

October This created'a leadership vaccum with 

Pakistan having no leader of national following and 

stature. 

The one man rule and authoritarian tradition in 

Pakistan, by assuming extra-ordinary power was started 

by Jinnah. Tostart with Jinnah became Governor General 

rather than Prime Minister, and thus "initiated a 

tradition of strong, paternalistic executive rule." 

Personal style was incorporated into the new office of 

Governor General. Reliance on non...representative in 

political decision making began with him. By establi

·shing such pr~ents, . he made it eas:U~r "'ror ['hfs 

successors to arrogate unlimited povrers for themselves. 

------
36. Keith Callard t ~~stan: A Political .§.tudy, 

{London, 1957;, p.21. 

\ ' j', \j·J 
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Throe elites found an ally in the civil-military bureau

cracy, whom tl.ley often used for political purposes. Thus, 

in the process, the non-political representative got 

a footrold .in the decision makin!3 process. During 

the first decade, a close working alliance developed 

between the 'national political elite' and the ci vll 

military burea:ucracy - a:n alliance that in later years, 

specially after 1954, was dominated by the latter. Jinnah 1 s 

death ho"~ver, "brought to the surface the conflict bet

ween those who held po1.~r (the civ 11 servants) and 

those who wished to do so (the noliticians )" .37 

The manner in which centralizat.ion was achieved, 

was through national party's control over the parties 

of the prov:lnces. It is surprisine to observe that even 
!h€. th.e. -bhe. 

whmMuslim Lea!:!U e ruled both at centre ani pr evince (East 
;.: - 1\ " 

Bengal) the latter hardly differed from the former's 
WCA.S 

stand.38 Very often Governor's ruleAimposed to ensure 
C.Ord:~l of 

direct central _. the provinces in order to ti-v.NuYt any 
" 

challenge to the position of the "national povrer elite" • 
• 

.A glorine example of its blatant *mposition was in East 

Bengal in 1954, when the newly elected United Front had 

form ei off ice there. 

37. Laporte, n.26, p.46. 
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Disinte.12ration of Muslim Lea.Que _______ ..,.. _______________ .....__ 

The death of Jinnah followed by Liaquat•s assa-

ss in at ion effectively brought an end to the superm acy 

once enjoyed by the Muslim League. The organisation 

suffered a setback as the sucessors of L.A. ~an did 

not possess the qualities required of a leader. Like

wise, Chaudhary Khaliquzzaman who succeed Jinnah bad 

neither the gift of leaders hip nor even the semblance 

of popular backing. Thus)the party became a hand made 

of the government. This was clearly demonstrated when 

the party was forced into accepting Mohammad Ali of Boera 

as its :President after ocing nominated by Gulham 

Mohammad. 

Moreover; the administration never consulted the 

party for anydacis ion taken. The League Wa.s a helpless 

spectator of the frequent cabinet reshuffles. :Precisely 

because it bad lost its popular character,-~a-t Gulham 

Mohammad was enco;uraged in his decision first;to dismiss 

the Nazirnuddin Ministry and la tfer to dissolve the league_

d om ina ted Ass em bl y • 

Except in its early years, the Muslim Leaeue ra

pidly became the monopoly of a class wh~.used it for the , 

realisation of' its own political ambitions ani the advance-

m ent of its economic interests • 

aspect of the Leagu1 one observer points out : 
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"In the peculiar set up of West Pakistan, the 

economic pov1er of the landed aristocracy had given 

it a politiaal ascendancy that neither the introduction 

of universal sufferege nor the rise of the rise of new 

political parties could snatch from it.~39 Not surpri

singly, the League won its electoral victories in West 

Pakistan in 1951; 1952 and 1953 because of the support 

of this class. To a large extent, the absence of this 

support in East Pakistan, could be ascribed to its 

disastrous defeat in 1954. Hence, the Muslim League,' 

~'criplled in the East by a United opposition and captured 

by the feudal aristocracy in the West, the League ceased 

to be a mass Party that it used to be before 

independence." 40 As an organisation, the League without 

a programme, leadership, mass follovring dis integra ted 

and could not effectively revive its past stature. 

The rapid decline of the Muslim League and the 

rise of a host of other parties and factions gave way to 

the formation of a Coalition Government, which did not 

augur well for a Parliamentary dem.ocracy in a new state. 

As a result, the dynamics of coalition politics coupled 

as it was, with the selfish attitude of' the poli tic8.1 

39. Mushtaq Ahmed, ·Governmen~and Politics in Pakistan, 
(Karachi, 1963), p.l31. 

40. Ibid. 
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leaders, resulted in early collapse of all the ministries 

that were formed after 1955.41 The last two ministries 

with Chundrigar (October 1957 to December 1957), and 

Feroz Khan Noon (De-::ember 1957 to October 1958) ,n·ere 

, conglomeration of four and s 1x political parties 

respectively.42 Mohammad Ali Bogra's ~overnment inclu

ded leaders fran the two most stable and influential 

institution: .. in Pakistan - the military and bureaucracy. 

As a matter of fact, the post-1954 scenario in 

Pakistan was one of chaos and confusion. ·The Central 

and :Provmcial governments were short lived and ineff

ective, political parties were constantly declining and 

breaking up into factions. Further more, political oppo~ 

tunisrn, corrupt ion, shifting coalition made shambles of 

parliamentary institution. The result was a breakdO'W!l 

in party discipline and success ion of weak government. 

The inevitable consequence of' such a political scenario 

was the absence of any consensus on issues of national 

significance,, like the question of Islam, East Pakistan's 

participation, regional autonomy etc. 

41 • 

42. 

K.L. Kamal, Pakistan : The Garrison State (New 
New Delhi, 1'§82T,l):2tr:------------

In Chundri~ar's ~overnment there were four parties, 
namely the-Muslim League, the Republican Party, 
Kr ishak Shrarnik Party and Nizam-i-Islarn, where as 
in Feroz Khan Noon's government there were six 
parties such as, Republican Party Awami Lea~ue 
The National Awami Party, The Pa klstan Nat io;al' 
Congress, Scheduled caste Federatiop and. ~ . 
section of Krishak Shrarnik Party. 
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This in effect >Zave rise to coalition politics, - ' 

where a number of political parties were~"operation, with

out any a1 ternative pro8ramcnes, leadership and mass fol

lowing both from East and west Pakistan. The unscru

plous party politics following the year 1954 was con

venientLy ex-ploited by the non-political representatives, 

to t 'b..e ir ovn advantage. This -phase was domina ted by the 

'viceregal system', ultimately leading to first military 

takeover in 1958. 

The nature of regional politics also to a great 

extent contributed tovno.rds the poor functioning of part~t;s 

in the country. In the absence of a "national based 

party, more si~ificantly after 1954, a number of fac-

tors like the feudal structure of· the country, the geo

graphical peculiarities .and bilingual character, came 

to the fore front and helped in strengthening the obsta

cles - -J~.J · -; national integration. This in result gave 

. , rise to a number of political parties with strone 

regional or sectarian base, like the "Pakistan National 

Congress", the "Jamaat-1-Islam", the "Nizam-i-Islam" 

etc. While the .~wami League had strong foot,}told in 

East Pakistan and the "Muslim League" had its sway 

over the ·~Testern part • Like,·_rise, the "Republican 

Party" never extended the scope of its authority to 
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the Eastern sector. This, no doubt, highly speaks, for 

the absence of any broad based and nationally·accepted 

polio ies. 

Absence of Elections ---...-----------
Truly in a democratic system, Political Parties 

and elect ions are very closely related. It is throush 

elections that parties expect to capture power. Thus, 

regular election is an important mmiifestation of. po-

litical process •• ~s an exception to this rule, 1n 

:Pakistan, durme the period 1947-58, no general elec

tion .. was held. The provmcial elect ions in the early 

1950s, 43 \~re the only links between the members of 

Constituent Ass embl.y and the polity, t 111 October, 

1954, when the Constituent Assembly was dissolved. 

Thus, clearly electoral politics was not regarded 

as part of the national political process, in the coun-

try. Besides, mostly elite based pol it leal parties 

were the kind of political parties operating durins 

the period having no grass root support and linkage. 

Although some secular movements (e.g. Bhasani's) had ___ ,._... _________ ____ 

43. Elections in :Punjab, North-western Frontier :Pro
vinces, took place 1n 1951 and elections in Sind 
and East :Pakistan took place in 1953 and 1954 
respectively. 
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attempted to link provincial or national leadership 

with masses, 44 for the ~ost part, these were the excep

tion rather than the rule durins the period. 

~1~!l-B~~-~£s~_l_AyuE-~~ 

From the foregoing analysis, it has been obser-

ved that the assumption of po·wer by General Mohammad 

Ayub ~an was to a great extent possible due to the 

failure of political parties operatin~ within a par

liamentary democratic framework: •. When Ayub took: over 

power, he·was not favourablf disposed towards politi

cal parties and politicians. As is usually the case 

with all military re8jmes, General .Ayub had a deep 

aversion for political parties and a low estimate for 

politicians. 

General Ayub's regime (1958-1969) is clearly 

divided into two distmct phases so far his dealin8s, 

relationship with political parties was concerned. While 

in the first phase his natural aversion compelled him 

to adopt strict measures agamst political parties, the/ 

second phase witnessed the revival of party politics, 

although in a strictly limited and undemocratic sense. 

These. two divergent attitudes towards political parties 

of General Ayub compels one to examine the motivating 

44. For a proper understand.ing of the leftist movement 
1n l;Jakistan, refer to Ali, ne'32, PP·53-61. 
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factors behind this change of attitude - from politics 

of no-party to the revival of party politics. 

Upon assuming power on 7 October, 1958, General 

Ayub Khan abroeated the constitution, dissolved the 

Legislative Assembly, banned political parties and po

litical a.ct ivit ies. He publicly expressed his low esti

mation of politicians and was convinced to do away with 

political leaders and parties. Giving manifestation to 

his deep contempt for politicians, he took measures 

like Election Bodies Disqualification Order (EBDO) 1n 

1959, under which about two hundred politicians inclu-

ding many former ministers were punished. However, the 

need for nation integrat.ion and the search for leeiti

macy compelled Ayub to envision several other ins tit 1.1-

tion and mechanisms. His novel creation- thesystem 

of Basic Democracy (BD) - was the most prominent one, 

to achieve th:is objective. He devised this •unique 

mechanism" in order to ea:1n leeitimacy for his 

"Constitutional Aut ocracy"45 alone with other mechanisms, 

like "Civil Bureaucracy", "National Assembly, l?r ovinc ial 

45. K(halid Bin Say)eed, :Kh e_~li.!:1£.§1_§j§!te!!L.QLl?a~,!§!i§!E 
Boston, 1967, p.101-2o. · 
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Governors1146 etc. The idea was that through Basic De-

. 
mocracy (BD) system grass root democracy could be ensured, 

under v.,rhich "the voters will be less liable to be ex

ploited and misled •••• than in direct elections where 

they were driven as cattle to poll in 8 bciothsrt-.-47 

In the atmosphere of cont:inued ban on polit.ical 

activities and po]itical parties, the indirect elections 

to be l~ational .Assembly in 1962 washeld on a non-party 

basis in which 80,000 Basic Democrats elected 75 manbers 

to the Nat ion al .Assembly. here the menbers of the · 

Muslim League emerged victorious. The important reason 

was that most of the prominent leaders of the popular 

parties in East Pakistan like the Awami League (AL), 

National .Awami Party (N.AP ), were either imprisoned or 

disqualified under the Election Bodies Disqualification 

Qrder (EBDO) and elections were contested by only what 

is called as "the second-echelon of political leaders". 4? 

However, soon it became apparent that political 1 

patronage was not enoueh to hold the disparate 8!' oups 

46. · For details of these Mechanism, See: Qu.ddtis, n. 2, 
P. 38. 

47. .S~.!~!.!LB~£.91:9:~!:-(New D:elhi) March 12-18, 1962, p.4471. 
. . 

48. Raunaq Jahan, Pakistan Failure in National Inte
£! a t,!.QB.~. ( Lond on,-197 2):-P:T4s:------------
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together 1n the Assembly. -~~ain, the Basic democrats 

could not earn for the .~yub regime the:·requ1rad support 

and the legitimacy which was expected earlier. Moreover, 

Ayub' s supporters (like z .A. Bhutto and M.A. Boer a) 1n 

the Assembly put pressure on the regime for the revival 

of political parties. 

Ayub Khan's change of stand on political parties 
' 

was not without considerations. First, he had already 

gained ccnsiderable support from the members of the 

National Assembly, most of whom were old Muslim Leaguers. 

Second, his revival strategy was based on the polic.y of 

dividing the unity of the opposition 1n the National 

49 Assembly. Lastly, he had the loyalty of a consider-

able sect ion of the 80,000 basic democrats whom his 

system "patronized economically, politically and so-

·so cially". 

All these factors worked together 1n favour of 

the adoption of the Political Parties Act (FPA) on 14th 

July 1962. However, it was not without qualifications. 

The conditions that the parties must not be for e1gn 

aided; they must be based on Islamic ideology; and 

---:---------

so. 
.9P ~ .. ei t~o z ~ P• 128. --1 
Herbert Feldman, Pakistan: t'r om Cr :1s is to Cr is :1.s 
.{London, 1972 ), 1?P:3-·:r;-T77=78:-----------
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parties must not recruit persons who were convicted of 

moral turpitude, 1'18re emphasised. He laid the condition 

that parties should follow the Basic Democracy (BD) sys-

tem and formation of parties should be on a national, 

praem a tic and erass r cot 1 evel. 

~artLPoJ:1.t!g§_§!!!£3_12.§g 

With the adoption of the Political J?art ies Act (PPA) 

1962, 1 eaders of most political parties started the revi

val of their own organisations. General Ayub Khan after 

initial reluctance, wanted to form his own party that 

"would represent the government in the Assemblies" ,5 1 . 

protect his o~ interest, legitimise his promulgation 

and proclamations. With a view to operat ionalize two 

principles at the same· time - that of ensurme some sort 

of legitimacy in the popular eye and avoiding a mass 

based new political party - he decided to take over the 

Muslim League • General Ayub joined the Muslim League 

and renamed it as Pakistan Muslim League (PML) 1n 

December, 1963 • 

.After the revival of political parties, a series 

of e.lections, the Presidential election and election to 

----------------
51 • Lawrence Zir ma, Al,!:!b Khan Era : Politics 1n 

~!U§.!§E (New York, 197TT,J>:TI.-----
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the Provincial Assemblies, were held. In the Presiden-

tial election, the contest ensured between the Pakistan 

Muslim League and the Combined Opposition Parties (COP ).52 

Due to the indirect nature of the election, repressive 

and restrict 1v e measures adopted by the ruling class, and 

the loyalty of a considerable section of the 80,000 

Basic Democrats, the Pakistan Muslim League emerged 

victorious. The same practice was repeated in the elec

tion to the Provincial Assemblies. 

A close observation reveals the fact that althou8h 

revival of politica~ parties and elections, both at the 

National and Provincial levels were held, they failed 

to raise mass support for the regime as well as evolve 

a national party. Like many other military leaders, 

· Ayub failed to realise the cr·itical role political par

ties play in National integration. The regime's initial 

dec is ion neither to revive political parties which were 

more or less operative at the time of the coup, nor to 

organise a party of its O\~ had far-reaching consequences 

on future development. It prevented the emergence of a 

new cadre of political leadership and to a great extent 

52. Combined Opposition Parties was an alliance of the 
Council Muslim League(CML), the National Awami Party 
(NAP) The Awami League (AL), the Nizam-i-Islam(NI) 
and the Jamaat-i-Islam(JI). 
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"the old style politics was back".53 It made political 

system less representative by forcing the top leadership 

(ma 1nly from the Awami League and the Nat.ional Awami 

League to abstain from participation under the Election 

Bodies Disqualification Order (EBDO) system. 

Even after the revival of the party system, Ayub' s 

own party Pakistan Muslim League (PML) did not develop 

into a national institution. Other parties operatmg 

after 1962, were primarily regional 1n character. Auto-

nomy vs a strong centre, religious vs secular attitudes 

were the hallmark of the r 1 val party programmes • wh 11 e 

the Ja maat-i-Islam, Counc 11 Muslim League, and the Pakia

tan People's Party were 1 ar gely west :Pakistan based, the 

Awami League was influencial mainly: the 1n East :Pakistan. 

Though the two fact ions of the National Awami Party had 

inter..;.regional organisations, the party remained frag

mented and weak. The re~=~ional character of the parties 

is well depicted by one scholar who writes "instead of 

bu1ld1ng up tbeir organisational mass support, they 

generally co-opt locally influenc 1al leaders. Party 

differences are often based on factional rather than 

pra·gma tic differences • • • • What is more s ignif ican t, 

the party schisms are generally on East-west basis" .54 

53. Saleem M. Qureshi, "Party :Politics in the Second 
Republic of Pakistan", MM~-~~.2!ll'E~!· vo1.20, 
1966, p .457. 

54. Jahan, n. tf&, p.142. 
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General Yahya Khan upon assuming power, tactfully 

adopted a defensive posture and a number of cone U iator y 

policies 1n dealing with politicians. He bad to con

vince people that the military no longer had a "political 

role" to play, its objective being a return to 11 democracy 

and rule of law". As a matter of fact, the loss of ere-

dibility and polit:kal legitimacy during Ayub's regime 

had tarnished the image of the military authorities to 

a considerable extent. 

Spelling the transitory nature of his regime, 

he declared, "restoration of democracy and smooth trans

fer of power to the representatives of people elected 

freely and impartially on the bas 1s of adult franchisef,55
1 

was its objective. Thus appearms to be offering the 

opportunity for greater civilian participation, he 

refrained from banning political parties and did not 

adopt restrictive measures like EBDO. ·He went a step 

further by .break1n8 up 11 one unit" and concedine "one 
I 

man · on e vote" • 

At this juncture, one thing needs to be explained. 

By allowing political parties to operate smoothly for 

55. ·· Bangladesh : Con temporary Events and Documents 
(People's Republic of Bangladesh, n.d.), p.52, 

Quo ted . by J a h an , n • LfS , p • 18 7 • / 
I 
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the election, based on adult franchise, the military 

ruler seemed to be contradicting the fact, military 

regimes aversion relating to towards political parties, 

politicians and democratic way of functionmg. 

Part of the explanation could be sought in th3 

preceding developments under Ayub's regime, and in 

the personality make up of Yahya Khan who was not as 

strong as Ayub. However, complete reliance on these 

factors alone is misleading. General Yahya Khan had 

something else in mind. Clearly, Yahya visualised a 
! 

deadlock 1n the election where no party would win a 

workable majority. In case of such an eventuality, 

the pov .. rer of the military to manipulate events would 

remain unimpaired. Secondly, even if a single party 
. : . • - .•. 't :r ':· '· _.... ~- ~-, .- .. ~. f. 

would emerge victorious~ Yahya still retained the power 

to refuse validation of the Constitution Bill (if it 

upsets the basic interests of the ruling class) accor

ding to the terms of the Legal Framework: Order (LFO) .56 

In both the cases, Yahya seemed to be holding the key._ 

With this intention in mind, he gave political 

parties more or less a free hand to operate. In this 

context, one observer writes, "he was therefore, willing 

to overlook the extreme stand of the Awami League in the 

56. Jahan, no.4S, p.188. 
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election campaign, althou~h it amounted to the violation 

of his ov-n Legal Framework Order 11 
•
57 

Besides this calc ul at ion, a not her strategy op

erated. That he allowed nearly a year (from January 

1970 to December 19'70) forelection campaign, had some 

ulterior motives. This was to ensure that "right-w:ing 

parties aided and abetted by the bureaucracy and state 

control media would ~ain enough votes to act at least, 

as a bargain counter" • 58 

The first ever direct election based on the prin- , 

ciple of adult franchise, was held in December 1970. 

Interestingly, the results upset Yahya's calculations. 

First, the election results revealed the total isolation 

of the Jamaat-i-Islam from the masses. All hopes of 

installing a ~Fakistan Democratic Party - Islam Pasand" 

alliance the pov~r, were shattered. On the contrary 

it (the election) saw the Awami League ar:d the PPP --·.·

sw~~'Pins the polls in E~st ~ani. w~st: )?a~~~tan respecti ve:}y. 

The Awami League won an absolute majority in the National 

Assembly (160 seats out of 300) and the PPP emerged as 

the.second larsest party (81 out of 300). 

58. 

Mohammad Ash 12ar Khan, Generals in Politics 
(New Delhi, 1983 ), p.22:-----------

Tar iq Ali, g~g_~a k,!~~!!_E.Y.!Y!Y~L-~-des~h-£f_§: 
§ta~~ (London, 1983;, p .83. 



With Yahya's first expectation- that!_no·par.ty 

would win a workable majority in the National Assembly -

unf\Llfilled, he tried to take advantage of the conflic

ting interests bet\~en the Awami League and the PPP. 

He started negotiations with the clear intention of 

putting up one against the other. 

However, the subsequent developments proved dis

astrous for Pakistan. First, facing stron_g opposition 

fr~m Ehutto, Yahya did·not allow Mujib to form the new 

Government and persuaded the Awami Lea~ue to share power 

with the PPP. Mujib-ur-Rehman accused the military junta 

of attempting to sabotage the popular will and demanded 

the transfer of powers to the elected representatives. 

The subsequEnt developments saw the disintegration of 

Pakistan in to two independent states. 

While the objective of General Yahya Khan was 

clear, he failed to handle the two m?jor regional parties -

the Awami Leaf4ue and the J:lakistan People's Party. on· 

. the other hand, the political parties played hardly any 

role in keeping the country united •. From the election 

results it became clear that the so-called national 

parties like Jamaat-i-Islam, Pakistan Democratic J:larty 

and the three fact ions of the Muslim League had little 

grassroot support either in the East or west Pakistan. 



On the contrary, :parties like Awami League and Fakistan 

People's Party with mass support tended to be regional 

in character. Hence, with no single party commanding 

support from both the wings of the country, the result 

led to East-West con.frontation, culminating in the dis

integration of the country. 

The :post military period gave birth to represen-

tative democracy in the country for the first time. ,The 

Pakistan People's Party led by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, 

ushered in an era of historic significance, for not 

only war- it the first civilian Government but also 

the lansest to remain in power. Z • .A". Bhutto, the first 

·directly elected leader of the Pakistan People's Party, 

became the President and Chief Martial Law Administra

tor of Pakistan. With Pakistan People's Party gaining 

lanislide victory in Pakistan_, ihe co~ntry seemed to 

be returning to a parliamentary democratic system. 1 

Under such a situation, the political parties (ruling 

as well as the op-posit~_on) were supposed to have the:d. 

share in the-decision ma~ing process. 

Bhutto, a democratically elected leader did not 

prove to be any different from his predecessors. His 



tO 
dealing with his own party - Pakistan People's Party and 

the opposition :Pakistan Muslim League(Q) in Baluchistan 

and National Awami Party in North-Western Frontier Pro

vinces emposed the fact that, he was authoritarian. This 

authoritarian nature of Bhutto could be realised from the 

tactics he adopted to come to po-wer even at the expense 

of the partition of his country. Moreover, his persona

lized ar.d authoritarian style of functioning led to con

fusion within: the ranks of the Pakistan People's :Party. 

It was surprising that "the :Pakistan People's Party 

was never organised into cadres, tiers and no election 

for party office was ever held" .59 

Soon after Bbutto assumed power, .other leaders 

of his party as also those of different parties started 

. suspecting Ebutto as a democrat and socialist. There-

signation of so many stalwarts within his own party, 

s~cially that of Mian Nakmud Ali Kasuri, the Vice-

Chairman of Pakistan People's _Party, symbolized a failure ~ 

reconcile political and other differences wit bin the 

framework ani a broad democratic consensus •. 

Another factor that Bhutto could never reconcile 

with was the pr$sence of an opposition inside and out$1de 

59· Quoted in Salmean Taseer, ·Bhutto~ (New Delhi, 
1 98 0), p. 1 23 • 
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the party. From the very beginning, Bhutto launched a 

rna jor offensive asainst the opposition Pal'.ties. Even in 

the wate of 1'-Ial'ch, 1977 election, Bhutto toot special 

constituent measures such as passing ·of the Fifth Amend

ment Bill, "Peoples" Representation Bill, to ensure his 

party's viet ory. Bhutto engineered the dovmfall of the 

opposition led Governments in Baluchistan and North West 

Frontier Provinces. Later in 1975, he outlawed the lar

!:!est opposition party, the National Awam1 Party, impri-

soned its top leadership, including its President Khan 

Abdul Wali Khan. Bbutto' s strategy in creating a ~post 

military state" was ho·wever 11 patrimonial rather than in

stitutional" .60 He extended his personal control wer 

the bureaucracy, military as well as the party. His 

strategy of rule, which has been characterised as 

"patrimonial ism, centralization and depoliticization", 61 

was devoid of any grassroot political activity. Thus 

by early 1 g-(7, at the time of announcing election, the 

Pakistan People's Party had already lost the support of 

the bult of the society - the midele class. Litewise in the. 

for matHIB Phase, the tenure of Bhutto saw the breakdown 

6o. 

61 • 

Gerald A. Hees:ler, "Politi cal in the post military 
State; some reflections on the Pakistan experience", 
world Politi~ vol.24, no.2, Jan.1977, p.242. 

W.L. Ritbter, 11 Patistan under Zia11
, £!!!.!~J!_H~to.!l_ 

vol. 78, no. 446, April, 1979J p .. t6q. 
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of the party structure which proved to be a prelude to 

the third military regime. 

An analysis of the social bases of the political 

parties operatine between 1947 ani 1g-(7, would help 1n 

identifying, the abstacles in the evolution of a national 

based party system in the country, inclusive of both the 

East and west Pakistan. 

As it has been clearly demonstrated earlier, the 

Muslim League was primarily an elite based organisation, 

drawing support from upper class land owners and urdu 
6? 

speaking famili?§ of Dacca.- Thus, while the election 

victory of the Muslim League in west Pakistan in 1951, 

1952, 1953 was due to the support of these classes, its 

defeat in East Pakistan in 1954 was on account the lack 

or support of the same class. Hence, in the 11gb t of the 

growing united opposition from the East Pakistan, and 

lack of support of feudal aristocracy in the west Pakistan 

the Muslim League was cripped by the year 1954. 

The Party's revival under 1962: PPA, could have 

hardly appealed to the masses, given the undemocratic 

---------------
62. Khalid Bin Sayeed, "Breakdovm of Pakistan's Politi

cal System" , JE1~~a ti.Qg§l J,QB,tnal.~. vol. 23, no ·3, 
1 'J7 2' p • 38 2 • 



and unrepresentative natur-e of its :.support base, thus 

remained extremely limited. 

As for the other parties, they were either popu

lar in the East. or west Pakistan. The Council Muslim 

League 1 s support was limited to the East Pakistan. Like

wise, the Awami League, which was a East Pakistan based 

party, could not take off as a national party because of 1 

its adherence to six-points. 

fo- few words on the religious parties like the 

Jamaat-i-Islami and Nizam-i-Islam would be useful for 

the above discussion. .Uthough the Jamaat-1-Islami 

stated as a pressure group or~anisation, later it deve

loped into one of the most vrell organised party, with 

having a authoritarian structure and a national ideo

logy of it, However, its social support remained ex

tremely weak and limited. While its rigorous selection 

process hindered the entry of rural masses, its rigid 

interpretations of Islam failed to touch a considerable 

section of modernist in the country. 63 All the more 

important was the fact that its adherence to religion 

alienated the non-muslim sections in East Pakistan 

~bout 20% of the population). Not sur1J.f'isingly, therefore, 

----------
63. Sayeed, n. ~5 , P· T6.3 
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it had to face a humiliating electoral debacle in the 

General Election of 1970. 

The :Pakistan :People's :Party (l?P:P ), relatively a 

new party formed in 1967, received support mainly from 

students, urban intellectuals, small zamindars, etc. 

However, its social base in East :Pakistan was minimal as 

it could not accomodate the demand for provincial auto

nomy. It's projection of party ideology as "IslaQ.l is 

our faith; ~emoc.racy our :Polity; .Socialism our economy; 

All power to the people 11
, influenced all sections of , 

the society and the :Pakistan :People's :Party's success 

in west :Pakistan in the 197G general election was a 

clear manifestation of such support. 

After the disintegration of East :Pakistan, the 

:Pakistan :People's Party emerged as the only national 

based party in the country. However, by 1977, it lost 

support of a large section of society. Bhutto's Natio

nalisation Policy, Land Reforms measures, control of 

the military autagonised all the p~qerful groups of tre 

country - the bourgeoisie class, landed class civil and 
64 

military elite. Besides, he lost the support of the 

------------------
64. Mishra,n-18'_, p. 



politically articul'aiie midele class65 who were a.dver-

sely affected, both economically and politically by 

Bhutto's policies. Hence, Bhutto's weak social base 

at the time of the 1977 general election proved to 

be a boon to the Pakistan National Alliance. 

The only political party which at one stage 

should promise of acquiring a National status ultimately 

succumbed to the population of a party with a weak so-

cial base like all other political parties in the country. 

From the foregoing analysis it would not be wrong 

to assume that to a large extent the military's ascesion 

to_power in 1958, was a mere ~ecognitio.n of the fact that 

the nominal parliamentary system which existed till then, 

had collapsed under the weight of corrupt party politics 

in the country. An analysis of the party politics during 

the first two military regime revealed one major concerns -
that of how to evolve a national party system broadly 

inclusive of major geographic and linguistic groups • 

During Bhutto•s rule the PPP failed to capatilise on 

its political gains, thanks to the adherence to a 

charismatic leaders rather than a clear cut programme 

of action. On the basis of this analysis, it could be 

--. ---------
65. S.J.Burki, Pakistan under Bhutto, 1971-1977, 

(london, 1980), p. 200. 



concluded that it was the tradition of autocracy, in 

sho·.Vt, which hindered the grafting of democracy in 

the country. 66 Consequently this very attitude towards 

the political parties by the ruling authorities resulted 

in their own dm.,rnfall from power. 

66. Karl, J. Newmant '"Pakistan's Preventive Autocracy 
and its causes~ Pacific Affairs, vol. 37, no.l, 
March 1959, p.l8. 
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CHAPTER- II 

ZIA 1 S RISE TO POWER : END OF A 
CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT 
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Events in :Pakistan ever since the March 1977 Elec-

tions to the National and Provincial Assemblies had been 

showinp slo·w, ~teady but sure move towards political 

instability, finally culminating in complete disruption 

of the country's democratic political process by 5 July, 

1977· General Zia-ul-Haq's military takeover, thus put 

an abrupt end to the longest spell of democratic rule in 

the country (December 1971 to July 1977 ). The responsi

bility fer driving the country under another spell of 

military control, to a large extent, falls on Pakistan's 

civilian politicians, who once again failed to strengthen 

the roots of democratic .rule, as evident trom their scant 

respect for .rule of law and constitutional process. 

A search for its immediate cause would focus on 

the fact that the takeover by military was an outcome 

of the political instability unleashed in Pakistan since 

March 1977, when the Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) 

showed its determination not to accept the election re-

sults, as it was believed to have been rigged on a laree 

scale. !fore objectively, vvben we look at the event in a 

proper histo.r ical perspective, ot'bt' reasons which are 

deeprooted in :Pakistan policies, are not lost sight of. 



To turn back to the most immediate cause, the six 

months, bet,~en Bhutto's announcement of the election 

and his dovvnfall, rank amon~ the most eventful and cru

cial periods in Pakistan's troubled political history. 

To start with, on the political front, after Bhutto's 

announcement of the elections, there was complete polari-

zation in the country, with two major political allian

ces -- the Pakistan People's J:larty an:l t.he Pakistan 

National Alliance- operatin~ against each other, in a 

struggle to capture the political seats, in an open, 

free and democratically contested election. 1 

The composition and nature of the Pakistan 

National Alliane suggested 11 unity in diversity";hatred 

for Bhutto, Bhuttoism and the Pakistan People's Party 

constituting the basis of such unity. Being composed 

of nine opposition parties, the Pakistan National All-. 
iance included both the left arrl right parties. It 

encompassed w.i thin its fold Islamic parties like Jamaat

i-Islami (JI), Jamait-ul-Ulema-i-Islam (JUI), Jamiat-

61-Ulema-i-Pakistan (JUP ); parties of centre like Tehrik

i-Istiqlal {TI), Pakistan 1~uslim League (PML), Pakistan 
1"\ _________ ......__ 

1. The environment of polarisation in which the 1977 
elections were contested is depicted by some elec
toral statistics. See, Shahid Javed Burki, Pakistan 
~S!~L]h£tt_2_.:_12l.!.:II (London, 1980), pp .195-202.-



Democratic Party (PDP), Azad Kashmir Muslim Conference f]V<Mt.>_j 

and leftist parties like National Democratic Party (NDP) 

and Khaksar Tehrik (KT ). This diversity in composition 

obviously reflected their diverse political ideologies. 

While the Islamic parties represented varying points of 

view re8ard1ng the conduct of the affairs of the state on 

Islamic lines, the parties of the centre advocated for a 

return to parliamentary democracy and private enterprises. 

More differently, the parties of the left believed in 

some kind of state ov~ership of capital and decentralised 

government. The Pakistan National Alliance was, as 

rightly remarked, a "grand alliance representing almost 

the entire spectrum of political thinki~S and ideologiES 

in the country •••••• , and was plagued by divided leader

ship, speaking different languages and subscribing to 

different, even divergent ideologies" •2 But despite 

these differences the Pakistan National Alliance re

mained united, "the hand of unity'1 being tJboth economic 

and religious" •3 It is true that Bhutto's alleged so

cialist and secular polio ies had united these ~rti-es 

under the banner of Pakistan National Alliance. 

2 • A.T. Chaudhiri, "The Battle of Manifestos - I", Dam 
(Karachi), 14 February 1977. 

Khalid Bin Sayeed, Politics in Pakistan : The naturea.ttcL ----7--------------,-----------.QL£irs;_£1iOr!_Of_~ba£E_~ \New York, 1980,, p.157. 
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Essentially represen tin~ the midcll e-el ass consti

t~ency, these -par-ties sroocl ;~ia:lnst Bhu.tt.o's strate~ies 

of rule, and aimed at dismantling him and the Pakistan 

:People's :Party. Inherent in the holding of the election 

of 1 g-(7, theref9re, was a great conflict between Bhutto' s 

objectives and the means and processes to achieve them. 

The very nature of campaign and stru egle for power made 

it obvious that "the 1--furch 1977 ~eneral election would not 

be fought on the basis of political programmes, but would 

effectively be viewed as a referendum on the personality, 

political style and defects or otherwise of Z • .A. Bhutto" • 4 

The~ Pakistan National Alliance incapable of providing 

a coherent pro8ramme (true to its nature and character 

of composition), _raised anti-Bhutto. sloeans and decided 

that anything was better than a Pakistan People's Party 

victory. On the contrary, the Pakistan People's Party 

headed by Z .A. Ehutto, dismissed the Pak.istan National 

Alliance as a "cat with nine tails" , 5 and was confident 

of overcoming op})osition in the election. Thus, the 

entire election campaign lasting two months, was marked 
I 

by mountine violence and · estreneement between the ruling 

:Pakistan People's Party and the :Pakistan Na.tional Alliance. 

4. Tariq lili, "Can :Pakistan Survive r The Death of a 
:Praetorian State", (London, 1983 ), p'.'t29. 

5· QUoted in Burki, n.l, p.184. 
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The election results can contrary to all expec-

tations and surprised all parties except the Pakistan 

People's Party, and others who ·v,~re involved in this 

process. The Pakistan People's Party won 155 of the 
-

200 seats only 36 seats to the Pakistan National All-

iance. The latter won only 8 out of 116 seats in 

Punjab and none in the cities of Lahore and Rawalpindi. 

The Pakistan National Alliance lost in three of the four 

provinces, w1nning a majority of seats in one major 

city - Karachi.6 

On 11 March, n day after the election to the Fro-

vincial Assemblies, vmich the Pakistan National Alliance 

boycotted in protest of the election results of National 

Assembly, the Pakistan National Alliance decided to take 

·resor-t to massive ur-ban demonstr-ations and violent con-

frontations with the gover-nment. The resulting explosion 

blew out of proportion. For a c ompr- om ising political 

settlement Bhutto offer-ed some conce.ssion, but that was 

"too little and too late". Even the opposition was not 
' 

pr-epared to accept the Prime Minister's offer to hold a 

6. A deta1le:l account of the election campaign, r-esults 
and the subsequent protest movement can be obtained 
from Lawrence Zir-ing, "Pakistan : The Campaign Before 
the Storm" , ~~lgg_§.!!f.Y~l, vol. 17, no. 7, July 1 977, 
pp .581-98, and M.G. Weinbaum, "The March 77 Elections 
in Fa kis tan : Vfuere Everyone Lost", Asi_gE_§B!Y~l' 
vol. 17, no.7, July 1977, PP·599-618. 
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countryw·ide referendum in mid-June 1 r:J77, to ask the ele

ctorate if he should continue in office. Fearing a possi-

ble victory for ~he :Prime Minister, the :Pakistan National 

Alliance did not accept the offer,· "which could either 

propel him to new heights of povrer or put an end to his 

highly controversial political career". 7 

The impasse contmued into the first week of July 

1977. Contrary to all speculations that some agreement 

had been reached between the :Pakistan :People's :Party 

and the :Pakistan National Alliance on 4 July, 11 0peratinn 

Fairpl ay11 was 1 aunch e::l by General Zia-ul-Haq, on the 

basis of the failure in reaching a compromise between 

the :Pakistan People's :Pa.rty and the :Pakistan National 

Alliance. Thus, evidently it vras clear that the failure 

. in reaching a compromise between the two major political 

groupings, comprismg of many political parties, ended 

Pakistan's experiment with the civilian rule. 

Looking at. the p6lit1cal developments otL ·tb~ last 

ti Of 
I 

few months, it could be suggested that the elec on 

1977 could not have averted the crisis. By the time the 

--..........----------
Salamat Ali, 11 Bhutto Wants Another Mandate", Far L-~>~-.r~l 
East~!L!b O!lS2!!Jic_]~ieE_IT~J, 27 May 1977, p-:24. 
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election was announced Bhutto had already lost support 

of the bulk of the "politically articulate electorate -
8-

the middle class", which was then supportine the oppo-

sition. More important, 11 by allo-wing themselves to become 

involved in election irregularities ••• , the Pakistan 

People's :Party 1 eadership committed the inexcusable 

mistake of seeming to demonstrate that they were deter

mined to hang on to power at any cost" •9 

The behaviour of the opposition parties was also 

given the background of bickering among opposition par

ties, the formation of the Pakistan National Alliance 

.after the announcements of election ¥~rch 1977, was sur-

prising. But once united, the opposition predictably 

refused to co-operate with Bhutto even on procedural 

matters. In this· context, it 1s appropriate to note 

that even before the electioru; Air· .::Hgrshal 

Ashgar Khan, the leader of the Tl, a constituent party· 

of the Pakistan National Alliance, had said "he and 
10 

his party might not accept a government victory". 

----------------
8. Burki, n .1 , pp .200-1...QI. 

9· Shirin Tahir Kheli, "Martial Law Again in Pakistan", 
Asian Affairs, vol. 5, no.4, lV"'J.a.rcb/April 1978, p:-229:----

1 o. Quoted in Salmaan Taseer, 11 Bhutto" (New Delhi 1980) 
---- J p. 170. 
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The 'Pa.kistnn National Alliance refused to co-operate with 

the liD. ection Commission in investigating the rigging and 

began an agitatio~ to oust Bhutto. Significantly, so 

distrustful was the 'Pakistan National Alliance of Bbutto 

that it refused to accept a re-poll unless it was under 

the supervision of the Judiciary and the army. This whole 

process, h~~ever, highlights the basic discard over the 

rule of the game. Hence the unbears of violent sheet 

agitation by the 'Pakistan National Alliance against the 

Bhutto regime helped to further undercut the residual 

legitimacy of Pakistan's only civilian regime. 

The lack of a concrete economic programme, proper 

leadership and the anti-duluvian character of the Pakistan 

National Alliance contributed to its failure in presenting 

a credible alternative to Bhutto's Pakistan Peoples Party. 

Their basis of unity was hatred for Bhutto and the Pakis

tan People's ~~arty. This act of the 'Pakistan National 

Alliance could be explained by th-e fact that the funda

mental leadership within the Pakistan National }~lianc~ 

represented by the Jamaat-i-Islami(JI) had apparently 

acted on the assumption that anything was better than 

continued rule by the Pakistan People's ~arty which posed 

danger to its status as a political party, by taking 
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Pakistan politics in an increasing secular tradi tion •. 11 

In the light of such an assessment, it is not wrong to 

remark that some components of the PNA, mainly the 

Jamaat...i-Islami, had consclously adopted the s tra

tegy of supplanting the Pakistan Peoples party 

by taking resort to any measure. The Perhaps knew 

that \tthe Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) could 

not really come to power on its own and in case of such 

an eventuality as Pakistan National Alliance coming to 

power, it could not hol~, together for :;very long because of 
~-

the given cha:t;acter and, c omposi ti on of the co ali ti on" .12 

In this context, one scholar has rightly commented that 

"the destablisation campaign (March-July, 1977) and the 

subsequent coup was to handover power to political parties 

of the Ultra-right which could not possibly have come 

to power through the electoral process. " 13 However, 

in the process of doing so, what they failed to realise 

was that, by unleashing violent street demonstrations 

against BhUttoi~ S'-:- -·.re~ime, they helped toto pave the 

11. 

12. 

13. 

The Jamaat-i-Islami as a constituent of the PNA · 
and being a reactiofiary and obscurantist organisa-
tion resisted effectively the onslaught of the 
secular forces unleashed by the PPP. See G. Meenai, 
"Pakistan Peoples Partyl' in Pandav Naik, ed., 
~kistan: Society and Politics,(New Delhi, 1984),p.164. 

Mohammad Ayoob, Pakistan comes to full circle,India 
Qzar~~rlx, vol.24, no.1, January-March 1978,pp.17-18. 
Aijas Ahmad, ltDemocracy and Dictatorshipnin Hassan 
Gardezi and Jamil Rashid, eds~ Pakistan:fhe Roots 
of Dictatorship,. (New Delhi, 1~83), p.120. 
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way for reassumption of power by the military, once 

the weakness of the civilian regime was exposed. 

In such a-situation when the legitimacy of the 

whole electoral exercise collapsed, the only credible 

alternative to Bhutto and his party proved tobe the 

military juntas. This seemed inevitable,given the tra

dition of an active political role for the military and 

weak subjective/civilian control over the military in 

Pakistan. The perception of these events by the mili

tary was that the armed forces t'torn between their con_ 

sti tutional duty to the government and their real duty 

to the nation and the people choose the former in 

keeping with their role and tradition as a disciplined 

and loyal organis ationn. 14 

Even aft~r the military stepped in on ffi July, 

1977,the political parties were justifying the avert poli

tical role of the armed forces. While Ashgar Khan, leader 

of TI of Pakistan National Alliance justified military 

takeover t..rhen civilians failed. 15Bhutto seemed to have told 

Zia, l1Come General, why do not you share power with us •.• 

14. A. R. Siddique, •'Armed Forces: Tasks and Mission'', 
Defence Journal, vol.4, nos.1&2, 1978, p.5. 

15. The Times, 18 August, 1977. 
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16 ... 

we want to teach them a ,lesson". This irresponsible 

act by the c iv ili an leaders, no doubt, helped in. increa

sing the confidence of the ·military Generals in perfor-

mine the political role. 

Upon assuming political power, General Zia-ul-Haq 

kept a predictably low profile, claiming no political 

ambition for himself and assuring elections within 90 
' u 

days. Thus, propagating his self-image as a ne~ral, 
(\. 

progressive and patriotic guardian of the nation, he 

justified his action in terms of the failure of the 

Faki~?tan National Alliance and the Pakistan People's 

I 

Farty to reach a compromise and stated his limited 

objective to "organise a full and fair eiection to be 
" 17 

held in October, 1977". · Thus, with the declaration 

.of martial law regime, Fakistan came onc·e again under 

the grip of military rule - third time since its in

ception. Unlike the first two coups, 18 large scale 

rigging of the March 1977 election, and the failure 

of party politics provided the pretext for the take- 1 

over. 

16. The Times of India, 20 September, 1977. 

17. Q.y~£~~.§§._JYeekJ:.I.:.J2ru:m..~. 1 o July, 1977. 

18. .Ayub' s coup came to prevent election, while Yahy a's 
regime came by negating the choice. of the people 
in the elect ion. 



The remainins part of this chapter would deal 

with the two most crucial years of Zia in po-wer • Starting 

as a neutral arbiter and an underdog 1n political matters, 

General Zia-ul-Haq emerged as a shrewd political operator 

in the country. Re promised to offer an evenhanded deal 

to all political parties in the conduct of "free and 

fair 11 elect ions, but ended in making party politics and 

political parties obsolete in Pakistan. 

As stated earlier, General Zia started with a 

promise of evenhandedness, with the clearly declared 

objective of holding 11 free and fair" elections in 90 

days. However, the relationship- between the General 

-and the Pakistan Peoples' :!?arty - the overthrown govern

ment - proved beyond doubt that Zia's practice had in 

fact been to discriminate against the Pakistan Peoples' 

Party. He began with a concerted drive aga.inst these 

civilian groups which he had once overthrown. The 

heieht of such discrimination saw the liquidation of 

Z.A. Bhutto and his Party from Pakistan politics. 

The drive agains_t·.Bhutto, Pakistan Peoples' 

Party etc. started rather early, when he emphasized 

repeatedly that he would hold elections only when 
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"positive .results" could be obtaine:l. Positive .result 

~as identified with the Pakistan National, Allia nee's 

victory, as that would suit his rule. Later there was 

a kind of political resurgence of support for the Pakis

tan Peoples' Party which really unnerved the General. 

A strong rear 8.ripped the General and the Pakistan Nat

ional Alliance, as both the parties - the Pakistan :Peo

ples' !>arty and the P.aldstan National Alliance - got 

into the busin,ess of preparing for the election. 

Unable to reconcile his declared objective of 

holding 11 fair 11 elections vvith a primary need to defeat 

the :Pakistan :Peoples' :Party, the prospect of which looked 

bleak under the prevailing conditions, he took resort to 

19 
various measures to discredit Bhutto and his party • 

.Another factor that pressed General Z_ia's government 
< 

to abandon its initial "hand off" and neutral posture 

' was Bhutto' s own political actions durine the first half 

of August 1977 - fiery appeals to the masses, criticism 

of the martial law regime and verbal attacks upon the 

:Pakistan National Alliance leaders. The p.rot:rpect of 

Bhutto's return to poV'l8r became more real and more 

19. For detailed. measures aeainst Bbutto, ffiuttoism 
and the Pakistan Peoples' Party, See,:,~,t;:Jd .::·, r~. 
William ,L •• Richter, "Pakistan Under Zia~', Q.ill:~ 
History, vol.76, no.446, April 1979, p.l69. 

/ 
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threatenine to the military and the ~akistan National 

Alliance. 20 

With a clear intention of cultivatins political 

forces opposed to the party overthrown by him, General 

Zia steadily turned towards the ~akistan National Alliance 

which was most enthusiastic for an informal~alliance 

with the military. Zia adopted various ways to block 

P~kistan ~eoples' ~arty return to power. One of which 

was the postponement of the elections just two weaks 

before the scheduled date - 18 October, 1977. This 

was justified by the General in terms of the ~akistan 

National Alliance 1 s demand for "ex:tenditious accounta

bility before an ~arly poll" •21 - -Thus,. the process of 

accountability became the central policy of the govern

ment, to which neither General Zia nor the Pakistan 

National Alliance had set any limits. 

It was thus, obvious that the military rulers 

became aware of Bhutto 1 s "misdeeds" and his 11 Machiave-
22 

llian style of rule", when they perceive the prospect 

21. !h~_!~~~~ 13 October, 1977• 

22. Hasan Askar Rizvi "The Paradox of Military Rule 
in Pakistan", Asian Survey,, vol. 24, no. 5 , May 
1 98 4' p • 5 40 • 
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of an outright victory for the ~akistan Peoples' Party 

in the forthcoming poll. Against this backdrop, the 

Pakistan National Alliance support to the army against 

Bhutto could be seen as an "inferiority complex" 23. 

It was rightly feared by the l?akistan National Alliance 

leaders that they could never hope to rule as lone as 

Bhutto was around. ·Thus, the Zia-- Pakistan National 

Alliance consensus over the need to eliminate Bhutto 

was carried out by 11 placing the full facts of Bhutto' s 

misdeeds before the public". 
'T" 

After Bhutto' s 'I' ear est 
~ ~ 

white papers were issued to prove Bhutto' s 11 destruction 

of civil institutions, politicisation of the service, 

use of public funds for personal luxury and party bene

fit, rigging of election and spreading of the germ of 

class ha tred11
• 
24 

The height of the accountability process was 

reached when Bhutto was .. earested for the murder of 

Nawab Mohammad Khan Kasuri, father of Ahmed Raza Kasuri, 

member of National Assembly. This was a golden oppor-

tunity for the Pakistan National Alliance leader to 

--------------
23. 

24. 

Samuel Bald, "Bakistan : Crisis is inherent", 
ID§!_~£g~al,~vol. 15, n. 1, Jul~-September,1982, 
p. 120. 

William L. Ricti?r, "Persistent Praetorianism : 
Pakistan Third Mill tary Regime", §_tr!!~~f..!£_)21£~~, 
vol. 9, nQ..6 , May 1979, p.285. 
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demand punishment for Bbutto and even 11 public execution • 

On 1' October, 1977, General Zia announced his 

decision to postpone General election scheduled to be 

held on October 18, 1977 and banned all political acti

vities. After nine months of tortuous proceedings, the 

Supreme Court confirmed the Lahore High Court verdict 

awarding death sentence to Bbutto. 

There is little doubt that Zia's decision was 

motivated by political considerations and was not the 

action of an impartial head of the State. Zia virtually 

dreaded the day, when and if, Bhutto returned to power, 

the former would himself have to face charges of high 

treason according to the 1973 constitution. He had no 

hesitation in ordering the implementation of the Judicial 

verdict against Bhutto for he was sure that the Pakis

tan National Alliance :Parties, the Judiciary, the 

army and the bureaucracy would fully uphold his decision. 

Besides, he visualised a broken Pakistan Peoples' Party 
-

after Bhutto' s removal. Thus, in the wake of Bhutto' s 

refusal to seek executive clemancy, Zia had no problem 

in ordering the execution. Thus, Bbutto was hanged on 

4 April, 1979, .. which,ma.nked the end of the arch rival 

of General Zia. 
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In his effort to dismantle the Pakistan Peoples' 

Party completely, General Zia adopted the strate~y of and 

succeeded in dividing the politicians and members of the 

PPP into those who were willing to share power and others 

who were not. This tactic of divid1ng the unity of the 

opposition PPP could be exemplified by the fact that 

he cleverly opposed the anti-Islamic parties in order 

wean the moderate Kausar Niaz's PPP faction away from 

Bhutto's PPP. He made Niaz criticised Bhutto for turn

ins the PPP "into a personal_estate of a particular 

f il 
11 26 

am y • Moreover, Bhutto's arrest and imprisonment 

created still greater pressures for division in the 

Pakistan Peoples' Party. A contest for leadership 

between Kausar Niaz and Bhutto's wife Nusrat Bhutto, 

saw the party's unity fast dissipating~ With the post 

for leadership going in favour of the latter, Niaz 

led his faction out of the PPP to form the "Progres~ive 

Pakis tari Peoples 1 Party". .After these developments, 

the PPP found_itself disintegrating. General Zia's 

format ion of a 11 Civilian Government 11 
, espousal of 

Islamic laws, and throwing hints for returning the 

country to a "Presidential System" in the hope of 

isolating the PPP and strengthEning his politicians. 

26. ~§!;rio~, 16 I'f~rch, 1978. 

I 
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Promismg to secure the iakistan National Alliance, an 

electoral victory, in an army and judiciary conducted 

election and institutionalizing military rule under a 

civilian cover, the General found himself deeply entren

ched in politics, with its most formidable opposition -

Bhutto and the PPP - out of his path. 

In achievine this objective his early association 

with the Pakistan National Alliance did augur well for 

his success on this count. 

The PNA which had formed an opposition alliance 

against the Bhutto' s PPP, exhibited a co-operating re

lationship with the military rulers initially •. As a 

corollary to thi.s, the General's overtures towards the 

PNA was quite compromising and sympathetic to an extent 

that it proved beneficial for the military junta. 

During the formative phase of military rule, the motives 

of the PNA and the Military General conversed on one 

point - that was to destroy the influence of Bhuttoo 

and his party - although, to perpetuate and fulfill 

different objectives. This co-operation between Zia 

and some of the. constituents of the PNA could evidently 

I 

be seen in postponing the election, initiatmg the process 
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of accountability against Bhutto and Bhuttoism, raising a 

non-elected civilian cabinet Qovernment and to some .... 

extent, initiating the process of Islamisation in the 

country. 

Serving as a junior partner to this collaboration, 

with the fond of coming to tne political forefront after 

having erased Bhutto and the PPP from the· mainstream or 

national politics, the PNA extended help to General Zia 

to achieve his implicit objective of destroying the in-

n uence or Bhutto. However the Gen e:ral, while givins 

the impression of systematically preparing for a "tree 

and fair" election and restoring democracy gr~dually, 

made a conscious but deliberate effort to consolidate 

his -ovn i'ul e, first by annihiliating the PPP with the 

PN.A 's will in 8 support and simultaneously disintegrating 

the streneth and unity of the Pakistan National Alliance. 

General Zia' s polio y of intimidat 1ng the PPP with 

the help of the PN.A did not secure him required stability. 

It was not sufficiEnt enough to secure his authority in 

tact. He therefore, followed the strategy of dinding his 

supporters (visibly the PNA) with a clear goal_ of disrup-

tine its unity. 
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The first major split within the :PNA came about 

when Tahrik Istiqlal (TI) led by Mohammad Ashgar Khan 

quit the alliance, protesting against the postponement 

of the elect ion of October 1 g-{8. Subsequently Zia 

engineered shifts in the :PNA unity through alluremen t9 

of power. In his Federal Government, thirteen menters 

were fran four :PNA parties - the JI, :PML, JUP and PDP. 

The other parties refused to be a part of it. All the 

more interesting is the fact that the Jamaat-i-lslami 

and Muslim League (:Pagaro's faction) were given privi

leged positions in the government while the rest were 

isolated. The refusal of the NDP ani TI to join the 

civilian cabinet, and their subsequEnt withdrawal fran 

the alliance effectively split the PNA, laving it an 

Alliance of only s 1x partiEE. To keep the defectors 

guessing, General Zia continued to maintain that be 

would have handed over power to the Pakistan National 

.Alliance but for its divisions. 

Agaip. very cleverly the General diSrupted the 

strength of the PNA, by playing the PNA supporters one 

against the other. He encouraged M. Ashgar Khan to be

lJ.eve that he was a potential premier by sending him on 

foreign trip and thereby made the other Pakistan National 
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Alliance constituents suspicious of Ash ear's motives •27 

The NAP recorded a note of dissent on the question of 

a National Government, while the :PNA 1 s Secretary General 

opined that the National Government would "create a 

congenial atmosphere for electionsn .• 28 Again, while 

the JUI rem a.ined ambiguous, the JI strop.gly objected 

to the idea· of sharin e :po~rer with Kausar Niaz' s pro

~ressive people Party. The Muslim teague was not averse 

to the idea at all. More important, the greater tilt of 

the military tO\vards that, as alleged by the other 

parties of the PNA, tended to create ·divisions within 

the Alliance. The General manipulated the diverse nature 

of the Alliance to his own advantage, thus bringing 

about its disintegration systematically, once Z.A.Bhutto. 

ceased to be a power to be reckoned with. Whatever 

unity the PNA parties had artificially forged on the 

basis of a~strong and Bhutto feeling began to loosen 

with Bhutto' s arrest and a crackdown on the Pakistan 

:Peoples' Party. 

Q~~!3l-~~s=Yl-~g_gn£_fi1s_Ciy111~Q2!§rnm~~ 

Ever since General Zia-ul-Haq' s coup, his quest 

~-&~oh~-~-------

27. 11 Jitandra Mishra, 11 ¥.d.litary Regime in Bangladesh 
and Pakistan.: Strategies of Sustenance and Stir
vi val", Ind!~...S~.!!~!_;y, vol-.S4,, .,nO". 4, O.ctober:.. 
Dec~moer, 1981, p.534. · 

28 • : ~EE!:!L...!.!~~ , 28 April , 1978 • 
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for a civilian face ~rompted him to seek "creative re

. 29 
la tionship with civilian political groups .. ; in prefer-

enc e to "elect ion". It is pertinent to note that once 

Zia called off the elections of October 1977, he needed 

the "co-option of civlli·an politicians into the oper

ation of the ~overnment" , 30 to provide a civilian sarb . ~ 

for his rule. 

First, he was aided by a "Council of Advisors", 

some military, some civilians functioning as ministers. 

This arrangement could not however prevent the naked 

military rule. The "Civilian Cabinet" was a much muted 

outcome of the or i2inal plan of f ormins a "National 

Government", with the non-Pakistan Peoples 1 Party 

political groups. The idea was to assist the martial 

law authorities in administration, both at the centre 

and provincial levels,, until democracy was restored 

in the country. At the outset, the plan misfired, as 

opposine and contradictme opinions were received from 

different parties on the subject of a "National Governmel)t". 

While TI rejected the idea of joining a 11 non-el ected" 
. 

~overnment, parties like NDP, JUP, PDP and a faction of 

30· Ritch er, n.lq , p.170. 
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the PML (Malik Qasim's faction) were against the pro-

posal. On the contrary, other constituents of the :PNA 

vre;e not averse to such a proposal, rather were willing 

to provide an effective bridge between the people and 

the armed forces. The General, therefore, had to aban

don the idea of formine a national coalition "the parties 

could not consider his proposal by rising above their 
. 31 

personal and party interest". 

A 22 men:ber ministerial cabinet, installed on 

5 July 1978, a full year after Zia's assumption of power, 

included seven representativ~s of the PML and none from 

the PNA. However, this did not serve his purpose. Later, 

11 broad based understanding" 32 on "all basic issues" was 

reached between the military r-ulers and the :PNA, following 

several rounds of talks. As a result on 23 August 1978, 

tbi:rteen representatives of·four- parties fran :PNA - JI, 

JUI, J?ML and PDl'- were included into the 21-member cabi-

net to form a "National Government 11
• Inter-estingly "all 

political rarties excluding the majority of the :P:P:P loyai_ 

to B[lotto"33 were r-epresented. 

:P .B. Sinha, "Civilian Cabinet of General Zia" §tr~
tegic Analysis, vol. 2 , no. , September 1 g-(8 ,p.203 • ... 

32 •. The Times of India, 2 ¥.;.arch, 1 g-(8. 

33. See for detail, 11 'I'hree Good Reasons A~ainst National 
II w 

Government , ?a!~~~-Ec~~~st, vol. 18, no.r5 , 
15 April 1978, P•506. 
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As a matter of fact, apart fr cxn the unrepr esen-

tative and undemocratic character_ of the "National Govern-

ment", it is important to note tbat the civilian cabinet 

was formed only after the Lahore High Court imposed death 

penalty on Bhutto in:lfmrch 1978. In the wa~e of growing 

countrywide movement aeainst the persecution of Z.A. 

Bhutto the need for the PNA cover a~ainst the PPP was 

badly felt to obtain political respectability. It was 

in this con text that General Zia began to woo the PNA 

leaders by offering them posts in the Federal Cab in et. 

A close observation reveals the fact that by 

resorting to such a step, he intended first, to obtain 

civilim. poli!t.fual support for his otherwise illegiti-

mate government and second,.to break the power and unity 

(by -~-owing the seeds of disunity) of the PNA, which at 

that time exhibited some potential to challenge Zia's 

authority.
34 

On the other hand the PNA particularly 

the PML was ea~er to grab pov:er, v.rhich it had lost for 
~ ' 

a long time. Moreover, the JI wanted to enter office 

which 1 t c.ould never hope to enter through a fair 

elect.ion.35 In order to appoint a "civilian government" _________ """:"" __ _ 
34. Jameel A. Qureshi, ".~n Analysis of Contemporary 

Pakistan Politics : Bhutto Vs the ¥dlitary11
, 

a§..!@_§.!.:l!Y~' vol. 19, no. , September 1979,p.925. 

Kalim Bah c.dur, "Pakistan : Three years of Martial 
Lavl', Li,!!~, vol. 22, n.t1, 29 June 1930. 
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composed of the Jamaat and its allies - the real 

of ruling junta - Zia not only felt the need to supress 

the P:PP but to undermine and actually break the PNA as 

well. Thus, it was only after the TI and ND? refused 

to join the civilian government,· that the Jamaat be8an 

to look like a big political party,36 and the military 

wanted its co-operation for f'orming the f!Overnment • 

. 4t this juncture, the :PNA and the military re-

Eime needed each other's support in order to materialise 

their respective political objr:o~ctives in the rr own res-

pective fashion. Neither '"'as it mentioned on vtoat 

principles the members were selected for the government, 

nor was it explained explicitly by those Jamaats them-

selves as to vlrly they joined the martial law ~overn-

·ment, except for briefing the reasons in a general tone.3~ 

As a condition for the PNA's participation, General Zia 

promised election by October 1979 and allowed restricted 

political activities. Although, Zia assured that the 

new cabinet would enjoy all powers and would have full 

say in policy making, he continued with the Military 

36. 

37. 

Aijaz Ahmad, "Democracy and Dictatorship in Pakistar).11
, 

~!l!g§.l....2[_Q2nt~QU?.2.t§Ll As!£• vol. 8, no.4- , 1W8 
P• 504. . 

For details of the c ondi t .ions o.f PNA Partie 1p at ion, 
see Salamat Ali, "Early Test for Zia's Cabinet", 
FEER, vol. 101, no. , 18 AU9USt 1978, p.37. ---- ~ 
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Council regarding it as the supreme body. No doubt, his-

way of functioning showed a greater till towards the later. 

This he showed by assuming the Presidency without con-

sulting the cabinet, thereby moving Pakistan still fur

therr away fran the possibility of a return to democrac y.38 

On the whole, it was a peculiar coalition govern

ment, "which does not include the major vote -getters, th@ 

PPP, nor the major representatives .of the small provin

ces, the NDP" .39 These major exclusions were very cru-

cial as the 11 Viewpoint" observed : 

Particularly the NDP out of the game, the 

position of Baluchistan and N .w.F.J?. be-

comes similar to that of Punjab and Sind 

in that the Federal Government will com-

prise persons only who represent them-

selves or negligible minority gr cups in 

the four provinces.40 

The initial response from different quarters of 

political leadership was visibly cold on the issue of a 

38. 

39. 

40. 

Salamat Ali, 11 Steppin8 Back into the Pastn, E._~, 
vol. 101, no., , 29 September, 1978, p.28. 

w. Eric Guffalson, "Pak 1978 : At the Brink Again", 
S t!:_at~.e.!£_QJ:E~~, vol. 9, nlil. q- , .~pril 1978, p. 245. 

Vi~oi~, 27 August, 1978. 

I 
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"National Government11 of "all partiES" based on ~~broad 

< 

understandin~ 11 • Ashgar Khan, Chief of TI which by then 

bad already deserted the PNA, hnd little interest in 

joinina the non-elected cabinet, So was the J?PP. Al-

though the Niaz faction evinced keen interest in the 

proposal, the 8-Party alliance openly rejected the idea 

of sitting ·with members of the PPP in any coalition 

government. 

The PN.A too was a house divided on the issue. 

While the NDP, the JUP, the KT, the PDP and a faction 

of the PML lei by ¥mlik Qa.sim v..rere against the proposal 

(although willing to su:pport the reg:1me from outside) 

other constituents of the PNA showed keenness towards 

the proposal. 

Thus, lack of unanimity of opinion surely resul

ted in the failure of the talks. The participation of 

the PML in the "National GovernmEnt" on 5 July 1978, 
. . 

in defiance of the Alliance, directly precipitated the 

withdrawal of the JUP from the PNA. The NDP became ,~ 

critical in its attitude towards the PML, branded it 

as "power hungry" and "the king' s party'' and demanded 

1 ts wi tbdrawal. 

When the civilian cabinet was formed On 23 August, 

1978, even the PNA could not be held together on the 
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issue of joining the cabinet. The i11me:liate fallout 

of :the cabinet formation was the withdrawal of NDP from 

the PNJ, thus reducing it to a six party affair • The 

NDP fran the very beginning opposed PNA's entry into an 

11 undemocratic and unrepresentative civilian government, 

under the U..mbrella of martial law 11 through the back

door". 41 

The formation of the New Cabinet gave rise to 

divisiveness and unhealthy polarisation in Pakistan. 

With the PNA fast disintegrating, its position had been 

reduced to virtual insignificance, leaving it a "minority 

within a minority" 42 in Zia 1 s cabinet, with mostly the 

right-wing Islam oriented parties (JI, JU?, PML etc) 

joining hands with the martial law regime. 

The Zia-PNA co-operation which lasted until two 

wee.ks after Bhutto's execution of 4 April 1979, proved 

useful for the military in dealing with political dis

sidents and also civilianised the military regime. 

Despite being in the National Government, the 

PNA began to suffer a sense of alienation. It soon-

carne to realize its helplessness b2fore the power of 

41. Sinha, n. $7, p.2o4. 

42 • A h m ~ , n • 12 , p • 12 4 • 

I 
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a military-bureaucratic oligarchy. To be specific, the 

PNA so on understood that in Zia 1 s go ve.rnment, the real 
-

power rested with "the army, although like before •••• 

the bureaucracy has again been required to play a 

role" .43 Moreover, the PNA be~an suffering from public 

odicen for collaborating with the martial law. Some 

political commentators believe that in the two years 

since it began ag!tation asainst Bhutto, the PNA had 

shed most of its popular support, while support for 

Bhutto's PPP had grown considerably.ltft However, there 

is no doubt that the principal preoccupation was the 

electoral disadvantage the PNA would suffer by continued 

close association with General Zia' s gwernrnent. Thus, 

at this juncture the PNA was eager to quit the govern-

ment. 

From the point of view of the military regime, 

the withdrawal of the NDJ?, JUP and TI from the PNA-fold 
.... 

took away wra.tever public support the PNA had ever 

enjoyed. Thus, "their lack of mass support rendered them 

useless to the j~nta 11 .45 Apart from t'b..is, General Zia 

44. 

D .s. Khan, "Military ani Politics in J?akistan11 

Strate~ic Di~est, vol. 9, no. 2, February, 1979, 
p. 115, Emphasis added. 

IDSAl 11 New Review on South Asia and Indian Ocean 11
, 

ray 1 97 9' p. 159 • . 

Mutiul H. Abid1, 11 J?ak Milit~ry Dictatorship and 
Democratic Struggle", !~~1-~~-~~.L~ vol. 2, no. 
May 1 983' p .415. 
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was successful in sharing the responsibility of Bhutto's 

execution with the PN.!\ members. With the PPP in shambles 

(after Bhutto's execution} and the PNA fast losing its 

mass support and disintegrating into the:tr- own compo

nent units, Zi a had no p.robl ern in stabilizing his rule. 

Thus, the early phase of Zia-PNA collaboration after 

Bhutto's execution and the eight-month old cabinet was 

dissolved on 21 J,pril 1979, follov,dng the PNA's with

drawal of its 13 representatives leaving the cabinet 

constituting only of bureaucrats and technocrats. 

The rationale for withdrawal by the PNA was 

that, they had achieved the objectives for which they 

joined the cabinet~' namely that of instituting an Isla

mic order arrl the announcinR0~n elect ion date. 46 At 
-A 

first sight, these objectives of the PN.Il seem to have 

been fulfilled. It is important to remember here that 

Zia started the Islamization policy in FEbruary 1979, 

while the new election date of 17 November 1979, was 

announced in March 1979. Poweve.r, as hi th e.rto shown, 

the truth lay somewhere else. 

This marked the end of a -civilian face for the 

military .regime. ntho"ugr, to a certam extent it helped 
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General Zia to fulfill his short-term objectives, _his 

government apparently had not been able to increase the 

legitimacy of the regime. Its undemocratic am unrepre-

sentative nature, and the status enjoyed by the pol1t1-

cal parties which were members of it, no doubt reduced 

the significance of political parties. Moreover, as 

it is cmmented, the cabinet government could "neither 

produce an alternative leadership the military c ou;td 

trust and ultimately transfer po1r.rer, nor diO. it erode the 

support base of the dissident left ani those political 

parties on the X'i~ht that ·were not prepared to join 
47 hands with the military rule". With the withdrawal 

of political parties from the cabinet, the government 

lost whatever civilian face it enjoyed. A return to 

the harsh rule of ma.rtial law witnessed the end of a 

civilian government. 

The 90 days "Operation Fairplayn was staged by 

General Zia ·with a categorical promise to hold "free 

and fair" elections. General Zia thus stated, u_pon 

assuming po-wer :"My sole aim is to organise free and 

fair election ••• in October tbis year. Soon after •••• 

47. Hasa.11 As~ri Rizvi, "The Paradox of Military Rule 
in Pakistan", ~~~~~-~~~z, vol. 24, no. 7 , Y.ay 
1984, P•540. 
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povrers will be trans fer red to the elected rep.r esentat ives 

of the people" .2k3 Later it was seen that he inv alved 

himself in the exercise of scheduline ani rescheiulins 

the election dates time and again, in order to assure 

"positive results" to the people. In the process of 

doing so, he saw to it that no election was held. 

It was obvious within a few weeks of the martial 
' 

law declaration tbat a peaceful tra,nsfer of power to 

the civilian government vvas not Ifssible unless "positive 

results", which implied a victory for the right-wing 

PNA, '.lvas assured. General Zia' s insistence ;on: 

u positive results" clearly had two considerations. 

First, the elected PNA government could indemnify the 

rulers for acts done by them during the martial law 

regime, and second, the new government might amend 

the constitution which might secure a permanent place 

for the military to intervene in the political affairs 

whenever it wanted. 49 

The PNA went all out of its way to obtain an elec

toral victory. It even absorbed some of the PPP defec

tors at the cost of the resultant craclm in its unity, 

48. 2~~~ Overseas Weekly, 10 July 1977• 

49. Bahadur, U' .35', p.29. 
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in ·order to ensure a victory for them. There was even 

some discussion late in August, 1978, of merging the 

Alliance into a single party.5° However, no such change 

was made. 

As a set ba c k to all these p r o cess es , the ide a 

that "dethro·wned Bhutto was a destroyed Bhutto 11 proved 

a myth and ::Bhutto's growing popularity came as a sharp 

warning to Zia, the PN.A leaders and also "to some fac-

tional element within the PPP" .5 1 Given the nature 

of the ascending popularity of Bhutto and the PPP, 

• General Zia sensed r r~_htly that PPP still was the stron-

8est party in the country, re~ardless of the regime's 
-to 

CU'll'-.lJ"i..~ campaign against it. Added"this problem, 

the JI, the real member of the ruling junta, was not 

even the lareest among tbe anti-Bhutto partioo. In!lead 

the TI and NDP did have some support of the masses. Thus, 

quite naturally, JI could not have expected to an er!3e 

victorious in the election, however, much the elec-

tions were rigged. Thus, the need for such a policy of 

50. Ri t c her , n • ~ , p • 28 1 • 

51. Ibid. 

52. .AhmaP., n. 1~ , p.124. 
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postponing the election was motivated by the strong 11 

"fears 11 on the part of the General and the PNA that PPP 

would either win the October polls or perform better 

than its ri~ht-wing political adversaries .53 "fo ::.. 

saare themselves from the toil ani risks of contesting 

the PPP, the PNA leaders demanded t~he trial of Bbutto 

andother PPP members before .the polls were held. Mo~

over Bhutto's popularity placed the military rulers 

in a dilemma. 

With the interests of the PNA and the military 

regime converging on this point, the· "indefinite post

ponement" of the election was announced, because of tbe 

"pot en tiaJby danserous sit uation11 in the country and the 

need for establishing the principle of 11 political 

accountability". Thus the first postponement of "Nat

ional Election" came in October 1g?7, with the tacit 

support of the PNA. This showed Zia and PNA's target 

of attack to be the PPP. 

Later developments. however, gave the impress ion 

that,. althou8h 11 accountability took precedence over 

-------------------
53· Salin an Tas eer, "Bhytto : A Political Bio&Zraphy" 

(New Delhi, 1980), p.174-75, also see M.A. Khan 
3~~~!'_al~..l~....R£;!:.it~_£~'·, (New Delhi, 1983), p.143. 
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election", General Zia '.vas sincere in carrying out his 

objective of holdin3 the election. He announced on 

4 December 1977 that the election would be held within 

60 days of the c anpletion of ace ountability, 54 and 

justifie:i his action for creating and restoring the 

condition for fair election, by releasmg on bail the 

NAP leader Khan Abdul Wali Khan and his associates in 

December 1977. Later he could claim to have released 

many politic~l leaders. 

H~~ever, he seemed to have diverted his inten-

tions, When on 27 Y~rch 1978, he announced that the 

Presidential form of f30vernment was most suited to 

Pakistan and indicated his favour for reducing the 

number of political parties.55 Not surprisingly, only 

·two days later, on 29 March, the ban on political acti-

vities was extended for an indefm~te period. Again, 

on 24 November 1978, the President offered to transfer 

power to the PNA provided the constituents of the All-
t'o 

ianc e merged,Jor m a s in~l e united party. This act was 

however, preceded by the amendment of the Political 

Parties Act of 1962, prohibiting the formation of political 
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parties opposed to Islam. Finally, on 24 March 1979, 

Zia announced that be would band over power to an elec-
. 

ted civilian government after the National polls on 17 

November 1979.56 

The first postponement of the election was re-

portedly bailed by the Muslim League faction.(led by 

Pir of Pagaro), the Jamaat-i-Islami, and other PNA 

parties who did not dare risk their chances of losing 

the election, against the backdrop of Bbutto'a popu-

larity. On the other hand, the TI withdrew its asso

ciation from the PNA fold. Obviously, the PPP was as 

critical as ever towards the military rulers 1 policies. 

It is pertinent to note that, throughout the 

.perio:l of Bbutto's trial, the Chief Martial Law Admi

ministrator (CMLA) mamtained the pretence that he was 

ultimately going to permit elect ions to take place. 

This was done to retam the support of the political 

parties erouped under the PNlt umbrella, and to appease 

the democratic elements in the Alliance like the PPP, 

the NDP etc. Another point to be noted here is that, 

Genera 1 Zia' s final announcement of holding National 

56. The Guardta.n, 24 ¥..arch, 1979· ---------
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elections vvhich came on 24 March, 1979, had some ulter-

ior motives and considerations. Calculatedly, his 
E>huHO 

announcemEnt came a few days before was to be haruzed. " -
He tried to s.ell his honest .and sincere intentions and 

mobilise the support of the political parties other 

ti?an the PPP and the masses. This "dual strategy" was 

adopted by Gereral Zta throughout the period of sche-

duling and rescheduling the election dates. In this 

context, one observer remarks that Zia, 

"while seemingly makin2 preparations for 

the promised elections to pacify the PNA, 

·at the same time affected lon12-term, and 
' -

wide ranging structural changes in the 

administration with the aim of weeding out 

pro-Bhutto elements". 57 

Interestingly, he was successful on both counts. After 

the post pon en en t of the elect ion, while the process of 

accountability was still going on, the gradual liqui

dation of Bhutto and the PPP came about and the PNA 

soon began disintegrating over the issues of postpone-

m ent of election. Moreover, to s orne extent, the promise 

57. 
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to hold election, provided le~itimacy to the government 

as a few parties flocked around Zia's government at least 

for some time, and provided popular support. 

Being devoid of popular mandate, General Zia's 

regime arrogated to itself the task of Islam ising the 

country's institutions. In the process Islam was mani-

pula ted by the ruling class in order to do away with 

popular participation in the affairs of the state, and 

crush the opposition. 

Going back to election politics, a careful ob-

servat ion of the March 1977 elect ion reveals the fact 

that the PN.A demanied "NizBttt-i-Mustafa11 (the political 

system of the p..-op"'-er ) along with its most fundamental 

demand of re-election. Thus, it is not surprismg to 

see General Zi a conveniently thinking the anti-Bhutto 

agitation of IVIarch 1 g-{7 as "basically a voice of protest 

against •••• unislamic tenets" .58 Moreover, the justi-

fie at ion provided by him for his takeover was the 

"divine mission" undertaken by him to Islamise Pakistan 
be{QL~_£Q.l!~£2.8.ld be transfer red to "Islamic minded people'!59 

58. 

59· 

Afzal Iqbal, Islamization of Pakistan (New Delhi, 
1984 ), p.118. --------------

Oma.r Ash~ar Khan, Political ani Ec0g.omic As.I>ects 
Of_l~_§E!!Z§~!~!!J. ifrr:l.1S1'3gaYA'Ba?.r"red-:-"""Islam;-
p oli tics MR the State; Fl pey,Ls.tgn t.¥ioe,lriE:J~ce.., ( i._f(;"-dO>\/ 
[q<;ss.) J t· \.l..Ji...j. . 
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Although he appeared totally committed to hold elections, 

a part of his inaugural speech, after takeover, impliErl 

that he had other things in his mind. He stated "I must 

say trnt thespiri t of Islam demonstrated during the re-

cent movemEnt was c ommend.able. It proved that ?a kis tan 

which was created in the name of Islam, will continue to 

survive only if it sticks to Islam. That's why I con-

sider the in traduction of an Islamic s.ystem as an essen

tial prerequisite for the country" •60 

Given the military character of his regime, General 

Zia came to realise the difficulty involved in mobilising 

political support for himself through a political party. 

Thus, an attempt was made to legitimise his military 

rule ani build mass support through the medium of Islam• 

In this context one author has communicated thus, 

a throwback to Islamic slogans appeared very 

attractive to the GHQ •••• who found solace 

in religion, because they provided the gene-

rals the main basis of legitimacy for the im-
61 ,. 

position of military rule. 

60. qJoted in Shavvney, n. 5'1-, pp.9-10. 

61 • _M. Ayoob, 11 Two Faces of Political Islam : iran and 
.l:'akistan Compared", l~.!ill:! S.!3!~.J.t vol. 19, no.G, 
J'un e ) .~· 1 W9, p .. :;58 • 
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This was specifically alarming in view of the PNS•s 

allegations that the PPP was unislamic and Socialist. 

To some others, it looked as a conspiracy between the 

military and Bhutt 1 s ci .. vilian opponents (large number 

of whom were affiliated to religious parties) to bring 

do~<Tn Bhutto and replace his uunls.lamic government with 

an Islamic regtme•-. 62 This was quite eveident, given 

the composition and characteristics of the political 

opposition and its subsequent collaboration with the 

military, to rule the country in the name of Islam. 

From the very beginning, after the takeover 

Gen. Zia apparently was sympathetic to the Islamic 

fundamentalis t·.i :~ partjres of the PNA. 'This was evident 

from the fact that the military was almost promising 

a victory for the PNA against .: · Bhutto•s PPP. The PNA 

also believed the same and expected Zia's regime to be 

short lived. Ag this perception became less tenable, 

the regime's Priori ti'es' sl:lifted from elections to 

accountability and reforms. Thus writes Ayoob Mohammed, 

62. £E. £11., p.537. 

63. Richter, n~.24, p.292. 
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"to the traditional twin justification of -military rule 

in Pakistan - political instability arrl threat to the 

country's survival,.. General Zia had to add the slogan 

of enforcement of Islamic Shariat Lavv in a mammoth effort 

to sell extended military rule to an increasingly skep

tical public" •64 Hence, it is well noted that his 

etsession with Islam was borne out of his political 

motives. 

Quite distinctively, General Zia's alignment with 

and overtures tO\~ards the political rightist partire like 

JI, JUI, P.ML (Pagaro's group), is remarkable. No doubt 

it served certain major purposes of his. First, this 

alliance helped him to form a civilian cabinet, which 

• in turn -~~sted him in consolidating his power. Second, 

this alliance effectively caused a major split in the PNA 

group after NDP ani JVP deserted it. Lastly, the 

blame for executing Bhutto was shared between the Junta 1 

and the political rightist groups. 
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Islamic reforms did serve one political functiem 

of the military junta. It encouraged speculation upon 
• 
1-r'\. • + .!-alternative governmental forms, . ._line wrH;.Islamic . ~nets .• 

General Zia, participating in such a speculation commented 

that a strong Presidential form of government would be 

more suitable in keeping with the "thinking and psyche 

of Muslims". He areued that MUslims "believed in one 

God, one Prophet, and One Book and their mentality is 

that they should be ruled by one man" .65 

The pol,.tical parties to t l:1a Right praised Zia' s 

effort to give.:d an Islamic tone to the society and vir

tually proclaimed him as the soldier of Islam. Moha-

mmed Ashraf, Chief of Khaksar Tehrik (RT), another :PNA 

party said, that his party "prefers complete enforcement 

.of' the total Islamic system to any other thine, as 

western democracy is a total fQJ:"ce in the country" •66 

Political parties outside the PNA had stepped up their 

demand for early elections. shovdng scant interest in 

President Zia's steps towards Islamisin~ Pakistan society. 

The JUI, led by Noorahi, alleged that the government had 

sta.tted the reform campaign to divert the peoples' atten-

tion from thereal issues facing the country, whereas the 

65. Da~, 28 March, 1979· 

66. Da~, 31 March 1979· 
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PDP led by Bizenjo, accused the government Of misleading 

the peo1;1e in the name of Islam. 67 While the PP:P became 

highly critical of Zia' s policy, the Pakistan Liberal 

Party said that the name of Islam was being exploited 

in J:lakistan and described it as "illogical and decep

tive11 •68 

In spite of these divided opinions and stron~ 
ena.ctect -

opposition, the Presiden tl\ a series of measures for the 

introduction of Islamic system (Nizam-i-Islam) in the 

country. Tovvards this end be first reconstituted the 

Islamic ideology council. Later he appointed indivi-

duals noted for their strong commitment to Islam as 

well as members of religious parties to important gov

ernment positions. Horeover, in Dec ember 1978, be 
be.. 

declared Islamisation to"the objective of his government. 

and announced the creation of sh a.vi..a.t c.ouvts -fo 

determine whether or not specific laws were -ye_~u:J-naV\.t 

to Isl an. The process was set in pace by February 

1979 with the announcement of "Zakat 11 and other measures 

and by setting up a number of institutions in support 

of his measures. However, his politics of Islamisation 

67! ~iO!llil-~er:a!g.z. 18 December, 1978. 

68 • Ib,!.£. 
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was to play a. significant role in the country's politics 

in the post-execution phase. However,,to oppose the 

democratic elements that had taken part in and had sup-

ported the PNA movement, the General periodically talked 

of conducting election in the near_ future. 

Consistent with the theme of Islam, Zia put 

forth that the PNA was making two incons.istent demands. 
~//... 

vrbile the PNA's considerations, to co-operate~he 

General, by becoming the members of his civilian ca..bine.t.J 
were conch,.ct:lGt~n islam and implementation of Nizam-i-

Mus·tafa, lately Zia disco-vered these two demands were 

self contradictory and inconsistent. That, their de-

mands for democracy in the western sense, throueh elec-

tions, was seen as inconsistent ~~th the demand for 

Nizam-i-Kustaf~.69 As it is hoped that Nizam-i-Mustafa 

there were no parties and no demdcracy unless it is 

separated from the r elieion. 

Thus, as seen hitherto, Islam was used to crush 

the demand of the PNA. 

69. Muhammad,~M~, 11 From Jinnah to Zia", (Delhi, 
1981), P• 115. 
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While all the above strateeies continued to oper-

ate hand in bend, a policy of coercing all other dissi

dents was follo·wed by the President. This highlights 

the fact that the ultimate source of authority for a 

military regi~e, is force.1° .. Uthough quite a number 

71 
of new parties like, 11 Quaid Azam Mus~im League 11

, 

(1 ed by Malik Iftikhar Ali), "Pakistan Nationai Tehr ik" 

· ~ed by Syed Hashim Raza), "Pakistan Patriotic 

Front 11 72 (1 ei by Qazi Nazir Ahmed} and .. "Pakistan Mussa

wat Party" (led by Mohammed Hanif Ramay ), were formei, 

continuous ban on their political activity made their 

presence obsolete. In effect, they failed to provide 

'l*able alternatives and V~!8re non-€.xrsle."r\t foY oJL 

pvo.ct ical pur poses. 

Since elect ion ·was out of the question,, Zia 

put a ban on regional parties and reduced the number 

of national parties. Zia 1 s espousal of proportional 

representation was a tactic to delay election, reduce 

the number of political parties73 and to ensure that 

70. Jvf.ishra, n. ';.."f / -? · 5 31 

71. l~di£r~~~l!~~~' 11 October 1978. 

72. M£r£1ga_~~§L 23 December 1978. 

73 • ill:gfl: us t~!}-T i!!!_~~ 21 J.Via.rc 11, 1979 • 
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no party would secure a majority. Besides, t.he sti

pulation of canpulsory registrati~m compelled parties 

to stay away from electDral politics. In October 1978,. 

the President issuei an order amending the political 

parties Act of 1962, prohibiting the formation of po

litical parties opposed to Islam. Finally, under the 

constitutional order, military courts were set up and 

7,000 political dissidents were put behind bars between 

1977 and 1979. 

From the foregoing analysis, it is evident that 

despite Zia's repeated statements that democracy could 

not be put off for a lone period, its restoration re

mained to be seen in the formative phase of his rule. 

Zia held the view that holding elections just for the 

sake of election carried no meaning. The elections had 

to yield "positive results". Prom the General's point 

of view an atmosphere where such results could be ob

tained were non-existent throughout this period. 

Another factor that contributed to the prevalence 

of such a b1:eak prospect for holding national election 

was that the political parties (mainly the PNA) could 

not stan:l together as a viable alternative to the :PPP, 

the dethrowned party. On the contrary, Zia 1 s first two 

years in po·wer saw the glDring display of their ·weakness. 



n '} 
f) tJ 

That the J?NA was not alarmed by Ziakstep-by-step entrench-

ment into po~'~:er speaks of the utter immaturity of the 

political leadership in the country. The J?NA supported 

all actions of Zia till the ha~ne of Bhutto in April, 

1979. Thus, evidently, the political parties were dis

integrating either "because of lack of politics or re

pression" ,74 to which the J?N.A and the l?PJ? fell prey to 

respectively. With the PJ?J? in shambles, and the PNA 

failing to hold together on common issues, Zia had no 

problem in stabilizing his rule. He took deep interest 

in l?akistan politics in the garb of political neutrality. 

By late 1978, he already had assumed the three important 

positions of authority - Chief Martial Law Admil'listra-

tor (CMLA), Army Chief, and President of Pakistan. 

These two years saw Zia systematically rising to the 

height of po~~r. First, he destroyed the influence of 

Bhutto and the PPJ?, with the help of a working alliance 

with the PN.A against the PPP. Later, be created dis

unity amons the PN.A by playing one aeainst the other. 

Through his pro-Islam postures, General Zia tried to 

legitimize his rUle and to a great ex-tent neutralized 

the threat of the opposition. By forming the civilian 

7 4. Ba id, n • .13 , p. 1 23 • 



cabinet, he rendered party politics obsolete in Pakistan. 

And to some extent, he sought legitimacy by promising 

to hold elections, which had however been several times 

postponed. No wonder by mid 1979, the significance of 

all his political opponents were reduced to non-existence. 



CHAPTER - III ----
TOTAL MARTIAL LAW 
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The death of Bhutto marked 'the end of any subs tan... 

tial resistance by the opposition, to the military regime. 

Once Bhutto was atone away with>the PPP dissipated and the 

Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) ran into tr~d weather. 

Later exposing its true character,the PNA split up. Expec-

tedly, it was a matter of time before the Junta could 

assume unprecedented power and authority. By the end 

of 1979, after the announcement of the cancellation of 

{i.eneral elections for the second time on 16 October 1979,, 

Pakistan entered into the phase of 'real martial law' 

or •total martial law', which was more r~gorous and 

stringent than ·. before. 

It is remarkable to note that President Zia adopted 

various_ pOlicy measures to ensure that the major poli ti

cal parties in Pakistan did not ultimately come to hold 

the reign of political power. In this context, it would 

be proper to study the various policy measures, such asth.e.,· 
I 

-p-ostponelYle.ltt ~JJ the General 'lection, amendment to the 

Political' Parties Act, virtual abrogation of the 1973 

Constitution and substitution of it with the 'provisional 

constitutional Order (PCO), 1981. Besides these, acce

leration of the process of Islamization, creation of a 

nominated Assembly called the Majlis-i-lhoora, holding 
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of local bodies election on non-party basis, and announ_ 

cement of the August 1983 plans and subsequent 14 point 

principles, are relevant. 

All these measures in effect, have moved the 

military far away from its original goals of conducting 

1 free and fair' elections and preparing conditions for 

the proper functioning of democracy in Pakistan. 

!lection Politics _ Expansion of 
Political Partici£ation 

It is through election p:olitics that Zia's regime 

has acquired a tight control over the political parties. 

Through various declarations and announcements, the 

latter's activities have been greatly controlled and 

restricted. 

It has been noted that two weeks before Bhutt o 1 s 

execution, a new date {November 17, 1979) for the National 

Election was announced. However, soon General Zia on 

3 August 1979, amended the Political Parties Act {PPA), 

1962, to the effect that all political parties were 

required to ~agister themselves with the Election Commi-

ssion {EC),submit their accounts for survey and hold 

their own party elections. Failure to obey the new laws 
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would automatically debar a political party from contes_ 

ting the ~neral election. 

The registration clause angered a number of poli

tical parties including the PNA and tl'B Pakistan Peoples< 

Party (PPP). However,. a number of parties expressed 

their willingness to register themselves. The political~ 

parties like JI, TI, JUI, Musawa t ,Party, JUP and all the 
-to 

three factions of the PML belongedAthis category. Their 

argument was that, if political parties refuSe to register, 

the government would get an opportunity to postpone the 

elections, which in turn would delay the return of a 

democratically elected civilian rule in the country.1 

On the other hand, the PNA along with the PPP, 

NDp, PNP and other political parties showed its tenacity 

in opposing the registration clause. The PNA even went 

to the extent of calling for a 'joint front• of all parties 

including the PPP to thwart the government's simister 
2 design to perpetuate the rule. The response of other 

parties was lukewarm or even negative. By 30 September 

1979,when th~ period of registration expired, 56 parties 
, 

had regis tared out of 80 and 44 had submitted their 

accounts. 

1. Pakist~Economist, 28 September 1979, p.lO. 

2. Pakistan Economist, 22 September, 1979, p.lO. 
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However, the PNA 1 s attitude proved to be short-lived 

when on 7 October, 1979 it openhandedly welcomed the 

modified version of the 'registration law' which was 

aimed at accomodating PNA's viewpoint. Neverthaess, the 

PPP and the NDP continued to remain as critical as before 

about this modified version of the registration clause. 

While the NDP emphatically observed that the modification 

of the registration clause without any real change was 

done on the request of the PNA, the PPP reiterated its 

stand that 'it aimed at preventing the PPP from partici_ 

pating in the election•. 3 This law allowed the unregis

tered parties to contest the elections provided they sub

mitted their accounts and a list of their office holders 

by 9 October and extended the closing date for nomina-

tion of candidates to 13 October 1979. 4 

While the political partie~ were debating over the 

electoral changes, the G,eneral Jeeuf.4b. _hold elections 

:.to Local Bodies on a non_ party basis before the already 

announced ~tional elections. This attempt to build 

1 grassroot democracy' was supported by the Pbogressive 

Peoples' Party (Niazi) and the JI. However its non_ 

party orientation led to its condemnation by the JUP 

3. Pakistan Economist, 13-19 October, 1979, p.9. 

4. P.Sharan, Government and Politics of Pakistan, 
(New Delhi, i~S3},f. )g~. __ - ~. -. --~- < 
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and PNA who rightly expressed the fear that it would 

only lead to Zia 1 s stronghold. 5 This was obviously a 

device to create a 'rural constituency'for Zia and build 

an electoral college which would elect a National Assem

bly without direct elections, as laid down in the 1973 

cons ti tuti on. 

Local_]Qdies Elections : 

The Local Bodies polls were held in four provinces 
6 in September 1979, on a 'non-party basis•, primarily to 

test the strength of the various political parties in 

the country, mainly that of the PPP. All the major poli

tical parties contested the local elections under appro_ 

priate dis guises. 7 Results of the local polls only 

confirmed Zia's apprehension about the continued hold of 

the PPP. Despite a low poll (below 50 per cent),the PPP 

nominees besides capturing all Larkana seats, won 58 out 

of 82 seats in Lahore, 90 per cent of the seats in Nawab 

Shah, and 26 seats in Peshwar. 2 

The local election which the PPP won by a decisive 

majority; was thus, •a clear confirmation of the military 

5. Times of India (New Delhi), 21 September 1979. 

6. Morning_B~ (Karachi), 20 March 1979. 

7. The Local Bodies· election in detaiL has been high
lighted fn Tariq Ali, can Pakistan Survive ? 
(London, 1983) ,_ p.l92:------------ . 

8. Musawaat, 26 September 1979. 
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Junta's assessement of the political crisis. •9 This 

particular test of elections, even to the local bodies 

on a non-party basis was sufficient for the President 

to., adopt new strategies for cancelling the promised 

National elections. Contrary to his avowed objectives, 

General Zia announced on 16 October, his decision to post.. 

pone the ~neral election. Preceding to this he ~eclared 

the forthcoming election under the "proportional 

representation" system by an announcement of "Presidential 

Orderl• called the "National and Provincial Assemblies 

Order\' 1979, on 13 September 1979. 10 

This new order came under qeavy fire from the PPP 

which saw it as a nconspiracy" to dep"ti ve it of a sure 

victory in the coming ~eneral election. However, JUP 

made its intention clear that it would: participate in 

the election, because,in their opinion, its boycott would 

delay the transfer of power to the peoples• represe~ta-

11 tive. The NDP chief Mazari expressed his party's 

opposition to any confrontation with the government, and 

agreed to·participate in the election. Asghar Khan of 

the T I asserted his party's resolve to participate in 

the election under any circumstances. ft t indicated that 

9. Ali, n. 1- p.136. 

10. Pakistan Economist, 22-28 September, 1979, p.9. 

11. l..Qi d • ' p. 10. 



his party would win the election and 12 form the government. 

'While the divided opinion among various political 

parties was persisting, the military authorities made 

another controversial move; they decided to postpone the 

elections, scheduled to be held on 17 November 1979, for 

an indefinite period. The reasons they put forward was 

that the political parties in the country were hindering 

the path of Islamic development in Pakistan and that the 

time was not ripe for any kind of National election. 

Tehrik Istiqlal (TI) was the most disappointed over the 

postponement of poll dates. It was expecting a cl earcu t 

victory in the polls, where opposition would have come 

from only a few parties like the JI, PNA and JUP• While 

the JI was not considered a formidable opponent, a dis-

jdided PNA it was felt, could not have offered a 

tough opposition. Moreover, witfi the JUP, it had reached 

an understan:Ung of some sort on electoral alliance. It 

blamed the PNA for the conspiracy and said "these people 

,a.Y.e. aware of their weakness and do not wait to expose 
13 their unpopularity through electoral contest~. 

During the period from 1979 to August 1983, the 

promise to hold elections at an appropriate time in the 

12. Ibid. 

13. Pakistan Economist, 13-19 October, 1979, p.lO. 
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future was often repeated. On 9 May, 1981, Zia stressed that 

he Would allow elections in the country when two or three 
14 major political parties were formed. But while he some-

times called upon the people to work for the ''w:elfare and 

good" of everybody and sometimes spelt out the need for. the 

establishment of an ''Islamic way of democracy'-,··-·~' yet at 
~ u ~ 

other times he referred to '': p-osutve res uJ. ts and the dange_ 

rous strategic environment as reasons for not holding an 
16 

early election". He also sometimes 'felt that the problems 

which the country was facing were not political but econo_ 

mic. 17 During this time the military ruler was desperately 

in search of a political formula which would fall short of 

nation_wide election based on mass franchise. 

On 12 August 1983, he announced the new structure 

of Pakistan's Political system on Islamic lines. Besides 

other things, he emphasized on future election to 

local bodies on a non_ party basis. It would be evident~) 

that much remained unsaid and ambiguous in these propa_ 

sals, and many crucial questions were glossed over or 

14. Quoted in Sharan, n. + , p.l85. 

}Q.. . Delee ted . . . 

16. The So~iet Gntry into Afghanistan in December 1979 
pr-ovided a "Lease of Lifen t.o Zia 1 s martial law rule. 
In view of the changed global situation, Zia exploited 
the religious feelings of the entire Muslim World. No 
doubt, Zia made considerabled~olitical capital out of 
the events in Afghanistan, byl\pe1ople •s attentions from 
the domestic issues. See N.Mitra 'lPeasants to Caches", 
.§!rategj,_c Anal;y§.ll, vol •. S, nos .1-2, April-May 1981, 
pp. 56-63. 

17. P~~~£QQQ~,29 September-5 October,1979,p.11. 
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evaded, such as, 

i) whether the ban on political parties would 

be lifted; 

ii) whether elections would be held under a party 

system, or wh.ether only !'egistered parties or 

all parties ,.,ould be permitted to contest; and 

iii) what would be the qualifying standards for 

the eligibility of candidates. Since the 

main intentions for eligibility would be 

character, who and how this would be ass-
18 es sed. 

Notwithstan:ling the mounting disenchantment of the 

political parties, General Zia was firm in his resolve to 

conduct the future ~eneral elections on strict Islamic 

principles where there vias no room for a western model 

of party based election. Announcing a 14 point guide

line for the proposed Harch 1985 general elections in 

Harch 1984, Zia clearly stated that those who did not 

possess the required ability to stand upto Islamic Stan

dards woUld be disqualified. 19 All this shows that Zia 

had been trying to create a constituency for himself, 

in the event of his turning into an ''elected C~'V;l\o.n 

leader· • 

18. 

19. 

R.G. Shawney, Zia's Pakistan, (New Delhi, 1985), 
p. 14. For · · details of tfie announced new political 
structure for Pakistan on 12 August 1983, see p.l3. 

Quoted in P.Nayak - Pakistan : Dilemma of a Developing 
[§.t;!.on (Jaipur, 1985)·, p. 80. 
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Mili tar;L Rule and Popular Le gi timacv 

As noted earlier, restoration of popular democracy 

on the basis of a "free and fair" election under the 1973 

constitution remained only a stated objective of the mi

litary regime. The feasibility of such an eventuality 

remained an unfulfilled pledge. Expressing his doubts 

concerning the applicability of western democracy and 

party politics to Pakistani political situation, General 

Zia seemingly continued to search for ways of expanding 

the popUlar base of his regime in order to sustain and 

survive in power. 

Efforts in this direction could be noticed in the 

civilian cabinet he formed earlier to which a few poli

tical parties v.rere party to, at least in its initial stage 

of existence. The aftermath of Bhutto•s execution marked 

the end of participation by the PNA. Later, the Federal 

Cabinet consisted only of military people, bureaucrats, 

professionals, religious leaders etc. 

There ,.,as some talk in March 1980 about the expa.D

sion of and changes in the Federal Cabinet, introduction 

of an Advisory Council, first at the provincial level and 

then at the central level. The idea of introducing an 

Advisory Council at the provincial and federal level would 
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be, as stated, a step forward in the fulfillment of 

President Zia's desire to 1'hand over power to a poli-
20 

tical government. 

In a bid to prove himself as an accommodative 

leader who encouraged divergent political opinions in 

the country and to judge the mood of the defunct 

political parties, the Genera1,in mid-1980,initiated 

a debate on the form of g)vernment that was most appro

priate for the country. The leaders of the defunct po-, 

li tical parties were invited to give their opinions on 

the merits of the various political systems and more 

particularly 0 whether the democratic system adopted in 
21 

Pakistan was compatible with Islamu. The response 

obtained was almost unanimously in favour of retaining 

the basic features of the 1973 constitution. Subse_ 

quently, although General Zia did not accommodate this 

view of the various political party leaders, it was to 

his credit that he at least initiated such a discussion. 

Throughout the year 1980, Zla continued to find 

as many civilian sources of legitimacy as possible. During 

this period, he promised governmental changes, an expan

sion of the central cabinet and envisioned provisions 

for civilian cabinet in the provinces. How ever, he 

20. ~stan Economtst, 13-19, April 1980, p.9. 

21. Sultan Ahmed, Consensus on Constitutional Scheme 
of 1973, ~wn Overseas Weekly, 9 August 1980, p.l. 
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fell short of achieving these stated objectives, as 

adequate steps coUld not be undertaken in this direction • . 
It \Alas presumed and rightly so, that ·the problem might . 
be in not being "able to find a group of poli ti ci ans who 

22 
would be acceptable both to the military and the people". 

With strong opposition emanating from the PPP and eminent 

PNA leaders, Zia found it predictably difficult to pre

pare anaccepted alternative. He unsuccessfully tried 

to offer the post of Prime Hillister to Gulam Mustafa 

Jatoi (former Governor and Chief Minister of Sind and 

a member of the PPP Central Executive) and the Chief 

Ninistership of Sind to AbdUl Hafeez Pirzada
23 

(Bhutto•s 

former Finance Minister and Education Minister). 

The unsuccessful attempts at finding ways for 

popular democracy did not preclude the exploration of 

other possible alternatives by the General. The idea 

to build a system of representation upon the ''Local 

Bodies Officials" elected in September 197 9, was aimed 

at building democracy in Pakistan "from ground up". 

In Harch 1980, he convened an °All Pakistan Local Bodies 

Convention'' in Islamabad as 1'the first step towards the 

establishment of a representative government''a As a 

22. Gustafson and Richter, Pakistan in 1980 : Weathering 
StormL Asian Survey, vol. 21, no.~, February 1981, 
p. 16o"' 

23. The Guardian (London), September 1980. 
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prelude to popular participation, he chaired the dis

cussions on issues of local, national and international 
h. e. 

interest, with the 300 delegates _ whom~called the 
b~ . 24 

real rep res enta ti ves of the people,- 1Iuly elected\\. 

These discussions v1ere carried out to ensure a sense 

of wide political participation among the masses and was 

an e ffort to uncover the democratic charcter of the 

military regime. 

Another step in this· direction was the establish-

ment of Provincial Advisory councils in the four provin_ 

ces, with representations from among these local bodies 

officials, along with others. This representation came 

under severe critic isms, as ularge number of those 

elected in 1979 were disqualified on tr-Lv-U:J, grounds 

arrl replaced by appointments more acceptable to the· 
25 

authorities u. 

All these steps v..rere taken with the objective 

of restraining the opposi ~ion parties from gaining any 

political 'round in the country. 

In terms of providing popular legitimacy, these 

steps proved inadequate. The growing mass disenchantment 

24. Ibid. 

2 5. ~ <-01-CA..fJ;,On J n. 1 a;__ , p • 16 6 • 
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towards the military rule urmerved the President. Zi a's 

dilemma vras ebhanced by the launching of the Pakistan 

Liberati on Movement in London by Brigadier Us man Khalid, 

to ~•struggle against the military d-espot and liberate 

the nation. t\ 26 Moreover, the launching of the 9- party 

movement for the restoration of democracy with massive 

student support in February 1981 came as a strong re_ 

sistance to authority. In the light of his troubles, 

Zia •s need to give a civilian face to his regime became 

all the tnore pressing. 

The effort to humanize his martial law regime 

was crystallized in the form of an expanded civilian 

cabinet, in which 23 civilians Here included __ · __ -- -; 

on 9 March 1981. Later, on 24 December 1981, he pro

mulgated his version of the country's Parliament by 

announcing the composition of the MajliS-i-Shoora. 

~eing a nominated body, mainly drawing support from 

various sections like the Ulema, Islamic scholars, 

theologians, doctors, journalists etc., it had to per

form only anadvisory function in directing the country 

to the long cherished goals of an Islamic state and way 

of life and create conditions for economic progress. 

The Parliament lacked an electoral link 'tv.i.th the people 

and vras seen as ''a link between the pre'sent martial 

26. IE.£ian Sxpress, 26 March, 1980. 
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law arrl the future democracy". The very nature of the 

selection of its members was arbitrary and it was being 

carried out "on the basis of moral character, rather 
27 

than partisan competition". A gain, the very fact that 

the council was an Advisory Body and not a decision making 

body speaks of its true character. In this con_ 
28 

text one scholar observers that t'despi te the new line, 

pO\·rer remains in the hands of the military''· This 

hm..rever, failed to provide the required popular support, 

rather its unrepresentative nature became more exposed 

in course of time. 

Notvli thstanding all these failures in efforts, in 

early 1983, Zia proposed to "civilianise1' the federal 

cabinet by inducting some politicians with different 

political affiliations. He rul,ed out the possibility 

of a National government or an all party co ali ti on, as 

demanded by J_eaders of major parties. 

General Zia's long term strategy featured the 

building up of a coQstituency of politicians who could 

sacrifice their party loyalties for the prestige and 

patronage of local and national positions. It is not 

27. Ali, n.~ , p. 

28. lQiQ.. 
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surprising to find,__the local government officials elec-

ted in norL party elections in September 1979 were members 

of the Hajlis-i-Shoora appointed by Zi.a. These poli-

ticiaris consisted of members of virtually all the major 

parties including PPP. 29 This in effect not only weake

ned the original party, but at the s arne time coloured ~-~

the military to have a popular base. 

While the politico~ religious parties maintained 

a good rapport with the military authorities in the 

early years of Zia's regime, the post-Bhutto period 

witnessed the crystallization of the like mindedness 

betl.,een the military rul0r and the JI _ the fundamerL 

talist religious party. A deep observation reveals the 

fact that the military and the rightist parties continued 

to gain mutual benefit from this harmonious relationship .. 

For the JI it was the sharing of political power without 

going through thE: process of elections. Besides enga_ 

ging themselves in low-key political activity, it 

extended its influence in the bureaucracy, the military , 

the mass media and the educational institutions. 

_ ..... __ _ 
29. W.L. Richter, "Pakistan in 1984: Digging In~' Asian 

§_urve~, vol. ~5 , n.)..; .J February 1985, p.l48. 
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On the other hand, for the military, this align_ 

ment with the political right proved more beneficial. 

First, the threat of political agiaation by a political 

party '"'i th a well organized cadre was temporarily remo... 
30 ved. Second, Jammat's support to the military was 

quite crucial in the ~,rake of Bhutto 's exec uti on. The 

leader of the Jamaat, Mian Tufail had assured General 

Zia -that Bhutto's execution could not lead to any dete

rioration of the political situation in Pakistan, but 

if that happened, his party. would take care of it·. 31 

Third, the Jamaat helped the military government 

to undercut the· efforts of other political groups to 

launch political agitation against the government. At· 

the time of facing opposition from the politicians 

especially the left of centre groups, it sought the help 

of a number of ri ghtwing political parties like JI, 

PML(P), a faetion of JUI,as a counterweight to confront 

the protest movement. 

At this juncture, it is relevant to mention that 

after the formation of the MRD, the rightist parties like 

the JI, JUP, PML(P) and JUI (Darhkawasti) resolved to 

...-.....-------
30. H.A.Rizvi- The Paradox of Military Rule in Pakistan, 

~ian Surv~, vol.24, n.§, May 1984, p.544. 

31. nan y ~--i-Wagt, + f\fhlt J.1~1-'f; ·' 
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counter the moves of the MRD. 32 That they failed in this, 

was another matter. 

Two of the important functions of the right wing 
W 10Yt.. -to 

forces~act as agents of the government and to project 

the thinking of the JI. The right wing forces succeeded 

in influencing the thinking and policies of the mill tary 

government which appeared to be moving systematically 

towards implfmentation of the Jammat's policies and 

religious philosophy. 33 

The military leaders · . · ··. cultivated the extremely 

orthodox religious leaders who supported the government's 

decision to assign the highest priority to Islamization. 

Sf late, even the rightist parties started criticising 

Zia's strong arm methodsby which it suppressed the MRD 

movement. The JUP and JUI (Darkhwasti) refused to accept 

zia's proposal of non_party basis election. Though these 

parties had_ expressed their agreement with 'Islamic 

priori ties', provided in the 12 August 1983 plan, they 

continued to insist upon elections under the 1973 consti

tution.34 In this context, three rightist parties, namely, 

32. .!he Palitstan Times - 3 March 1979. 

33. M.A.Khan, Introduction, in A.Khan, ed., Islam, 
.E£1itics and the State: A Pakist§:!! Ex~rience~ ed.; 
(London, 1985), p.8. 

34. Tim§§. of __ !_Q.flia, 22 November 1983. 
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JUI, JUP, {Darkhwasti) and J:aaLat Ahle : Hadith (JAH) 

formed a new alliance to oppose Zia's authoritaria~ism. 

A note of discord could also be perceived in 

Jamaa t' s attitude tmvards the military authorities in 

early 1984. The Jamaat h~ been critical of Zia's poli

cies since February 1984, when the military government 

imposed ban on all the student Unions including the 

•islami_JailQat-i-Tulaba (IJT), a Jamaat's front organisa

tion.35 It appeared that President Zia seemed to have 

ended the special rePationship with the right-wing JI 

as exemplified by the ban on student's union and suppre-
o...-

ssion of the IJT. 36 JI found itself in~ight spot as it 

hac1 been pursuing a dual policy during the last seven 

years. Its sustained effort to cultivate the military 

regime and at the same time. to project an independent 

political posture, thus seemed to be in danger. It is 

noteworthy to remark aha t Jamaat Ami r Mi an Tufail 

announced in April 1984, his party1(JI) willingness to 

cooperate 1-ri th other parties to end military rule, but 

stopped short of joining the HRD. 37 

35. 1ime~_of Igdia, 26 February 1984. 

36. Times of...l.!!dia, 20 March 1984. 

37. Richtr, n. 2),., p. 148. 
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HRD Agitation : 

The Movement for Restoration of Democracy (MRD), ' 

drawing its support intially from eight parties. 38, was 

set up in .February 1981 with the PPP as its principal 

component. Unlike the PNA which was an electoral alliance, 

the PPP's aim was directed towards opposing Zia's consti

tutional proposal as well as his attempts to hold local 

election as a prelude to National and Provincial elections. 

Another point of difference was that while the PNA 1 s 

basis was the strong e.versi on for Bhutto' s regime, the 

MRD was an alliance of the Right; centre, and left all 

together opposing Zia' s martial law regime. It is 

remarkable to' note that for the first time two leftist 

organisations namely the Pakistan Majdoor Kisan Party and 

Quami Muhaz Azadi, were represented. Other leftist orga_ 

nisations such as the Pakistan Awami Tehrik, Pakistan 

Socialist Party and the Awami Jamhoori Party also sought ' 

to join the MRD. 
t.v~ 

However, the flames of the MRD agitationAconfined 

to Sind. The response from Punjab was very lukewarm. 

On the whole, it could not gain a national character, 

38. These parties included, PPP, NDP,PDP, TI,QMA,PMKP, 
JUI,PML. Later in September 1983, PNP joined the 
alliance and subsequently Awami Tehrik was admitted 
as the lOth party in the MRD fold. 
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due to the repressive measures of the government. 

In a bid to undercut the efforts of the MRD,. 

pOlitical parties like ML(P), JI, JUP endeavoured to set 

up a parallel alliance. Their purpose, as one observer 

puts it was, '······· to create confusion and weaken 

the MRD. This party can not afford to be a part of 

galvanising the masses and risking a collusion with the 

regime .•• that's why the endeavour to come to pov1er 

through the back door~.39 

Another factor which significantly contributed 

towards suppressing the political opponents of Zia was 

the helping hand of the right wing po~itical parties. 

Zia mobilized a number of orthodox Ulama and their 

followers as a counter weight, and encouraged a number , 

of political parties like JI, ML(P) and faction of JUP 
40 to undercut the protest movement. 

Moreover, in a bid to control the MRD from gaining 

in strength, the government controlled media played up 

on an hijacking incident and exploited to the full the 

alleged involvement of the PPP. 41 Later, Zia on 

24 March 1981,· promulgated the Provisional Constitutional 

Order (PCO) which curtailed the pov1ers of the civilian 

39. Aziz Ahmed, "Dictatorship and Democratic Struggle,•• 
]jgQiSt ReVi§J;!, May 1986, p. 416. 

41. R~, 18 October 1981. 
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courts to hear any case affecting people under Preventive 

Detention. 

On August 1983, the HRD launched a new mass protest 

movement against Zia's government. With the exception 

of the Punjab province, the other three provinces _ Sind, 
I 

NWFP and Baluchistan extended open support to this anti-

regime ag:.htation. In order to undermine the PPP, the 

party at the forefront of the agitation, Zia unleashed a 

reign of terror in Sind. The repression was reported to 

be far more brutal than what it had been during the 

East Pakistan crisis. 

During 1984, the military authorities attempted 

to weaken the MRD with a variety of maneavours. Early 

.in 19841Zia fo¥ced Benazir Bhutto to leave the country 

ostensibly on medical groun~. 

Besides being subject. to state repression, the 

movement was also plagued by internal differences. The 

first blow came from the head of Jammu Kashmir Muslim 

Conference. It's leader Sardar Abdul Qayum, announced 

that PPP was involved in the plane hijacking of 2 March 

1981, and later left the movement. Soon after, JUI 

threatened to withdraw from the movement. Besides, TI 

all·rays visualised the danger to its stat us coming from 

the HRD itself- its main adversary being the PPP. 
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One major contributing factor for the failure of 

the operation of stable and strong political parties 

was their inner squabbles and contradictions. As a 

direct consequence of these inner contradictions and 

conflicts, they failed to stand as a united force, 

ultimately exposing themselves to the searching criti

cism at the hands of the ruling authorities. 

One such issue on which the PPP or the PNA could 

not adhere to a united stand vras the •registration issue'. 

Differences of opinmons cropped up regarding it within 

the PPP. ~~ile the central hierarchy of the party had 

expressed its opposition to the issues of registration 

and proportional representative, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, 

the Sind party chief declared that the PPP would take part 

in the election. This exposed the party's rank and file 

to be sharply divided between· thGse who wanted to take 

part in the elections under all circumstances, and those 

~,.1hO advocated boycotting the polls under the conditions 

imposed by-the Martial Law authorities. 42 

Likewise, on the registration issue, the PNA stood 

sharply divided. While all the constituent parties except 

42. .fakl:s tan EcQil.QmU.J;,, 22-28 September 1979, p. 9. 
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the JI opposed the government's move, the latter decided 

to apply for registration and in the process got itself 

expelled from the alliance. When the new ordinance had 

been issued to accomodate PNA's viewpoint, Mufti Mahnud. 

thought of persuading the JI to come back to the Alliance 

fol~. But the PML(P) exhibited strong opposition to 

JI 's re-entry, thus expos irj.g its dislike towards it.: The 

possibility of PML(P) deserting the PNA fold could not 

have been. ruled out completely, in the eventuality of 

JI rejoining the fold. Interestingly, others in the 

PNA feared an unhappy prospect of domination by PML(P) 

and JUP• JUP was expected to rejoin the fold once the 

pos si bili ty of JI 's re-entry was refused. 43 

The MRD also was a house divided. It proved 

fragile when exposed to stresses and strains. First, 

Quyyum 1 s group left the HRD fold by accepting the govern_ 

ment•s version of the PPP 1s involvement in the plane 

hijacking. JUP folloHed subsequently. 

The MRD even today represents a disjointed unity 

due to serious imbalances among the constituent parties 

of the alliance. The PPP has more popular support than 

the rest of the MRD parties taken together. This causes 

bitterness among the leaders of a number of smaller 

43. Pakistan Economist, 13-19 October, 1979, p.9o 
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parties '"ho are sensitive about the identities of their 

parties: The TI is the most vocal critic of the PPP 

and sees its political enemy in PPP rather than in the 

government. 

1'1RD was also divided over the issue of whet~Br 

or not to invite moderate and right leaning political 

parties to join the movement. Moreover, the MRD was 

divided on the electoral policy based on the principle 

of August 1983 plan. 1rJhile the MRD as a whole, condeiiL 

ned that election on a non_party basis ~oJould amount to 

t'eroding the very essence of a democratic government", 44 

the JUP)one of its components/expressed its opinion 

that if political parties were allowed to take part 

in the election,~~ party would not boycott it, even 

if they were held on a non_party basis.
45 

On the other 

hand, Sher Baz Mazari, the chief of NDP, another consti

tuent of the MRD expressed conditional willingness 

for starting negotiations with the government, if such 

negotiations were held under the constitution of 1973. 

The PPP held it would not take part in any election 

held according to the programme announced on·August 12, 

46 
1983. 

44. Dawn, 1 September 1983. 

45. l:;;!ki sta!}_!~, 7 February 1984. 

46. DaiJ..y_New.§., 16 February 1984. 
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Again there was no co-ordinated approach by all 

constituent political parties of the MRD, over the 

issue of whether or not to contest the polls. Four 

political parties were planning to form an electoral 

alliance. The PPP on the contrary, made it clear that 

such an alliance woUld be 'meaningless' and would only 

be exploited by Gen. Zia uv1ho is seeking legitimacy 
47 

for his rUlen. 

Again, it should be noted here, although some 

of the constituent parties of the PNA, the PPP and some 

other parties formed the ~1RD, the PPP undeniably was 

'the most prn.rerful. Political parties like JUP, TI 

were against this big brother attitude. There was no 

co-ordinated approach between PPP and other political 

parties. 

After the execution of Bhutto parted company 

with the PNA, which had started pestering him to hold 

election. Subsequently, the PNA continued to express 

its anger, disappointment and indigration at the 

government's measures such as amendments in PPA, ·holding 

of local bosies polls before the general election, etc. 

The PNIA 1 s changing attitude tovJards the military 

government did not however show any unity within the 

47. ~he States~, 6 March 1984. 
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alliance. The political patties constitutiijg the PNA, 

split in terms of their character. While JUI and JUP 

stood for democracy, and ,.,er·e opposed to Zia's regime, 

the JI and the PML believed in extending full ·support 

to Zia. 48 Thus, the PNA ceased to be a viable force. 

survival was its simulta-

the oppssi_ 

tion. Politicians and political parties who opposed 

the military rule, were tre worst sufferers of Zia' s 

various policies to bring his opposition under control. 

On 3 August 1979, Zia amended the PPA, the viola_ 

ti on of which de barred the political parties from parti

cipating in the National election. Here the PPP 9nd 

the NDP were the targets of attack. Mainly with PPP 

out of the list, the Junta found it convenient to operate. 

Again, after announcing the postponment of elec

tion for an indefinite period, Zia took some measures 

on 16 Octob~r, 1979. He banned all political parties, 

forbade political activities of any kind, shut down 

opposition nev.1spaper and tightened censorship. These 

48. M.Ashgar Khan, General~g_foli~i£[, (Delhi, 1983), 
p.J68. 
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measures were appropriately commented as •more or less 

eqUivalent of a second coup for most of Pakistan's 

1 • t• • I 40 po l lClans • 

The military regime has pursued a policy of seleC

tive suppression of the political leaders engaged in 

open political activities against the regime. The 

discouragement of and restrictions on the press, inclU-

ding censorship, restriction on the movement of politi

cal leaders are important, means of suppression. 

House arrest, detention, res tri cti ons on inter-provin... 

cial travel are common. Some political leaders inclU

ding Asghar Khan, Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, 

N. Nasrellah Khan, General (Retd.) Tikka Khan have been 

under house arrest. 

The PPP has been the main target of attack of the 

military rule. General Zia, in his most direct indict

ment to his m&bn opposition party, said that the PPP 

would not be allowed to rule again and the PPP members 
50 would be banned for another ten years from any polls. 

One fa~tor which significantly contributed towards 

suppressing the political opponents of Gen. Zia was 

49. Ali, n.6, p.J38. 

EiJ. ThL~, 25 December 1983. 
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the helping hand of the right wing political parties 

and the religious leaders. 

Besides, the military regime initiated a new wave 

of atrocities and mass arrests to paralyse the MRD 

movement. Efforts were directed to endure that the 

movement its demise before it could gain any momentum. 

Along with the leaders more than 2,000 politival oppo_ 

nents were arrested. 

The s uppres si ve measures adopted by Zi a bear 

testomony to the illiteracy of his regime. The more 

his regime depends on repression, the more its true 

picture is revealed. This shows that ultimately the 

last resort of the military regim~ in crushing the 

opposition remain farce and coercive methods. 

Religion has been exploited by Zia sustain himself 

in power and his Islamisation process is without prece_ 

dent. This has helped him in warding off the opposition, 

mainly the PPP. 

First, Zia used Islam for the postponement of the 

election. He stated on 30 August 1979; 

At present the controversy in the field 
of politics centres around on forthcoming 
elections. Several prominent political 
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leaders, Ulemma 1 intellectuals and worried 
citizens advised me that for God's sake do 
not hold elections in the present circums
tances because they might cause harm to the · 
country • • • • • Some people have termed the · 
present method of election as totally un-Isla
mic. They feel that it is necessary to 
complete the induction of Nizam-i-Islam 
before the election. 51 

That no government could reverse Islamization
52 

bears 

ample testonomy to the fact that Islamization has been ~ 

put at the forefront of his policy. Being quite expli

cit in his intention, Zia categorically affirmed that 

•Pakistan was created in the name of Islam, and in 
53' Islam, there is no scope for a western type of election'. 

on party basis. On April 1981 he reiterated that there 

is no room for political parties in an Islamic system. 54 

This confirms to the viewpoint that there are no parties 

in Islamic democracy unless democracy is separated 

from religion. 55 

The major thrust of the Islamization programme 

has been the Islamization of laws. Towards this end 

------·--
51. ~' 31 August, 1979. 

52. ~rgtng N~, 9 October 1979. 

53. Quoted in Pandav Naik, eds., Pakistan: Dilemmas 
bf Dg,yelo.R!f:l .. K. State (Jaipur, 1985), p.l66. ---

54. Pakistan T~, 8 April, 1981. 

55. Muhammed Munir, 'E'.!:2!n....:L~EEah_to_fu' (Delhi,198l),p.lll. 
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a council of Islamic Ideology was set up, a referendum 

was held over the Islamic versus secular question, 

liquor was banned on PIA flights, Shariat benches 

were installed in courts, an Islamic Penal Code, was 

formulated and 500 Government Mosques schools establi

shed, Zakat enforced and finally, an Islamic court set 

up to determine whether the lai•!S are Islamic. These 

have been, as rightly rema~ked 'the example of the 

fossilized version of Islam in its political manifes_ 

tation'. 56 

During 1979 Gen. Zia made further changes in the 

electoral laws. In this context, he introduced the 

proportional Representation system declaring that it 

was close to Islam. 57 In August 1979 Zia ammended the 
q 

PPA 1962, to ensure 'registration of political parties 

with the Election Commission, regulate party funds, 

Obtain pOlitical parti 8S I belief in the ideology Of 

Pakistan, and hold party elections annually. 58 Failure 

to comply with any of the provisions would se~ve to 

disnualify a party from registration, and hence from 

participation in the election. These measures were 

taken by Zia to ward off the PPP mainly. 

56. Md. Ayoob- Two Faces of Political Islam: Iran and 
Pakistan Compared, .§_trgtegic 12i.ru;~, vol.9, n.s., 
August 1979, p.479. 

57. Pal,sis ta_n_'J;'i~, 11 August 1979. 

58. ~~n, (Over~e~Wee~~), 8 September 1979. 
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In March 1981, an interim constitution was promul

gated by Zia, which declared that democracy and repre

sentative institution would be restored as soon as 

possible nin conformity "'i th Islam". This cons ti tuti on 

also empowered the President to dissolve any party 

1 operating in a manner prejudical to Islamic ideology 

59 
or the sovereignty, integrity and security to Pakistan. 

Hmvever, Zia went to step further by forming a 

Federal Advisory Council (~ajlis-i.-Shoora) in December 

1981. The major purpose of the council was to create 

conditions in which the c01mtry attain a democratic, 

Islamic polity. 

In his efforts at Islamization, Gen. Zia has been 

ungrudgingly supported by the Islamic parties like 

JI, JUP, JUI etc. Given the nature of the military rule 

in the country, these religious parties look in!fiispen_ 

sible at least 'as long as Islamization remains the 
60 dominant ideology of the state. 

Restrospect C~stitutional amendment are seen as 

a device to ensure constitutional legitimation. 

59. Riaz Hassan, 'Islamization: An Analysis of Religious, 
Politi cal and Social Change in Pakistan' , Middle-
~~t~-~tu~, vol.3, n.26, July 1985,p.269. 

60. Ibid., p. 274. 
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Zia got his first constitutional legitimacy by the 

Supreme Court verdict in his favour, under the plea 

that 1 an extra constitutional' step had been necessiated ' 

by the complete break down and erosion of •constitution 

and moral authority, and the coup ivas justified under 

the "doctrine of necessity. n 61 He was reported to have 

said "as far as the integrity of the country is concer_ 

ned it would be safeguarded by the armed forces alone". 62 

Therefore, the Army should have the constitutional power 

and the right to ask a government to resign in the event 

of waat is considered to be a crisis 11
• This "Turkish 

solution" and such constitutional changes would provide 

for "the doctrine of necessity.u63 

Zia's constitutional projections were given a 

formal sanction by the PCO 1981, which provide for real 

martial law for an ninterimu period. This completely 

shattered the Parliamentary Democratic frame work provi

ded by the 1973 constitution which was formulated on 

the basis of consensus among the different political 

parties. This change provided unfettered power to the 

61. The._'fim~, 11 November 1977. 

62. K.B.Sayeed, Pol!ti£~5-~~~is~~~The Nature and 
~~~ion_Q.f Change (1980), p.183. 

63. Ibi1. 
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President, a Federal Cmuncil whose membership was to 

be determined by the President, curtailment of the 

pmver of the judiciary and restrictions on political 

parties. 

The immediate fall out of this new constitutional 

order of March 1981 drastically curtailed the power of 

the opposition. Instead of Islamic democracy in Pakistan 

his coup against the cons ti tuti on hera1ed era which can 

be described as Ziacracy 1.vhere the government is' of Zia, 

by Zia and for Zia•. 64 

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that 

it was a period of harsh martial 1 aw. More specifically, 

all measures - political, economic, religious and constL 

tutional were taken by Zia to annihilate his political 

opposition, mainly the PPP. This prolonged military 

domination, no doubt inhibited the growth of democra

tically elected representative parties. 

-
64. P. B. Sinha, uGener1l l:i :J 1 -:; ~onn ftrr,ainst the 

Constitution!• Strategic Anal:t:sis, vol.5, · hos •. 1&2, 
April-May 1981-;-"P:-37 --~ ·-
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There is no denyin~ the fact, as it has correctly 

been emphasised by Huntington, that institutional links 

between the ruler and the ruled are essential for politi-

cal survival in developing countries. While General 

Ayub lilian provided for institutional links between the 

Eovernment <mel the rural sector, 1 through the device of 

Basic Demonratic (ED) system, General Zia with a clear 

intention to a chi eve identical objectives, b eld el ec

tions ·to 1he Local Councils on a non-party basis. In 

his relentless search for legitimacy, he inducted more 

civilians into his cabinet and. created a nominated ~ar

liament (t~jlig=l=ghoEr~) to ensure political links 

between the ruler and the ruled. 

It is pertinent to note that, ever since Zia had 

announced the principles of the August 1983 plan, oppo-

sition to it had been mounting at constantly increasin~ 

pace from various quarters. Early in October 1983, after 

the espousal of his plans f' or a future political set up 

in the country, the President was vehemently challenged 

by the .Pakistan Peoples' :Party (PPP) to bold Cl referendum, 

to let the people choose bet,,reen the General ani the nine 

party M:RD. Ho'i\rever, more impressive was t be fact that 

1 • Lawrence Zir ine, F'11 nh Br ibanti & W. Howard 
wr iggings, eds)., !' ~£ ki~~§!!_.!_1he _b~!!iLY!~.J. 
(Durham, 1977 , p.255. 
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the Jamaat Amir Mian Tufail announced his party's wil-

lingness to co-or>erate ':rith other parties to end mili-

2 
tary rule, but stopped short of joining the .r-rnn. As 

a clear departure from their adherence to earlier stand, 

the politico-religious parties like Jamaat-i-Isl.am (JI) 

felt the necessity of putting pressure on the military 

government for an early return to democratic rule in 

Pakistan. Ho~~ver, in the light of the up-comine trou

bles, like the fierce 1\.GD aeitation, the launching of 

"Pakistan Liberation Movement" with a government in 

exile in 1 98 0 , Z i a' s at t e rnp t s to g i v e a c i v il i an fa c e 

to his regime, ever since the coup in 1977, must be 

rated as a failure. 

To counter ormos i tion from all quarters, General 

Election of some form or tbe other ·was thought to be I 

the culminating point for the expansion of political 

participation. It vvas against this background that 

general elections on non-party basis, preceded by a 

Presidential referendum, vras conducted. In this process, 

Zia wa.s trying to.procure le§itimacy from all possible 

quarters step by step. Presidential referendum, ~eneral 

election on a non-party basis, installation of a civi-

lian government, constitutional legitimization and 

2. 
:l) 

Willi~m Richter, "Pakistan in 1984 : Digging in, 
~~1~_§ury~, vol. 25, no. 2, February 1985, p.148. 
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Islamization pro ?;ra!Ilmes, ·were all efforts in this direc-

tion. These policy measures, directly and indirectly 

impinged on the status of political Parties in the coun-

try and -were vddely seen as a prelude to party politics. 

In this chapter, these issues would be discussed at 

length 1 placing tl1em in the broader perspective of 

democracy. 

Referendum is an important technique of legiti-

· macy adopted by the Generals in many third world ccun-

tries where military is in povrer. The national referen

dum on the question of' t Islam' vvas one of the important 

~vents in the history of Pakistani military politics. 

Explaining the consideration behind the refer en-

dum move, Zia declared that 11 the dec is ion has been taken 

in the larger interest of the nation because the condi-

tiona prevailing around us demand that there should not 

be any ambiguity about the state of power") Zia upheld 

that the referendum was meant to consolidate ctnd streng-

then Pakistan and "to decide the issue of Central leader: 

shi~o11 
• 
4 He alE:.;o asserted that it was meant to ensure 

3. 1g~ti~~~~££_Def~g£~-§~~Q!~~an£_~~1Z~!~_iiD~~J, 
Ne·ws neview on South Asia and Indian Ocean, vol.18, 
n. 1, January 1985, p.24. 

4. Da,YL8 (Karachi), 10 December, 1984. 
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"continuation of the Islamization process as well as 

its irreversibility" .5 

.4ssuring tbe people that the peferendum was not 

for 

fer 

say 

per pet u at ion of pO,,\'er' rather it was for the trans-

of it, 

'yes' 

he asked the estimated 37 million voters 

or 'no' to the question • 
' 

wl-Jet her the people of Pakistan endorse 
the process initiated by General Zia, 
the President of Pakistan, in conformity 
y;ith the injunction of Islam as laid down 
&¥the boly prophet, and for the preser
vation of ideology of .l:'akistan; for the 
"consolidation of that process and for 
the smooth and orderly transfer of power 
to the elected representatives of the 
people" .6 

to 

The positive vote on this proposition was inter-

preted as having provided Zia with a mandate to serve 

as "President for another five years from 1985~90. In 

case of a neeative verdict, the status quo of the Chief 

.rv;artia1 Law .4dministrator (CMLA) would continue ·while he 

would cease to be tr-Je President of Pakistap.. 

The various political parties exhibited divided 

opinions on the referendum proposal. The opposition 

--------------
5· ~ublic Opinion Trends (~QT), Pakistan Series, 

vol.XII, no.234, 11 December 1984, p.3786. 

6. Davm, 2 December 1984. 
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par-ties r-ejected outr i€:11t his for mula,des ign ed to secur-e 

their supnort to General Zia's rule for ~nether five 

years. The ~akistan National Party (PNP of Ninenzo) 

contended that the non-])arty election would mean that 

sovreignty rested 'Nith the President and not with the 

people, which itself was a negation of the basic prin

ciple on v.rhic"' Pakistan vras based.7 On the contrary, 

the JUI put torth certain cond.itions
8 

for participating 

in the referendum of which "free election on a party 

basis was the most challenging demand before the Zia 

~overnment". .4shgar Khan's party (TI) exhibited a simi-

lar note of dissent towards the referendum proposal. 

Describin~ this as "referendum at gun point" 9 he said' 

11 Zia did not intend to quit nor did he want to transfer 

poyrer; at most he was t'binking of sharinE a small bit 

of power with others" • 10 I'iost of the political parties, 

the constituents of the IvLRD, as vrell as parties outside 

the Iv.F.D such as J1JP, r-eiterated their stand to boycott 

the referendum. 

7. ~§ilj_~~~' 4 October 1984. 

8. For detail of the conditions of JUI for partici
patina in the refer-endum, refer to !:Q!, vol. 12, 
n. 234, P-3789. 

10 • .ID§A, New Revievt, vol. 17, no.11, November 1984;p.562. 
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Ho'.~rever, Zia hsd his supporters on this issue too. 

The Kuslim Leaeu e (J?) and the right wing JI accepted the 

proposal of referendum and extended support to Zia. M;ic;c.ri 

Tufail of JI blamed the MRD for the government's refer-

en~uo lecision. He said that the seed of a referendum 

was sovm vrllen tbese polit-tcal 1)arties triggered a contro-

versy on vrbether Pakistan had come into be:lng in the name 

of I.slam or for economic reasans • 11 Kausar Niazi' s 

'Pro2ressive Peoples Party' also called for the refer-

endum and declared that referendum was the only effective 

method by which the country could gradually move from 

'Martial Law to Civilian Rule'·. It added that the 

opposition to the referendum proposal would amount to 

prolon~:in~ the military rule.12 

tha.l::' 
The :ceferendum"-vras conducted was far from free. 

There was vdd.espread repression and persecution of dissi-

dents. The Presidential referendum ·was conducted under 

the continuEd ban on political parties, political acti

vities and numerous other restrictions. The President 

on 5 December 1984, r>romulgated t1:1.ree ordinances to 

prescribe penalties for instigating boycott of the 

11 • Davm 16 December 1984. ---' 
12. 
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referendum poll on 10 Decemller 1984. The amendment of 

Pakistan's Penal Code (PPC), t~e Representation of 

Peoples' Act 1976 and the Senate Election Act, 1975, 

came through in the ·wake of the referendum. Besides, 

banning any criticism of the regime, many of the oppo

sition 2roup. (such as JUJ:, NDP, URD and JUI) leaders 

were held. 
1 3 

Since the political ~arties ~~re not allowed to 

challenge Zia in the referendum by putting up their own 

parallel candidates and since the press was prevented 

from printing any thing critical of the referendum, a 

'yes' vote was a foregone conclusion. 14 

Althouah the deserted ~ollin~ stations on refer-
~ . ~ 

endum day ~ere indication of the lack of popular enthu-

siasm, tl-Je official results sho,~red a turnout of 62.15 

per cent vrith 97.71 -per cent voting in favour of the 

proposition. 15 This, Zia claimed, '\'VaS a positive proof 

that the people had outri{~htly rejected tbe MRD leader

shi-p. It proved beyond doubt as the military authorities 

claimed that tbe leaders of the defunct MRD parties had 

outlived tbeir utility and did not enjoy public confidence 

13. Qay_n_2, 19 and 21 December 1984. 

14. ~~Q-1~9~~ 31 December 1984. 

15. ~§kist3g_~~~~~' 21 December 1984. 
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16 anywhere at all.... On the other hand, the MRD con-

tended that only 5 per cent of the registered voters 

exercised their franchise and thus the masses had evi-

dently responded to the IW call. Moreover, other 

alle~ations like poll rigging, mishandling of the refer-

endum exercise, were thrown at the President. 

~aving secured a popular verdict, Zia was de-

clared to be the duly elected President of Pakistan for 

5 years. The antecedents of t bis constitutional rule 

can be traced to Zia' s 12 August plan, which envisaged 

the holding of National election and tbe transfer of 

power to the elected representative by 23 IV.!B.rch 1985. 

However, be refrained from spellin~ out the schedule 

and mocle of elections until very late. Of late, he 

was toying with the idea of hanging onto power, even 

after the v1ithdrawal of martial law and more so without 

risltine any electi5\'!IQ set back. 

General Zia unfolded bis plans in a calculated 

manner by takine one measured step after another so 

that his political adversaries did not take the poli

tical initiative out of his hand. 17 First, it was in 

16. Davm, 21 December 1984. 

17. :-tassan .1\skari Rizvi, 11 The Civilianization of :r.lilitary 
r;;ule in Pakistan11

, ~§..1.9:E-.....§9.~l' vol. 26, no.1 0, 
October 1986, p.1068. 
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.~ugu~3t 1984 that he m3de his intet;ltion clear to hang on 

to the post of President. The explicit suppbrt from 

several local bodies elected in 1983 on a non-party 

basis, made him more confident to stick to his plans. 

This lod bim to declare in October 1984 that power 

would be transferred to the elected representatives 

only if they gave him an undertakine that "the present 

process of Islamization would continue". 18 Less than 

one week later he removed all doubts about his political 

plans by declaring that he would 'share' po,~r rather 

than 'transfer' it to the representatives elected in 

the forth .coming elections. 19 

One e General Zia secured his political future, 

he took steps to bring forward a civilian leadership 

that would be willing to share power on his terms and 

serve as a counter weight to his political opponents. 

The :Presidentia 1 Referendum was followed by elections 
' 

to National and Frovincial ~semblies. Putting an end 

to all speculations regarding the operation of political 

18. Davn1, 26 October, 1984. 
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parties, secular or reli3ious, in the ~neral election, 

he declared tbe polls to be held on a non-party basis, 

to the National and Provincial A$semblies on February 

25 and 28, 1985,respectively. 

An important aspect of the elections was the 

boycott of polline by the 11 party opposition group, 

the r.rr:m. This left t11e field largely to the indepen

dents and to partisans of t~e Pakistan Muslim Lea~ue(J?ML) 

and the Jamaat-i-Islam. 

There vvere differences of opinion within the 1\ffiD 

on the question of participating in the elections to be 

held on a non-party basis. Gen8ral (Retd.) Tikka Khan 

(PJ?:P leader) held the view that the government had al-

ready conducted the election and only wanted to ~ive 

it a formal shape. However, on the issue of boycotting 

the election in toto the l:viRD could not stick to a unified 

view or action. Des T>i te this policy dec is ion, numerous 

politicians abandoned their membership in the various 

par ties of tbe IlffiD, including the PP:P, in order to con

test the e1Bction. 20 Besides t~is, the JI, the ML(P) 

the Pro2ressive Peoples' Party of Kausar Niazi, accepted 

the of fer to contest the election. Some independent 

-------------
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candidates like Air Chief Marshall Noon Khan, subscribed 

to the participation in the polls on the ground that 

the National Assembly would be a 11 link between the govern

ment and the banned political parties.!' .~ 1 

To keep its main political opponents away from 

the centre of power amendments in the pre-1977 coup 

electoral laws were needed so as to ensure the exclu-

sion of the political parties from the electoral pro-

cess. In this connection, Zia assumed power to exempt 

poll disqualification. Mo.reover, he issued ~ 'Ordi

nance amending the P~A 1962, disassociating such per-

sons from being elected as members of the Parliament 

and the Provincial Assembly, ·WhO had not regis-

ter ed with the Elect ion Commissioner (EC). by 11 Oc li o

ber 1979, to be eligible to participate in the election. 

The House of Parliament and Provincial Assembly Election 

(Third .4mendment) Order 1985 vras also issued to prescribe 

the qualification of candidates for the forth coming 

elections. Besides, 'Double Assembly' membership was 
~h~ -

banned by~House of Parliament and Provincial Assembly 

Election (2nd Amendment) Order. 

The election campaign was closely regulated by 

the military government. No public meetings and 

21. !he T£ib~2~ 30 January, 1985. 
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processions were held in a 'deaf and dumb electioneering'. 

Most important was that no major national, domestic or 

forei~ issues were discussed, but only issues of local 

importance v.rer e highlif:h ted. This in effect bro u~h t forth 

people of local standing who could project the local 

issues. The "political relevance of parochial identi

ties and. particularistic orientation1122 was enhanced, in 

the wake of absence of nattonwide political alignments 

coupled with lack of national themes. Althou~:(t: these 

factors had considerably influenced the electoral beha-

viour in the past, the absence of participation of 

the political parties at the national level, exposed 

the limitations of these factors to a great extent. 

The turnout for the February election was impre-

. osive, irrespective of the- fact that political parties 

did not contest. Secondly, this demonstrated the peo

ples' support for the pollin~ process and respect for 

the democratic norms. In this Partyless election 52·9 

per cent of registered votes were cast in the National 

Assembly polls and 56.9 per cent in the Provincial 

elect ion. J:l articipa tion was high est in Punjab (6 1 .8 

per cent), but considerably lovver in the minority 

22. Rizvi, n .1'f, p. 1070. 
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provinces - Sind (49.2 per cent), NWFP (47 .6 per cent) 

and Baluchistan (46.6 per cent). 23 

Held aBainst the background of the Presidential 

referendum, the February 1985 election evoked divergent 

perspectives regardine the prospect o~ democracy in 

Pakistan. While the official opinion pertained to the 

view that partyless election was essential for evolving 

an appropriate political order, this op.tirnism was not 

shared by prominent political 12aders of the country, 

such as Benazir Bbutto of the PPP and Ashgar Khan of TI. 

Again, quite contrary to the view point of opposition 

politicians, the elected leaders of the National Assem

bly and Provincial Assembly time and again affirmed 

their belief that elections, whether on a party basis 

or a non-party basis signified the first concrete step 

tovrards implementing democracy. However, the opposition 

doubted if President Zia wa.s really sincere. in his 

pledge to turn the' country over to a democratic civi

lian government.Z4 

The partyless election of General Zia is to be 

viewed in his overall political strategy, that is, 

23. ~akis~an_Af£g~r~, vo1.38, n.5, 1 March, 1985, 
p. 1 • 

24. £§.Y!!l, 18 September 1985. 
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perpetually to kee-p his opposition avlay from their legi

timate sY:lare in political power. Viewed in this context, 

the occu ranee of part yl ess elect ion raises certain pro

blems of fundamental importance in the functionin~ of 

any de~ocratic political system. 

First, the question is connected to the prospect 

of restoration of democracy und.er this arranszement of 

partyless elections. 

Second, the role of the emerging new ruling class 

after the non-party election in substituting for the 

party politics in the country. 

Third, how far this new set of politicians are 

able to cut into the influence of the traditional poli-

tical parties of the 1-BD. 

Fourthly, '!vhat would be the status of such a sys

tem in the post martial lavr phase, when democracy would 

be fully restored. 

An analysis of the February 1985, general elec

tion SUf!8ests that the elections on a non-party basis 

·were a political setback to the MRD parties whose call 

f'or a total boycott failed to prevent people from going 

to vote.25 F6•rever, without takin3 note of the pre-

vailing -oolitical condition at t1lat time, a •ryell balanced 

-------------,--
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picture of the event can not be rerceived. The whole 

election exercise was held a2ainst the' backdrop of con-

tinued detention, arrest, and total ban on traditional 

means of electioneerin€, which successfully prevented 

the OPlJOsition parties from putting forth their pro-

gramme before the public. In this context another major 

happenin2 could be noticed. Goupled with all these 

above restrict ions, the prevent ion of debate on national 

and international issues, co~pelled the candidates to 

use caste, sect and parochial influence on the elec-

torate. 

The craving for PO'.·.rer and influence on the part 

of some individual politicians at the e:xpense of oreani-

zations and meaningful political activity was evident, 

Viewin~ this in the context of patron-client relation

ship26 where, the politicianSserved as clients to the 

military rulers, it was noticed that these politicians 

did not fall short of exchan~in~ loyal ties for obt ainit_l8 

political r·evrards. Thus, ap-peals based on langu a~e, 

ethnicity and reli~ious sectarian differences largely 

determinEd the outcome of elections. 1-ioreover, cons:tstent 

with the whole process of electioneerin€, the feudal 

26. Rasul B. Rais, "Election .in :Pakistan : Is Demo
cracy Winning," !S.1§.!l_Aff.§.1:fi?...t val. 12, no.3, 
Fall 1985, p.45· 
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elite, tribal cbiefs and relig1.ous influentials, busi-

nessmen etc. 'h avin~ clan, tribe and feudal social bases 

e:nerged trium11hant in the }Jolls in rural areas. On 

the whole, the partyless election marked the resurgence 

of' the lando,Nnin~ class in national politics, with 117 

seats out of 200 goine to this gr-ou-p and the business 

men forming the second largest social gr-oup, 27 by 

-vrinnins 42 seats • 

• ~bout half of the elected menbers of the National 

Assembly had par-ty affiliations at one time or another. 

The .i:o:L(P) emerged the larg ')St parliamentar-y party with 

over 70 members. The second laq~est group of 40 was 

formed by defectors from the Peol;les' l'ar-ty • 

. Ut'hough the voters1 t1-,us demonstrated their 

support for the polling process, they also demonstrated 

dj,saffection of the ~~rtinl Low regime by defeating four 

of General Zin's cabinet ministers and one Minister of 

State. The electoral defeat of Zia's Minister ani ad-

visors might be considered a verdict against IV'"...artial Law. 
' 

This view- particulo.rly has been reiterated by the MRD 

leaders. 

27 .... South, April 1935, 9.13, See also~~~ 21 l~rch 
1985. 



The opposition parties and leaders defended their 

action of boycottin2 the polls and reiterated their 

committrnent to the revival of t·~e unanimously accepted 

constitution of 1973. Th~J referred to the civilian 

(elected) :Jembers as "junior nartners in the country's 

vo•.·:e2: structure"28 and branded the l'Tational and Pro

vincial .lissemblies as "puppet assemblies" •29 Moreover, 

the Federal 2overn21ent was dismissed as 11 an ineffec

tive ~nin o.r i.t yu30 in the feat that instead of resorting 

democracy, 1t would cause tl'e 11rolongation of martial 

law. It was contended tr)CJt the nev:r cabinet vras so weak 

that in order to remnin stable, it would constantly re-

quire tho mcrtiol law umbrella. Thus, it vms feared in 

the o~m>or;ition carrn> th:::t tre lJ.ftinQ of martial law ·would - ' -
mean the collapse of the 3overnmsnt of that very day) 1 

l~ot~.,rit1lGtandin2 th8 stron~ c.rj_ticism against it 

the civil ian ~ ove.rnmen t 1:ras sworn in and 1 at e.r, in order 

to mobilize support, the size of the cabinet was expanded 

to 36 mr::Jbers' tr.e largest cabinet in the entire history 

of. Pakistan. Subsequently, ~ithin the Assembly two party 

28 • ~§.~, 12 .4 pr il 1 98 5. 

29 • N!:!E1:1.Q!., 1 LJ. .~ pr il 1 9E3 5 • 

30. Da ... ~m, 12 .4pril 1985. 

31. POT, vol. 13, n.7s, 15 APril 1985, p.1415. 



like groupings , .. ,ere establis'hed. The majority group 

led by Prime ~inister Junejo and the Predominantly 

Official Parliamentary Group ( OPG). .s small ~r oupin e 

called trc Indcpenden t Parliamentary Group ( IPG) led 

by JI and ot1;er me'Tlbers played the role of parliamEntary 

opposition. 

Thus, from the foregoing analysis it could be 

perceived t~ot every possible ste~) was takEn both by 

the General and tl:>e elected civilian leaders to eive 

some remblance of a popular civili<m 8overnment at the 

exclusion of the major political "PortiEB. But in t~ 

final analys i:;, a.s one: commc:ntator noted, 11 the cause of 

stability vrill not be served if' the lmown political 

parties (ccfLmct though they are ) remain out in the 

cold; nursin8 thch grievances and their sense of 

alienation" .32 

.~s thr? day of withdn.lvv-al of martial law approa-

chr::d, the military authorities dcciied to take the nece-

ssary steps to reBulate political parties in the post-

martial law 1!eriod. In order to acr.ieve t'his objective, 

32.. ~.§~, 11 November 1985. Foreie:n Broadcast Infor
mation Service, South Asia 2eries, ·~uoted in 
William ?.ichtcr, n:i-;--p:21T:-----
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t1~e PoliticB1 1-'artic~s (.~men~t:ncmt) .~ct was passed on 9 

December 1Si85, in tl"1C 1val::e of lifting of martial law. 

'l'hlf< nevr lJ.W nrovi·.1ed. for a:: c1a!Jo:ate and cumbersome 

:procedure for re[3i;;tratlon of the political parties with 

tre Election Com·ninr:;ion. The bill also imposes curbs on 

tlJe free association, rnoveme:nt Dnd activities of the po

litical }J8.rtie.s. ThP-se restrict}ons vre.re important in 

the ''.ral<:e of' th•~ continued ch8llenf!es from the political 

parties th~t disputed the legitimacy of the civilianized 

government. 

The Process of Islamization, reached its peak for 

creating a more Isla'Ilic syc;tem of ~!overnment (Nizam-1-

Islam). Politically, Islam has functioned throuBhout 

Zia's rule CJS the source of le3itimization. The net 

rec:ult of' such m.~ipulations of rc::lisious factors for 

r~w::;tainin~ in po~·er, has been the emergence of a chain 

of controversim over Islar;:d~R.tion. Pov;ever, the 8 year 

contro'llersy over Islamization reacted its peak in 

December 198.L~ referendum vrhich IYaS subsequently followed 

by non-party elections. The problems and issues that 

erner ge out of t1-•1s process ir1 vi tal to our understanding 

of the emerging scene in the national politicso 
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The National referendum on the question of 'Islam' 

heralded a new era in the history of military politics. 

Zia 's cabinet 11anisters, ri~ht-wing supporters, specia-

lly the conservative religious groups supported the 

Presictent for '.'!hat he described as the "mission of 

Islamization of the polity". ';.'o this effect, he re-

iterated hi:; view tbat, political parties were unislamic 

and that to restore them 'votxJ.d o..m6Ut to a reversal of 

Islamization activity during his seven and a half year 

rule. 

True to his style and ;; erh aps because he was 

~nsure of' the political climate .in the country, Zia 

manipulated the referendum in such a manner that the 

outcome ''ras a for~ave conclw:Jion. In the December 

referendum, !lCOPl e could not hc:we said 'no' without 

incurrinr:; the 0~ of votinc:: against Islam. The 

transforming of a vote on Islam into a mandate to rule 

the country for another five years, was greeted by the 

opposition as a cunning piece of •Nork. Giving vent to 

their .resentment on this act, .4rshad ChalXihury, a URD 

srokesman rightly obnerved t1iat 99 1)er cent of the 

country's population being l-1uslim, tbe Isla.rnic system 

hed never been a matter of dispute" .33 The JUI declared 



the referendum unislac-nic. 

:r.coreover, it was declared by the General that 

the post referendum polls '.r.tould be held in the frame-

wor'c: of 'Islamic Democracy', ~Nhich did' not recognise 

the operation of Political Pc:ll· ties. This aspect is cru

cial. It is to be noted that, under Zia's scheme of 

polls only the Ministers and me~bers of Cabinet could 

contest. Government and Opposition Parties appeared to 

be tradin~ parallel causes and the Islamic democracy 

and political powers were bcdn~ initiated by isolating 

political leaders.34 

The election held witt--,in the framework of 

'Islamic ~~:e:nocracy" is quite intriguing. In the election, 

the JI won only 9 out of 63 seats. The electoral set-

back to JI, vrhich had ap-rnoved and aided the Islamiza-

tion pro~ra~me of Zia, miEht be regarded as a popular 

verdict aeainst Islamization from the top.35 The 

people of }:lakistan, us indic>.-ated, were voicing their 

disapproval of Zia's politics and his Islamic policies 

Unlike the-ir stand in tbe referendum, people were in a 

34. PO!, vol. 13, n.14, 18 January 1986, p.258. 

35. ?.a is, n .2f;, p .48. 
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pooition to indicate their disapproval of' Islarniza-

tiono 

M:oreover, tt-Je setbacks for islamization and 

Zia's policies tr'ere also eviCi.ent from the way in which 

JI withdrew from contrastin::< the provincial election.36 

Another major controversy was responsible for 

the erner~ence of the two factors in the JI over the 

issue of Islamization. 'l'he Karachi wing, led by Ghafoor 

Ahm'd, advocated switcl1ing to a militant anti-reeime 

stance to preserve the Jamaat' s wa.n:Lng influence. On 

the contrary, the more inflUC!ncial and pov.rerful Punjabi 

t;ring was against tbe idea of comin~ out openly a~ainst 

the government. In this context, to quote one obser

ver, largely reg 1m e' s Islamic protestations no longer 

cut much ice, Pal'>:istan sociE:ty i.s no more or no less 

Islamic today than it was 8 years aao.37, 

The ending of Iviartial Law was felt necessary to 

maintain the credibility of the entire civilianisation 

36. Sawhney, R.G. n:Pakistan Elections : Beeinning of 
the Encl of the Zi a Regime" , §. trat~_g Anali~!.§..t. 
vol • 8 , n. 12, lV.ar ch 198 5, p. 1 149 • 

Mohammad .Ciyub, "Dateline Pakistan : A passaEe to 
An arc hy? 11 ~~~E~-~~li_9J:l no .59, Summer 1 985, P• 16 2 • 
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process, starting from the February 1985 election to the 

pas sin~ of PPA. The '.::ri t1-rlravval of' m ortial law on 30 

December 1985 terminated the lon~ est military rule 

(July 1 W7 to December 1985) in the country. On the 

face of it, its liftine signals the return to a demo

cratic system, after the: po,·rers have been transferred 

to the elected representatives. Although General Zia

ul-Faq claims Pakistan to be the most democratic and 

representative Third worlu Country on earth,,several 

questions need clarification. 

Is the post-martial law perio1 a departure 

from the martial law period or a more con-

tinuation of the previous regime; 

would it allow· the political·representative 

to operate freely in national policy decision 

makin~ or would it remain a rubber stamp in 

the hands of t~e President; 

What would be the fate of political parties 

in s u c h. a s ys t e m • 

All these quest ions act partial explana t .ion from 

one fact. The most far reaching and ominous feature of 

the Zia brand of non-martial law is that he continues to 

be the chief of army staff', thus retaining the previous 
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face. Th:1t t'ne post-martial period is a continuation 

of tbe old one, for all practical purposes, is revealed 

in his sprecb on tbe floor of ~arliament on 30 December; 

•Th e ne·w Democratic order of 1985 is 
neither a rival nor an adversary of 
the outgoing re~ime. It is infact, 
an extemion of the one in ex~stence 
for the past several years .... 3. 

As far as his attitude towards political partiES 

are concerned, it -is no less than a continuation of the 

old policy. That he was not favourably disposed towards 

parties even in the post-martial law phase could be rea 1 

lized from the provisions of P:t'A. This Act placed humi-

liatin:; restrictior .... s aimed at making it difficult, if 

not impossible for the functioning of self respecting 

political parties. 

HOt.<rever, Pakistan Political Parties banned since 

1979, resumed their activitic.:s after the termination of 

the ~~rtial Law and the passin.g of the P~A, after sub

stant jal amendments. Pr im'e !Uriis t er June j o revived his 

PIYlL 1.'.'itb support from a majority of MP's elected a year 

ago on a non-party basis. Wbi1.e some other J?oli tical 

Parties fell under this category, most of the opposition 
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parties still refu:c,ed to register under a new law re-

quiring them to submit treir constitution and accounts 

to an EC. Pov,rever, the N:RD could not hold on to a uni-

ted stand over the issue of re!3istration. When most of 

its con:Jtituent units abstained from registerin~, the TI 

declared its intention to register. The areument of 

the supporters of re3istration goes like this; 

-.,rre can not carry on with anti-martial law 
slo~an novv tbat martial law is gone. we 
should pressurize Junejo to hold fresh 
elections on a party basis and prepare 
ourselves for the polls. If v:l8 do not 
do that, he will probably have mid-term 
elections any ~ay, and the PML will QO 

unchallenged .•59 

The oppositions condemns the formation of PML as 

the official party and brands it as a Kin~'s party. On 

the other hand, ins ir. tin-:: on their distinctiveness 

Junej o c J.a ims that his party drai\n st ren~ t h from elected 

representatives of the people an:l hence it is democratic 

in character. In a bid to prove it, attempts have been 

made by elected l?olit ical leaders to distance themselves 

from Presk1ent Zia and his previous martial law regime. 

This trend proves that t~ey do not represent a civilian 

extension of martial law. As most observers agree they 

can not go too far in assertin2 their independence until 
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Junej o' s l'i(L as v.i€11 as Parliamentary Opposition partiES. 

organic.e themselves to face any political challenge from 

the 11-rJorty r.IRJJ •40 Hence they have to dep<:::nd on the 

General, to crus1; any political cballe.1ge that the MRD 

may pose. 

The formation of the PI't.L under the leadership 

of Prime I.finif'ter Junejo after the PPA had been passed, 

may eive some pretence of a civilian democratic govern

ment. Hov.rever, thB major political elements in the 

country remained outsio.e tl1is new system. Its total 

exclusion widely doubted t'be le~itimacy of the official 

party in the country. T11is r:,urely doos not ar~ue well 

f' or t 1le functioning of demo era c y. 

Moreover, tbe post-martial law period v.ri tnessed 

the emergence of three distinct groups after the revival 

of Pl'A. These are the martial la.w bureaucracy, the 

elected parliament an:l the political parties (including 

both registered and unregistered parties). Th~se groups 

ditfer from each other in their perception of ideolo~y 

as well as political pr o:~ramme and vision of democratic 

process. Sometimes, tvro e.rou!Js align to 'Nork against 

the other .. This particularly, holds true in case of 

military and pnrliamentary 0roups working against the 

-------------------
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opposition parties, mainly against the MRD eroups. How-

ever, it has been observed that the outcome of this 

1 trilateral politics 1 y;ould eventually determine the 

future course of Pakistan politics .41 

From the foregoing analysis it is clear that the 

Presidential referendum was unique to Zia's style. His 

contention that "this unusual procedure for the election 

of the President of the country would not be made a pre-

cedent, but '.;vould be follo·wed this time as an excep

tion1142, provides ample evidence of the fact that this 

was a clever plan to acquire a constitutional backing 

by the Genera.l. He excluded the politiCal parties from 

this, and in turn sought the opinion of the innocent 

masses, in an atmosphere of continued ban on political , 

activity, press, etc. This justifies the opposition's 

apprehension on the referendum. 

One more onjoy th.in:=: could be observed from the 

conduct of the election. .!igainst the ba-ckdrop of strict 

regulation and total restriction, 11 the Pakistan case" 

as one observer puts it, 11provides a scenario of inter

nal colonialism" thElt heavily depends on "coercion 

41. :Sais, n.2f, p.52. 

42. n.d., President Zia's Election : Referendum in 
:Pakistan (December 1984 ), Joumal of South .!\sian 
and _t~.fiddle Eastern Studies-;-vol.a-, !1;3-;-sprin-g-1985:--------------------- ~ 
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rather than on consensus measures 11 .43 

The very fact that the opposition boycotted the 

poll was a clear indication of the non-acceptability of 

thP proposition that a pooitive verdict on Islamization 

policy of Zia wculd ensure him the post of President 

for five years. It was widely believed that "it was 

Zia's latest ploy to enhance his regime's legitimacy 

by invoking a divine ri3ht to rule" .Ltl!- In the pre

text of pooing himself as the true follo~r of Islam, 

he declared the political. parties as unislamic. 

The subsequent partyless election reachei the 

higb water mark: in the tradition of undemocratic po-

litics. The constitutional and political frame·work: for 

the functionin.2 of the representative institutions and 

civilian cabinets at the national am provincial levels 

were provided in the Revival of the Constitutional Order 

(Reo) of ¥.tarch 1985, the 8th Amendment, popularly lmown 

as the Indemnity law in October 1985, and the political 

fram ~·..rork determine and distribute the power and function 

between the three emerging groups. 

44. 

Aftab A. Kazi, "Education, Ethnicity ani Political 
Socialization in Pakistan", !~i§n_'!:t£![!:~, vol. 14, 
n • 4 , -~ u ~ u st 1 98 6 , P • 3 58 • 

. 4yoob, n.~, pp.161-62. 
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During thisone year the military authorities have 

been tryin;::, in collaboration with the civilian leaders, 

to ensure credibility to this entire process of civili-

anization. However, doubts persist as to its very 

nature, which has excluded the major political parties 

in the country. It is not far from truth that this 

period represents an illuflion of democracy. Like the 

martial law IEriod., in the post-martial phase also the 

strongest -political party (PPP) :iD not in operation. 

This has also been th:? fate of other 11ajor political 

parties in tl:le country. ~Ht1-]ough leBal prov:L9ions 

have chan3ed, .it represents a mere continuation of the 

martial law phase. Moreover whatever numbe:r of politi-

cal -parties operatin!3 after registration with EC, their 

freedom of speech an5. expression are restricted. They 

are operating in an at:nos'}Jhere of utter restrictions 

and limi tat ions. This h. as serious repercussions on 

t1leir workin2. M:ost re8retable ts the fact that suc1! 

an atmosphere, the importance of political partiE£, that 

oppose the 3overnment rolic ies, hLl ve hardly any role to 

]?lay and their impflrtance is reduced to military. 

Tbus, in t be final analysis, although post-martial 

law phase gives tbe j_m-presaion of a democratically elec-

ted govGrnment witl1 political parties operating in the 

country, the truth behind it is hardly any different from 

that of the mart.ial la·w period. 
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CONCLUSION 
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Pakistan now has a political history of four 

decades behind her. During such a short span, it 

already has come under the grip of military rule thrice. 

More disturbing is the fact that, given the nature of 

political development in the country, it can be safely 

concluded that the period has yet to arrive, when one 

can accurately state that decision-making in Pakistan 

is dominated by the political party apparatus. The 

failure of democratic process in Pakistan may well be 

ascribed to the lack of a stable party system. 

There is no denying the fact that "the future of· 

political parties depend upon hovr successful they and 

their governments are in coping with the crisis of poli ti-
~Ko.t 

cal development. 1 This impliesAthe endeavour of a national 

party depends on its performance in satisfying the 

hopes and aspirations of the people. Evidently, political 

parties in Pakistan have failed to achieve the above 

declared objectives. 

The foregoing analysis makes it clear,viewing 

a gains f this objective, that the emergence of political 

1. Weiner and Lapalombora, ttThe Impact of parties in 
Political Development", in Weiner and Lapalambora, 
eds • , Politi cal_.fS!]'ti e.§_ and PolillQ.§1_~_y~ opmen t, 
New Jersey, 1967, p. 435o 
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parties, as udependent phenomenon" has contributed 

considerably for the lack of evolution of a strong, 

national based party system in the country. 

Jinnah, Liaquat and Bhutto were hand1oofped in 

party and institution building by the weak social base 

of the Pakistan Movement as well as their own lust for 

power. A national consensus around the constitution, 

provincial autonomy, role of Islam, and so on could not 

be reacted at, resulting in complete breakdown of the 

existing parliamentary (Nominal) democracy. Evidently, 

it was the lack of party politics, bad party politics 

and agitational party politics that resulted in the 

~mergence of Ayub, Yahya and Zia 1 s military takeover 

res pee ti vely. 

Politicians were directly responsible for nurtU-. 

ring conditions conducive to their own displacement in 

the political structure. While Iskandar Mirza cons_ 

pi,y-e_cL with Ayub and conducted the army into politics, 

Bhutto happily rode into martial law pawer on the back of 

----
2. The timing and manner of their advent, how they 

organise, and hovl they perform are aspects largely 
dependent ~wider environmental factors like histo
rical experience, the pre-existing elite setting, 
the structure of traditional society? the permeation 
of central institutions etc. See, Phllip E.Jones, 
"changing .Party structure in Pakistan" in Manzooruddin 
Ahmed, Con_tem:R.Q£§..£.Y--.!?9.:9.§.~, (Karachi, 1980),p.ll4. 
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General Gul Hassan and Air Mar~al Rahim Khan. The 

politicians of the Pakistan National Assembly adopted 

a similar strategy to overthrow Bhutto. It is this 

legacy which the Armed Forces have now seized upon to 

consolidate and constitutionalize their power. 

As in Pakistan's formative period, so during the 

tenure of z. A. Bhutto, the breakdown of the party struc

ture proved to be a prellrle to the third military regime 

of Gen. Zia- ul-Haq. In this context, the military inter

vention in politics in Pakistan,has to be essentially 

seen in terms of the failure of the Civilian counter_ 

vailling forces, and in reference to" the legitimacy 

crisis. Here , one agrees with what Huntington has to 

say, that, the reasons for intervention are not military 
4 

but political. This however, does not deny the impor_ 

tance of other factors for such military disposition. 

Hence, the main factors which have brought about military 

intervention, are the lack of representative political 

institutions, the absence of consensus, and the coming 

into power of leaders who depend on personal charisma 

rather than on constitutional bases of support. 

3. 

4. 

Najam Sethi 'Significance of the Zia Regime•, 
Strat_gg,tc Digest,vol.J.6, No.3, March 1986, p.305. 

Samuel P. Huntington, E£1i tical Ordeti!l...Qh§:!!gi!l,g 
Societz, (New Haven, 1968],pp.l95-200. 
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The study of the role of political parties under 

the military rule has unveile9 an interesting dimension. 

That,~political parties in Pakistan have been an inter

mittent and unstable phenomenon, which the political 

system has neither been able to work well, nor operate 

for long periods without~, is particularly true, under 

§military regime,. The striking similarities between 

tadays post-martial scenario and the 1962 political 

situation, prove a point here. The first experiment 

with •Guided Democracy' by Gene~al Ayub Khan, had paved 

the way for non_party parliament in 1962. However, not

withstanding his adverse attitude towards political 

parties and politicians, he was, under the situation, 

compelled to revive the representative apparatus, within 

months of lifting of martial law. A parallel comparision 

could be obtained from the present political scenario, 

with the revival of political parties, that witnessed 

the emergence of Muslim League (Pagora) .-os. ""· an official . 

party. 

At the time of Zia's military takeover, political 

observers prescribed limited life for him, at the top. 

As «proclaimed intentions concerning the succession 
/ 

5. Ahmed, no.2, p.ll4. 
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usually bear little relationship to the outcome, the 

military elites, generally are compelled by the post

coup situation to seek to consolidate their rule. 

It is well contended that political parties pose a serious 

threat to military's survival in politics. In such a 

situation, the military rulers invariably, in a persis

tent effort, try to undermine their power base, in order 

to render them ineffective, in the game of power politicso 

Zia's different policy measures and political strategies, 

like the civilianisation process, Islamization programme, 

partyless election, constitutional legitimation, etc. are 

directed to a..c~e._ve., the above objective. Moreover, 

Gen. Zia' s apparent success, is based on the opposi tion.'s 

inability to formulate an appropriate response, as much 

on his own strategic geni u.s. 

Without exception, all parties contributed in 

consolidating Zia's power. While Wali Khan gave 

explicit support to Zia and agreed with the dectston 

to postpone elections; A~ghar Khan called for accouta

bility, and the Leftist groups maintained an ominous 

silence on this issue. More disappointi~g was the fact 

that the Muslim League and the Jamaat-i-Islami joined 

the military government. 

-----...--.. --
6. Samuel E. Finer, "The Retreat to the Barracks: Notes 

6n the Practice and lheory of ~ilitary Withdrawal 
from the seat of poweru, Third Worl£_Quarterl;{, Vol. 7 
No.1, January 1985, p.7. 
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General Zia's rule has inaugurated 'politics 

without political partiesn, in Pakistan. Though contra

dictory it may appear, with the holding of Presidential 

referendum, followed by election to National and Provin... 

cial Assemblies, on Non-party basis, by changing the 

electoral and constitutional laws, to the opposition's 

disadvantages, and by putting greater emphasis on the 

theme of Islamization, this process seems to ~ b~ almost 

complete. 

Despite the fact that General Zia's efforts were 

directed towards procuring legitimacy from all quarters, 

at the behest of party politics, he has failed to win 

popular mass support. But, the very fact that he has 

successfully been able to hang on to the power base, 

should be sufficient proof of his political wisdom and 

mane!uv¥eing. Above all, one reason can be attributed 

to this apparent success of his; that is the role of the 

unrepresentative forces, 7 like the JI and some of the 

7. It's noteworthy to emphasize here that the electoral 
strength of the JI is minimal, as clearly evident 
from the election results in 1971, 1977 and 1985, to 
the National and Provincial Assemblies. Thus, the 
necessity to seek the military umbrella, 111.. oyde.Y to 
avoid an electoral confrontation, is felt by these 
unrepresentative groups, in order to perpetuate 
themselves, at the helm of political power. Hence, · · 
they need to harp on the theme of Islamization and 
would continue to provide the ideological guidelines 
for the military regime. See; Khan, M.A., Islam, 
Poliit£LAnd the Stgte;. A Pakistan Ex£.§£1~, 
T Lon.cLo0 .J 1985), pp. 8-9. 
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defectors of the Pakistan Peoples' Party (PPP). It 

has been calculatedly thought by the military rulers 

that a threat of the prospect of a PPP victory at 

the polls, would help in perpetually keepi~g the unre_ 

presentative leaders away from joining, in any movement, 

for restoring democracy. Thus nothing could be farther 

from the truth that "the military, bureaucracy and the 

unrepresentative leaders have one thing in common, 
8 

the fear of the masses". 

important point, which has a direct bearing 1dth the 

above aspect. This is related to the military's persis

tent desire and effort to undermine the operation of 

the political parties. Zia is no exception to this. 

Moreover, far from being identical in his dealing with 

all the political parties, the attack primarily is 

directed against his arch rival and the most represen_ 

ta ti ve party - the PPP. This explains why General Z1 a 

announced a series of measures to ensure political death 

for the PPP. 

Since military rulers' dilemma involves the fact 

that they neither can withdraw from rulership nor can 

-------
8. Gowher Ri. zvi, "Riding the Tiger" in clap h...a.IYl and 

Philip, eds. 1h§._!:Qli.ll~.J2ile~ of Military 
]~~,(Sydney, 1985), p.223. 
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they fully legitimize it, 9 they neither can wsi:o'>~'e. 

the party system fully nor can completely do away with 

it. While the first step would endanger their politi

cal survival, the second would expose them ·.bt~ctn.tly 

unrepresentative. However, it is pertinent to note 

that, if a military ruler outlaws party system, he has 

to restore the same in different form. In this context, 

one agrees with the viewpoint that the ttbes t threat 

the authoritarian leaders can do is to domesticate them, 

by controlling their number, their personnel, and their 

programmes". 10 

The amendm8nt of the PPA, 1962, the introduction 

of proportional representation an0 such other measures, 

were announced to achieve the above objectives. But, 

as exPerience shows, Zia felt the burden unbearable 

to totally done away with political parties, although 

they remained under viYtual suspension for quite a long 

period. Before terminating the martial law regime on 

30 December, 1984, he gave way for political parties 

to operate. Zia's policy, thus, has a close resemb

lance with what Ayub had done. 

The efforts of the military rulers to create a 

-------
9. S.E.Finer, !he Man Qn Hor~eb~, (New York, 1974), 

p. 243. 
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viable political institution, facilitating partici

pation, stability and continuity, suffered during the 

period of Zia 1s regime. The attempt at nation_ 

building, at the expense of politics, and at the exclu_ 

$ion of representative political parties, in the long 

run, turn out to be a failure,ll and invariably keeps 

their legitimacy in question. Notwithstanding the 

fact that, elections were held, martial law lifted, 

and democracy restored, Zia could not convert military 

intervention into participating politics. He was caught 

between personal preference and objective need of the 

hour. Besides this, in view of the divergence in the 

perception of the military rulers and civilian political 

elites, the legitimacy of the Zia regime would remain 

widely questioned. In this context, one is more prone 

to identify his idea with, that 'if democracy and elec

ted representative government is the goal, them martial 

lAW sets the progess back. 12 Thus, inevitably, prae

torianism will result in an incomplete regime and 

polity. 

The direct consequences of the prolongation of 

---.o.-----

11. Huntington, n.4, p.92. 

12. Kheli, S.T., •Martial Law Again in Pakistan", 
~~Affairs, vol.5, b.4, March-April, 1978,p.240 
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b military domination, has e~hibited the development of 

a mass based party system in the country, as has been 

observed from the preceding chapters. The disintegra_ 

tion cume about either because of lack of politics 

or governmental repression. The PPP also is no excep

tion to this. 13 Bhntto' s politic <11 style is no better 

than that of his predecessors. After Bhutto's execution, 

it suffered from both ideological disharmony and weak 

organisation and fell victim to factionalism and intra

party rivalry. Its demographic base is largely restriC

ted to Sind, which in turn, contributes to the party 

weakness. 14 

The MRD is no better. To summarize the MRD•s 

composition, programme, ideology and strategy, "it was 

composed of warring factions and parties; its leaders 

were uncharismatic men with huge ambitions, few 

principles, and a long history of ineffectualness and 

opportunism, it had no political programme and manifesto, 

it had no meaningful slogan to fire the imagination 

of the people; its political tactics were faulty and ___ , __ _ 
13e Although, the biggest, political force, in Pakistan 

today, is the PPP, its baddled with seY'tou.s 
p·roblems. For one thing, Bhutto didn ·J·ultbuild any 
organisation nor did he rear up any leadership. 
1he_11~_Qf_lnd~, 14 January, 1982. 

14. ~_liindustan_limes, 7 September 1980. 
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it has no unified strategy for struggle against a formi

dable, determined and ruthless adversary. n 15 Moreover, 

the MRD has been anything other than the PPP in disguise. 

Hence the failure on the part of the MRD to struggle to 

dethrown the military from the seat of political power. 

On the whole, parties as do exist are neither 

organically rooted in, nor related to the masses in 

any co-ordinated fashion~ Organisation is haphazard, 

confused, often at odds with its own imperatives. Demo

cratic values are at low premium, and C1'vJ. opposition 

has been divided. In the ultimate analysis, the 

balance of power between the two protagonists has swJmg 

in Zia 1 s favour. 

This bleak picture of the existence and operation 

of political partiesf would provide an one sided esti

mation. One thing assuring is visible, on the political 

horizon of Pakistan. At present, broadly, the various 

political parties in Pakistan, could be categorized under 

two rightly disproportionate gr.oupings. Most of the 

parties, fall under the category of "lallger groups", 

that stand opposed to the Zia 1 s regime, unlike the PPP 
1)'\.. 

vs the PNA equation~the earlier stage of Zia•s rule. In 

15. Sethi, no.3, p.315. 
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this context, thus, with the changing environment of 

priori ties and expectation, political alignments also 

have undergone profound charges. All the prominent 

leaders of the PNA, including JI, which supports Zia's 

takeover, have withdrawn their support ani started cri ti

cizing Zia's policy openly. This clearly shows the 

beginning of evolu.t\on, of mature political thinking. 

As regards the post-martial political scenario 

in the country, it is too early to suggest whether the 

recent introduction of civilian ruler had laid the 

foundation of the political institutions and processes 

capable of sustaining political and economic pressures. 

A fairly large political group and a section of country's 

population have stayed away from the election process 

and thus dispute the legitimacy of the whole el'e"(c..tse., 

They are kept completely excluded.from tae political 

powers by imposing legal restriction only using the 

coercive apparatus of the state. This has inevitably 

led to the confrontation between the civilianized 

regime and the major political parties, which in turn 

would make it extremely difficUlt for the new system 

to expand its support base and obtain a wide spread 

acceptability; 

Although, the present scene providesthe semblance 
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Of a return to -democratic rule, with the ban on political 

parties lifted, and by the creation of a participatory 

system by setting up parliament etc., the truth suggests 

a different story. Zia made sure, before lifting martial 

law, that he continued to exercise the initiative in 

political process by taking three major steps; by rw-t YV.rivtd 

1973 constitution, rather introducing amendments in 

67 articles,by introducing the 'Indemnity law' and by 

virtue of retaining the post of Chief of Army Staff 

(COAS). 

Thus, the present scene can not be regarded as 

a departure from the martial law phase. It represents 

a mere continuation in the civilian ~cwb. -. On 

the other hand, the opposition does not unitedly propose 

a strong cause, Rightly, in the words of an observer, 16 

nit will take quite some time before classes cutting 

regional lines will crystallise and for classes like 

the industrial labour and the peasants combining with 

other groups to seize power". 
l\ 

Moreover, rather than 

a return to civilian rule, by change in Pakistan in 

short term is more likely to be in the nature or a 

military dominated regime, partly due to the elimination 

16. Sayeed, K.B., ed • Politics_in Pakistan: Nature and 
~irectiog_of Change ( Neco yohJ(_ J 1980}, p.187. 



of political activity and partly due to the fragmenia..~on.. 

and polarisation of political parties with regional 
17 and ideological groups" , and the leadership crisis. 

Moreover, Zia's own disposition is negatively marked. 

rn an interview to "Observer", on the eve. of February 

1985 election, Zia said that "for a military regime 

it is damn easy to takeover, but for a military regime 

to hand over, it is next to impossible. 18 With this 

attitude of the General, it is difficult to predict 

the immediate future .course of politics in the country. 

Viewing in a longterm perspective, one can per

ceive, politics can never be banished or held in a 

state of $edation for a long time in a country. Modern 

politics involves participation, both in the electoral 

as well as decision making at the grassroot level. 

Democracy, as Finer Observers, "rests in its hope and 

doubts upon party system; there is the political CehtY~ 

of gravity. " 19 

Legitimate power within the system flowed from 

"the peopleu to their elected rep res entati ves. Thus 

the only solution to the cycles of military rules in 

17. Khan, Asghar., .Qgnerals_:!lL.,f.Qlitics 195&..82, 
{New Delhi, 1983), p.215. 

18. Sund~ Observer, 24 February, 1985. 

19. Finer, no.9, p.364. 
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Pakistan, lies in development of civilian institution. 

This task. of civilian institution building and strong 
.J' 

civilian countervail ... ing forces can be done only by a 

return to civilian rule, through a strong, national, 

grassroot, and mass based political party led by a skilful 

political leadership. Above all, the importance of the 

role of the mass support behind this, can't be kept 

aside. 

Last, not the least, the military 20 disposition 

is crucial in ~haping the future course of political 

change or facilitating trans fer of pov.rer from one power 

elite to another. It is high time, the military realises 

that their legitimacy lies in the baYYelck.s and : ih..D-l 1.~ 

the center of political power. 

-------
20. H. A. R:l..zvi., Highlights the Importance of this 

Aspect in his book, ,!!!~Migta!:l_~nd Politics 
iB_Eakistan, Lahore, 1974. 
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!ABLE - 1 

Final Party Position in the National Assemblj 
March 1977 General Election 

------ -------·--------------------~-------

Seats 

ppp 

PNA 

PML( Q) 

Pakistan Inaquilabi 
Mahaz 

Pakhtoon Khawa 

NAP 

JUI (Haz~r~i) 

Pakistan Mazdoor 
Party 

Other Parties 

Independents 

Punjab 

116 

108 

8 

Sind 

43 

32 

32 

NWFP 

34 

8 

17 

1 

8 

Bal u..; · To tal 
chis tan -----

7 

17 

200 

155 

36 

1 

8 

-------------------------~------,---------------------

Source: Dawn, March 9, 1977, 
Taken from Surendra Nath KaushikJ Pakistan 
under Bhutto•s leadership, {NewDelhi, 1985), 
p. 270. 
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TABLE_ 2 

Final Party Position in the four 
Provincial Assemblies 

(1977 election) 

·-----------------------------------------------------
Seats Punjab Sind ____________ ... _______ _ 
Seats 

ppp 

a 
PNA 

PML( Q) 

Independents 

JUI (Hazarvi) 

240 100 

232 100 

7 

NWFP BalU- Total 
chis tan 

80 

71 

2 

5 

1 

40 

34 

5 

460 

437 

2 

17 

1 

-------------------

source : Morning News, 12,13 March 1977 

Taken from- S.N.Kaushik 1 Pakistan under Bhutto•s 
leadership (New Delhi, 1984), p.271. 

a - The PNA boycotted the Provincial Assembly Election. 
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